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MODÈLES D’OPTIMISATION POUR LA GESTION DES RESSOURCES DANS LES
RÉSEAUX CELLULAIRES TWO-TIER
Rebeca Estrada Pico
RÉSUMÉ
L’architecture hiérarchique bi-niveau (c.à.d. two-tier) qui se compose d’une macrocellule et
des femtocellules est la plus prometteuse pour les opérateurs des réseaux cellulaires, parce
que cette architecture peut améliorer la capacité actuelle des réseaux cellulaires sans coûts
additionnels. Toutefois, l’incorporation des femtocellules dans les réseaux cellulaires existants
doit être habilement configurée en vue de l’amélioration de l’utilisation des ressources limitées.
Dans cette thèse, nous abordons le problème de l’optimisation des ressources pour les réseaux
bi-niveau utilisant la technologie OFDMA dans les scénarios où les femtocellules emploient la
méthode d’accès hybride.
La méthode d’accès hybride est une technique qui fournit différents niveaux de service aux
abonnés et aux utilisateurs non-autorisés et réduit les interférences perçus par les abonnés en
octroyant des accès à des utilisateurs publics qui se trouvent dans les environs. Cette méth-
ode devrait fournir un compromis entre l’impact sur la satisfaction des abonnés et le niveau
d’accès accordé aux non-abonnés. L’impact sur les abonnés doit être minimisé en termes de
performance ou doit être compensé par des avantages économiques.
Ce projet de recherche se concentre sur deux contraintes qui affectent le réseau cellulaire
OFDMA bi-niveau. La première contrainte est constituée par le compromis à faire entre
l’efficacité de l’utilisation des ressources de la macrocellule et la distribution équitable des
ressources entre les macro-utilisateurs et les femtocellules. La seconde contrainte concerne les
femtocellules, il s’agit du compromis à faire entre l’atténuation des interférences et l’octroi
d’accès aux utilisateurs publics sans que les performances de la transmission descendante
des abonnés ne soient affectées. Nous abordons ces contraintes par la mise en œuvre de
plusieurs modèles d’allocation des ressources pour des déploiements de réseaux dense et non
dense. La programmation linéaire et une méthode évolutionnaire d’optimisation sont les outils
d’optimisation employées. En plus, les modèles d’allocation des ressources proposées déter-
minent conjointement la station base la plus appropriée a utiliser, la quantité de bande passante
et la puissance de transmission de l’utilisateur dans le but d’améliorer la capacité globale du
réseau.
Les deux premières parties de ce travail se concentrent sur l’optimisation des ressources pour
les déploiements non-denses en utilisant l’assignation orthogonale et co-canaux entre la macro-
cellule et les femtocellules. Les deux parties aboutissent à la maximisation de la somme des
débits pondérés des utilisateurs. Dans la première partie, deux ensembles de pondération sont
introduits afin de prioriser l’utilisation des femtocellules par les abonnés et les utilisateurs
publics qui se trouvent proche des femtocellules. En outre, nous avons introduit le réglage de
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la puissance dans la macrocellule en vue de l’amélioration de la distribution de la puissance
entre les transmissions descendantes actifs et de l’amélioration de la tolérance au bruit. La
deuxième partie permet la réutilisation spectrale et le réglage de la puissance. Cette réutilisa-
tion spectrale et le réglage de la puissance offrent une solution a trois volets qui améliore la
distribution de la puissance entre les transmissions descendant actives, améliore la tolérance au
bruit et à l’interférence et permet d’atteindre la qualité de service (QoS) exigée.
En vue de réduire la complexité du problème d’optimisation des ressources pour les déploiements
de réseaux dense, la troisième partie de ce travail a divisé le problème d’optimisation en sous-
problèmes. L’idée est de diviser les utilisateurs et les femtocellules en groupes distincts en se
basant sur leurs localisations. Ainsi, le problème d’optimisation peut être résolu séparément
dans chaque zone OFDMA. Cette solution permet la réutilisation des sous-porteuses d’une
part entre une zone intérieure de la macrocellule et les femtocellules situées dans les zones
extérieures de la macrocellule; et d’autre part entre les grappes des femtocellules situés dans la
même zone. Le contrôle de la puissance est utilisé pour assurer la qualité de service (QoS) des
utilisateurs et pour réduire l’interférence croisée entre la zone intérieure et les femtocellules
situées dans les zones extérieures de la macrocellule.
Une autre méthode très commune pour réduire la complexité du problème de l’optimisation
des ressources est le regroupement de femtocellules. Cependant, trouver la configuration op-
timale de regroupement en même temps que faire l’allocation de ressources est un problème
d’optimisation complexe en raison du nombre de variables liées à toutes les configurations
de regroupement possibles. Par conséquent, la quatrième partie de ce travail porte sur un
modèle d’allocation des ressources heuristique basé sur les regroupements (c.à.d. clusters)
et une méthode de motivation pour le regroupement des femtocellules à travers l’allocation
de ressources supplémentaires aux transmissions de l’abonné et de l’utilisateur "visiteur". Le
modèle d’allocation des ressources basé sur les regroupements maximise le débit du réseau
tout en gardant les groupes équilibrés et en minimisant l’interférence inter-regroupements.
Finalement, les solutions proposées sont évaluées par de vastes simulations numériques et les
résultats numériques sont présentées pour soutenir les solutions proposées, et pour fournir une
comparaison plus éclairée avec d’autres modèles proposés dans la littérature.
Keywords: Réseau macro-femtocellule, Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access,
lèfemtocell d’accés hybride, le réglage de puissance, la grappe des femtocellules,
la programmation linéaire, optimisation par essaim particulaire
OPTIMIZATION MODELS FOR RESOURCE MANAGEMENT IN TWO-TIER
CELLULAR NETWORKS
Rebeca Estrada Pico
ABSTRACT
Macro-femtocell network is the most promising two-tier architecture for the cellular network
operators because it can improve their current network capacity without additional costs. Nev-
ertheless, the incorporation of femtocells to the existing cellular networks needs to be finely
tuned in order to enhance the usage of the limited wireless resources, because the femtocells
operate in the same spectrum as the macrocell. In this thesis, we address the resource optimiza-
tion problem for the OFDMA two-tier networks for scenarios where femtocells are deployed
using hybrid access policy.
The hybrid access policy is a technique that could provide different levels of service to au-
thorized users and visitors to the femtocell. This method reduces interference received by
femtocell subscribers by granting access to nearby public users. These approaches should
find a compromise between the level of access granted to public users and the impact on the
subscribers satisfaction. This impact should be reduced in terms of performance or through
economic compensation.
In this work, two specific issues of an OFDMA two-tier cellular network are addressed. The
first is the trade-off between macrocell resource usage efficiency and the fairness of the re-
source distribution among macro mobile users and femtocells. The second issue is the com-
promise between interference mitigation and granting access to public users without depriving
the subscriber downlink transmissions. We tackle these issues by developing several resource
allocation models for non-dense and dense femtocell deployment using Linear Programming
and one evolutionary optimization method. In addition, the proposed resource allocation mod-
els determine the best suitable serving base station together with bandwidth and transmitted
power per user in order to enhance the overall network capacity
The first two parts of this work cope with the resource optimization for non-dense deployment
using orthogonal and co-channel allocation. Both parts aim at the maximization of the sum
of the weighted user data rates. In the first part, several set of weights are introduced to pri-
oritize the use of femtocells for subscribers and public users close to femtocells. In addition,
macrocell power control is incorporated to enhance the power distribution among the active
downlink transmissions and to improve the tolerance to the environmental noise. The second
part enables the spectral reuse and the power adaptation is a three-folded solution that enhances
the power distribution over the active downlink transmissions, improves the tolerance to the en-
vironmental noise and a given interference threshold, and achieves the target Quality of Service
(QoS).
XTo reduce the complexity of the resource optimization problem for dense deployment, the
third part of this work divides the optimization problem into subproblems. The main idea is
to divide the user and FC sets into disjoint sets taking into account their locations. Thus, the
optimization problem can be solved independently in each OFDMA zone. This solution allows
the subcarriers reuse among inner macrocell zones and femtocells located in outer macrocell
zones and also between femtocells belonging to different clusters if they are located in the
same zone. Macrocell power control is performed to avoid the cross-tier interference among
macrocell inner zones and inside femtocells located in outer zones.
Another well known method used to reduce the complexity of the resource optimization prob-
lem is the femtocell clustering. However, finding the optimal cluster configuration together
with the resource allocation is a complex optimization problem due to variable number re-
lated to the possible cluster configurations. Therefore, the part four of this work deals with a
heuristic cluster based resource allocation model and a motivation scheme for femtocell clus-
tering through the allocation of extra resources for subscriber and “visitor user” transmissions.
The cluster based resource allocation model maximizes the network throughput while keeping
balanced clusters and minimizing the inter-cluster interference.
Finally, the proposed solutions are evaluated through extensive numerical simulations and the
numerical results are presented to provide a comparison with the related works found in the
literature.
Keywords: Macro-femtocell network, Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access, Hy-
brid access femtocell, Power Adaptation, clustering, Linear Programming, Par-
ticle Swarm Optimization
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INTRODUCTION
Wireless communications have followed four different paths of evolution: (1) New modulation
techniques such as Long Term Evolution (LTE) and Worldwide Inter-operability for Microwave
Access (WIMAX), (2) spectral efficiency enhancement by means of beam-forming or cogni-
tive radio, (3) the transformation of voice centric services to information based services and
(4) implementation of hierarchical wireless network architecture that consists of a traditional
macrocell (MC) and several underlaid small base stations (BSs) such as picocell or femtocell
(FC).
The use of Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) as the radio interface tech-
nology and OFDMA as the multiple access scheme in the downlink (DL) is one common
characteristic of both 4G networks. This choice was driven by some particular characteristics
of OFDM and OFDMA that make possible to get high speed mobile wireless systems.
Network operators continue deploying additional base stations to satisfy the user data rate
demands. The trend of reducing the BS size has lead to the femtocell technology. In particular,
the macro-femtocell network seems to be the most promising two-tier architecture for network
operators as it improves the coverage and capacity of a macrocell without incurring additional
costs.
Femtocells are end-user base stations with low-cost and short-range that operate in a licensed
spectrum with the operator’s approval and connect mobile devices to a cellular operator’s net-
work using broadband connections. Femtocells offer improved indoor coverage with increased
performance and broadband services. Nevertheless, as femtocells are installed in an ad-hoc
manner without any frequency planning by network operators and due to their rapid and un-
controlled deployment, resource allocation (RA) and interference management have been iden-
tified as key issues of this type of network.
From the service provider’s perspective, the spectrum allocation should be performed by a
central resource manager entity running in their macro BS since it is their spectrum being
2used. On the other hand, the network operators are not willing to perform any additional radio
planning and network dimensioning every time a new femtocell is sold. This means that it
is desirable for femtocells to have capabilities of self-configuration and self-planning, which
requires a distributed scheme. Therefore, the resource allocation for OFDMA macro-femtocell
networks should find a compromise between centralized approach and distributed one. We
believe that there is still an open research area, which consists of establishing a win-win scheme
that addresses three important concerns in macro-femtocells networks, which are:
• resource allocation regarding hybrid access femtocells to improve network throughput and
therefore the revenue of network operator;
• trade-off between macrocell resource usage efficiency and the fairness of the resource dis-
tribution among macro mobile users and femtocells;
• design a compensation mechanism based on the level of granted access to non-authorized
users that encourage femtocell to form clusters in order to increase their throughput and to
reduce the perceived interference.
In order to better understand these concerns, we describe the problems that we are going to
address in this research in Section 0.2.
0.1. Motivation
Network operators are interested in deploying as many femtocells as possible with two main
objectives: (i) improve indoor coverage and (ii) grant access to public users through them.
However, current access control policies do not allow getting full benefit from FCs. Open
access femtocells are usually deployed by the network operator because there is a lack of
appropriate incentives that motivates the customers to buy open or hybrid access femtocells.
Most important issues related to femtocell deployment in a cellular network are presented in
(Zhang and De la Roche, 2010), such as synchronization, security, access method, location,
3new applications and health issues. In this research work, we focus on three major critical
issues that can be found in the literature as: resource allocation, interference mitigation and
hybrid access mechanisms. We believe that there is still an open research area for resource
management in two-tier cellular networks that provides a win-win scheme for the network
operator and FC owners.
Nowadays, some research groups have focused on the mechanisms to motivate femtocells own-
ers to deploy their FC using hybrid access policy because it can be used to solve several prob-
lems in the traditional cellular macrocell networks such as:
• providing high data rate service where macrocell cannot guarantee;
• reduction of macro-femto and femto-macro interference through the avoidance of having
mobile users close to femtocell served by macrocell;
• reduction of dead zones for macro users created by the use of closed access femtocells.
Moreover, hybrid access policy should find a trade-off between the impact on the performance
of FC subscriber transmissions and the level of access granted to non-subscribers (3GPP-TR-
36.921, 2011). Therefore, FC resource sharing between subscribers and non-subscribers needs
to be finely tuned. Otherwise, FC owners might feel that they are paying for a service that is
being exploited by others.
Regarding hybrid access femtocells, the resource allocation problem becomes more complex
because under this consideration any approach should also select the best suitable base station
that can provide the required service by the mobile user based on some criteria such as the
distance between BS and mobile users, link rate or signal strength. In any case, a centralized
approach can provide an optimal solution while a decentralized approach has the advantage of
running locally in each femtocell and making the decision faster.
In summary, this research work is motivated by the following:
4• resource management should improve the area spectral efficiency;
• power control should be performed in both tiers in order to guarantee high data rates in FC;
• dense FC deployment requires changes in the current macro BS configuration to guarantee
the quality of service (QoS) of femtocells transmissions.
0.2. Problem Overview
Resource allocation for OFDMA macro-femtocells network has been widely studied under dif-
ferent scenarios for FC networks with closed access control policy. The main concern of prior
research work is the bandwidth allocation and power control in the femtocell network. There
are few resource allocation approaches that take into account hybrid access femtocells. Some
approaches are oriented on the benefits of having femtocells with this type of access such as
interference reduction and network throughput maximization (Valcarce et al., 2009). Another
approach has considered a compensation mechanism that motivates femtocell to grant access
to nearby public users (Chun-Han and Hung-Yu, 2011). However, none of these approaches
perform the estimation of the data rate that femtocells can potentially provide to non-authorized
users.
Some issues that need to be addressed with the introduction of hybrid access femtocells are:
lack of appropriate BS selection if the public user is close to several femtocells, inefficient re-
source usage (i.e. bandwidth and power), lack of compensation mechanisms for femtocell that
guarantees the subscriber satisfaction while granting access to public users, and the bandwidth
starvation when the users are not fairly treated. In the following, we explain each one of these
problems.
0.2.1 Lack of appropriate Base Station selection mechanisms
BS selection procedure is usually performed before running the resource allocation algorithm.
Basically, this procedure chooses the BS with the best link conditions between the BS and the
mobile user among all BSs (including the macro BS). In large FC deployment, the link condi-
5tions between FCs and mobile equipment might constantly be changing due to the interference
of surrounding FCs or nearby macro users. Therefore, the resource allocation should include
BS selection or at least some re-selection mechanism needs to be implemented in order to avoid
blocking users due to the resources starvation in a particular BS, especially the FCs since they
have limited capacity in terms of number of connected users.
0.2.2 Inefficient resource usage
The traditional power distribution among the macro users can lead to an inefficient power
usage owing to the fact that the bandwidth allocated to macro tier might be less than the total
available bandwidth depending on the spectrum allocation technique used for the two tier such
as spectrum partitioning or sharing. For non-dense FC deployment, the enhancement of MC
power distribution can be seen as the trade-off between the bandwidth allocated to femtocells
and the requested demand of public users satisfied by each indiviual femtocell. In such a way,
the MC transmitted power is distributed among the active downlink transmissions, which might
use a portion of the available bandwidth.
As the market of femtocells is expected to grow rapidly in the few coming years (Infonetics,
2012), network operators have to deal with dense FC deployment and the spectrum partitioning
is not longer a viable solution. Thus, universal subcarrier reuse needs to be investigated. Under
this scenario, the cross-tier and co-tier interference will be present and both macrocell and
femtocells should perform power adaptation to satisfy the signal to interference plus noise
ratio (SINR) required in their downlink communications.
0.2.3 Lack of compensation mechanisms for FC
Hybrid access control policy is now included in (3GPP-TR-36.921, 2011). The hybrid access
means that FCs can grant different access level for public users while keeping priority for their
own subscribers. Thus, the unused resources can be shared with nearby public users. This
can potentially benefit the overall system performance by reducing the interference caused by
nearby public users due to their high transmitted power during the connection to the macrocell.
6Nevertheless, FC should have the appropriate motivation to avoid denying the access to public
user while keeping the QoS of subscriber transmissions. This can be any type of reward that
depends on the level of access granted to public users. For example, adding extra resources for
the subscriber transmissions as well as the resources to be allocated to the "visitor users".
0.2.4 Bandwidth Starvation
Clustering techniques have been recently introduced to reduce the complexity of resource opti-
mization problem (Moon and Cho, 2013; Hatoum et al., 2011) or to enhance the coverage area
of the femtocell network (Huang et al., 2012). Within a cluster, the co-channel interference
is avoided by applying orthogonal subcarrier allocation among its members. If the bandwidth
allocated to femto tier is fixed, then a higher cluster size implies the reduction of the bandwidth
allocated per cluster member leading to the bandwidth starvation in femtocells. On the other
hand, if the bandwidth allocated to femto tier is dynamically adapted as the cluster size in-
creases, then the femto tier requires more subcarriers, which can lead to the resource starvation
for macro users transmissions. Therefore, new clustering techniques should be investigated to
balance the traffic load from public users among several clusters and to avoid the bandwidth
starvation in any BS.
In summary, the resulting work should answer the following questions:
• How to enhance the power distribution efficiency in BSs under the non-dense FC deploy-
ment?
• How to improve area spectral efficiency for non-dense FC deployment enabling the full
subcarrier reuse?
• How to motivate femtocells to form clusters in order to guarantee their own subscribers
downlink transmissions?
• How to enable the bandwidth reuse among the two tiers or among FC clusters without
starving the macrocell resources?
7These questions will be answered by developing different models using different theories and
working environments.
0.3. Objectives
The general objective of this research work is to contribute with practical solutions for resource
allocation problem for OFDMA macro-femtocell networks. Therefore, the first main objective
is to conceive, evaluate and develop optimal resource allocation models that are able to jointly
perform BS selection and resource allocation (RA) per user in a two-tier network for non-dense
and dense FC deployment. Resource allocation models should allocate bandwidth and power
taking into account the user requirements and femtocell proximity. Moreover, such models
should also satisfy the goals of maximizing the operator’s profit while maintaining the QoS
guarantees of femtocell subscribers.
The second main objective is to evaluate and develop practical solutions that reduce the com-
plexity and the processing time of the resource allocation problem for dense deployment taking
into account the user and femtocell locations and cluster formation. Thus, the resource opti-
mization problem can be divided into subproblems and independently applied.
The two main objectives are decomposed into the following specific objectives:
• study and analyze the resource allocation problem for two-tier networks when hybrid access
femtocells are involved and evaluate the trade-off between the contrasting performance
metrics that are affected;
• develop a resource allocation model that optimizes the two-tier network throughput while
enhancing the power distribution in BSs under the non-dense FC deployment using or-
thogonal bandwidth allocation among the two tier and between femtocells belonging to the
same cluster;
• develop a resource allocation model that maximizes the network throughput while enhanc-
ing spectral reuse for non-dense FC deployment enabling full subcarrier reuse;
8• develop a resource allocation model that maximizes the sum of the MC zone throughput
while enhancing the spectral reuse for dense FC deployment taking into account user and
FC locations;
• develop a low-complexity resource allocation model using alternative optimization tools
and its integration with compensation mechanism for femtocells to form clusters if they
grant access to public users.
0.4. Methodology
In this research, we study the problem of resource allocation using hybrid access femtocells.
The resource allocation problem is addressed in two phases, as shown in Fig. 0.1.
In the first phase, we address the problem of optimizing resources for downlink transmission
in a macro-femtocell network under non-dense femtocell deployment. The RA model should
determine together the optimal serving BS, allocated bandwidth and the transmitted power per
mobile user while satisfying their QoS. This phase consist of two components: the spectrum
partitioning and spectrum sharing approaches. The former is appropriate non-dense deploy-
ment with orthogonal channel allocation or what we call noisy scenario and the latter is useful
under the scenario with co-channel allocation. In a noisy scenario, we determine the total
transmitted power required at the macrocell that enables the model: (1) to perform the power
adaptation in order to maximize the two-tier network throughput, (2) to enhance the macrocell
power distribution over the active DL transmissions taking into account the allocated band-
width in the macro tier, and (3) to improve the tolerance to the noise. In the case of interference
mitigation, we first analyze the two-tier network using fixed BS transmitted power and estimate
the interference threshold that can be allowed in macrocell and femtocells without degrading
the target SINR. Thus, the second resource allocation model determines the total transmitted
power required in macrocell to perform the power adaptation in order to maximize the network
throughput, to guarantee the target SINR for both tiers (i.e. macro and femto users) and to
mitigate the interference in both tiers assuming full subcarrier reuse and femtocells deployed
with hybrid access policy.
9Figure 0.1 Mapping Objectives to Stages of Methodology
We propose to formulate every resource optimization problem using Linear Programming (LP),
since this optimization theory has successfully been proved to deliver optimal metric in several
fields. In fact, LP is considered a powerful tool that can be used to solve almost everything from
airline scheduling to simple pricing problems. Moreover, our resource allocation problem can
be modeled as a constrained optimization problem and LP is considered the most commonly
applied form of constrained optimization (Chinneck, 2001).
The second phase attempts to reduce the complexity of the LP based resource allocation mod-
els. Therefore, additional techniques such as the division of the resource allocation problem
into subproblems corresponding to each particular OFDMA macrocell regions are analyzed.
Moreover, for each MC region, the RA subproblems can still be divided into smaller subprob-
lems if FCs are associated to clusters. Thus, clustering techniques are also investigated in order
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to find or propose an appropriate clustering technique that motivates the FC owner to deploy
their FC using hybrid access policy.
The cluster based resource allocation model should determine the optimal cluster configura-
tion, base station selection and the amount of bandwidth and power allocation per mobile user.
In this case, the optimization problem becomes more complex and requires higher process-
ing time. Therefore, we propose the use of alternative optimization tools such as evolution-
ary methods, which have become a very popular research topic for solving real-time convex
problems in recent years. The most commonly used methods are genetic algorithm (GA) and
particle swarm optimization (PSO). GA has the advantage of being well-established due to its
earliest introduction while PSO algorithm have started to attract more attention for continuous
optimization problems. According to most recent research works, PSO outperforms GA on
most of the continuous optimization problems (Kachitvichyanukul, 2012).
LP models are implemented using Visual Studio 2008, ILOG CPLEX 12.1 and Concert Tech-
nology 2.9. Matlab R12.a is used to implement the RA models using the alternative optimiza-
tion tools.
In particular, the following elements are investigated and used throughout this research project:
a. Linear Programming to model the resource allocation problem that dynamically allocates
bandwidth per tier, per cluster, per FC and per user;
b. Piece wise segment (PWS) linear approximation to convert the real-time convex problem
into a linear problem.
c. Prioritization and fairness among the two types of user (femto subscribers and public
users).
d. Power adaptation in both tiers to achieve the target SINR and to avoid depriving other DL
transmissions.
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e. Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) as an alternative optimization tool for resource allo-
cation model.
f. Cluster formation as a mechanism to reduce the complexity and running time of the RA
model and also to motivate femtocells to become a cluster member.
0.5. Contributions and Novelty of the Thesis
Guided by the objectives presented in Section 0.3 and using the methodology proposed in
Section 0.4, this thesis makes the following important novel contributions:
• joint BS selection and resource allocation models for non-dense deployment that performs
orthogonal channel allocation or co-channel allocation among the two tiers and neighboring
femtocells; prioritizes the use of FC for subscribers and public users close to FCs; and
performs power adaptation to reach the SINR and to increase the tolerance to the noise and
a given interference threshold;
• a low-complexity resource allocation model that fairly distributes the MC resources to the
OFDMA zones given a particular user distribution and enables the subcarrier reuse between
MC inner zone and FC located in outer MC zones and also between FC and macro users
located in the same OFDMA zone;
• a heuristic resource allocation model that distributes the resources among macro users and
the femto tier taking into account the average off-loaded traffic to the clusters at femto tier;
and a novel clustering technique that keeps balanced clusters and motivates FC to become
a member of a cluster.
0.6. Publications
Some of the contributions listed in Section 0.5 have been published, accepted or submitted for
publication in different journals. The complete list of publications associated with this research
work is presented below.
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0.6.1 Journals
The two published journals (J1 and J2) corresponds LP models developed during the first phase
of this research work and are presented in Chapters 2 and 3 respectively. As a result of the
second phase, we have the accepted journal (J3) and the submitted journal (J4) that correspond
to the low-complexity RA models and are included in Chapter 4 and 5.
Published
[J1] Estrada R., Jarray A., Otrok H. , Dziong Z., Base station selection and resource alloca-
tion in macro-femtocell networks under noisy scenario, Wireless Networks, Volume 20,
Issue 1, January 2014, Pages: 115-131. (Impact Factor: 1.055, 5-year: 1.167)
[J2] Estrada R., Jarray A., Otrok H. , Dziong Z., Barada H., Energy-Efficient Resource-
Allocation Model for OFDMA Macrocell/Femtocell Networks, IEEE Transactions on
Vehicular Technology, Volume 62, Issue 7, September 2013, Pages: 3429-3437. (Impact
Factor: 2.642, 5-year 2.667)
Accepted
[J3] Estrada R., Otrok H. , Dziong Z.,Barada H., Spectrum Sharing Model for OFDMA
Macro-Femtocell Networks, Accepted at the special issue “Dynamism and Mobility
Handling in Mobile and Wireless Networking” of the International Journal of Ad hoc
and Ubiquitous Computing, March 2014, Inderscience. (Impact Factor: 0.900, 5-year
0.981).
Submitted
[J4] Estrada R., Otrok H. , Dziong Z., Load Balanced Clusters and Resource Allocation for
macro-femtocell networks, Submittted to IEEE Transactions on Vehicular Technology,
August 2014.
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0.6.2 Conferences
The conference paper (C1) presents the performance evaluation of the RA model described in
Chapter 3 with mobility incorporation under a FC dense scenario in one macrocell zone.
As an initial step for the RA model developed in Chapter 5, we demonstrated that for given
BS selection, PSO can enhance the network throughput in comparison with Weighted Water
Filling and the results were published in the conference paper (C2).
The RA approaches published in the conference papers (C3 and C4) are the results of the col-
laboration with a master student of the university where the co-director of this thesis currently
works. In these conference papers, two resource allocation algorithms based on Genetic Algo-
rithm (GA) were presented using orthogonal and co-channel allocation. To validate the results
of GA based RA models, the models presented in Chapter 2 and 3 were used as reference.
Finally, the accepted paper (C5) proposes and evaluates a novel clustering technique that aims
at balancing the public users and FC among the existing clusters taking into account the avail-
able FC capacity in terms of number of connected users. This clustering technique is modified
and included in the proposed solution in Chapter 5.
Published
[C1] Estrada, R., Otrok, H., Dziong, Z., Barada, H., Joint BS selection and resource alloca-
tion model for OFDMA macro-femtocell networks incorporating mobility, International
Conference on Selected Topics in Mobile and Wireless Networking (MoWNeT), Pages:
42-47, 19-21 Aug. 2013, Montreal,Canada.
[C2] Estrada, R., Otrok, H., Dziong Z., Resource allocation model based on Particle Swarm
Optimization for OFDMA macro-femtocell networks, IEEE International Conference
on Advanced Networks and Telecommuncations Systems (ANTS), 15-18 Dec. 2013,
Chennai, India
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[C3] Marshoud H., Otrok H. , Barada H., Estrada R., Jarray A., Dziong Z., Resource alloca-
tion in macrocell-femtocell network using genetic algorithm, WiMob, Pages: 474-479,
8-10 Oct. 2012, Barcelona, Spain.
[C4] Marshoud H., Otrok H. , Barada H., Estrada R., Dziong Z., Genetic algorithm based
resource allocation and interference mitigation for OFDMA macrocell-femtocells net-
works, WMNC, Pages: 1-7, 23-25 Apr 2013, Dubai, United Arab Emirates
Accepted
[C5] Estrada R., Otrok H. , Dziong Z., Clustering and Dynamic Resource Allocation for
Macro-Femtocell Networks, Networks 2014, Accepted July 2014.
0.7. Thesis Outline
The thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 1 presents the methodology tools and literature
review related to the addressed problem, and explains how the chosen tools and theories were
deployed in the prior works. Chapters 2-5 show the contribution of this research work.
Chapter 2: Base Station Selection and Resource Allocation model (BSS-RAM) [J1]
Chapter 2 studies the problem of optimizing resources for downlink transmission in a macro-
femtocell network under non-dense FC deployment. In this part, we focus on the following
issues: efficient MC power distribution and the impact of noise. This RA model maximizes the
sum of the weighted user data rates. Two set of weights are evaluated: one related to the link
conditions and one related to the demand. Both sets are used to prioritize the use of femtocells
for subscribers and nearby public users. Two main issues are found in the LP model, which are:
(1) the objective function contains the product of two variables, one binary and one real and (2)
some nonlinear constraints. These issues are solved through the conversion of the real variable
as the sum of binary variables and replacing the convex function by a linear approximation
(Imamoto and Tang, 2008). A performance comparison with Weighted Water Filling (WWF)
based resource allocation algorithm (Chun-Han and Hung-Yu, 2011) is presented.
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Chapter 3: Energy-Efficient Resource Allocation model (Controlled-SC) [J2]
In Chapter 3, the problem under study is the resource allocation for non-dense FC deployment
with co-channel allocation among the tiers. We focus on the following issues: (1) subcarrier
granularity of the OFMDA technology, (2) enabling universal subcarrier reuse among the tiers
and between neighboring FCs, and (3) adaptive power control to reach the target SINR per
subcarrier and to minimize the cross-tier and co-tier interference. Here, a joint resource alloca-
tion with BS selection is proposed to maximize the network throughput enabling the subcarrier
reuse subject to several constraints. Two important constraints of this model are related to the
total transmission power per BS and a maximum transmitted power per subcarrier. This model
presents one common issue with our previous model presented in Chapter 2, which is having
nonlinear constraints. This inconvenience is solved using the same method.
For comparison purposes, three benchmark models are analyzed and developed using LP as
well. The first model is the underlay spectrum sharing, which assumes the same value of
transmitted power per subcarrier in each BS (including the macro BS). The second one is the
controlled-underlay spectrum sharing that performs adaptive power control per subcarrier at
femto tier. The third one corresponds to the model presented in Chapter 2.
Chapter 4: Spectrum Sharing Resource Allocation model (SS-RAM) [J3]
In Chapter 4, an approach based on the "divide and conquer" principle is presented. This ap-
proach divides the resource optimization problem into subproblems related to each OFDMA
zone. To do so, the MC resources (i.e. bandwidth and power) are first distributed among the
MC zones in accordance to the user distribution. Then, the set of users and femtocells is divided
into disjoint subsets per MC zone. Thus, each MC zone runs independently RA algorithm that
maximizes the sum of the achievable data rate of the users located in each OFDMA zone. By
doing so, the time required to find the optimal solution is reduced. Subcarrier are shared among
femtocell located in the same zone if they belong to different cluster, and between inner MC
zone and femtocells located in outer MC zone such as the soft frequency reuse proposed in (Li
et al., 2012a). The LP algorithm is similar to the model presented in Chapter 3 with additional
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constraints for the subcarrier reuse inside FCs and the upper bound for the transmitted power
per subcarrier for each MC zone to avoid the cross-tier interference over the reused subcarrier
inside these FCs. The performance comparison is carried out with pure spectrum partition-
ing (i.e. the BSS-RAM model) and spectrum partitioning with partial subcarrier reuse under
mobility incorporation.
Chapter 5: Load Based Clusters and Resource Allocation model (LBC-PSO) [J4]
Chapter 5 presents a resource allocation model using Particle Swarm Optimization technique
and clustering scheme to balance the traffic load of public users and FCs among established
clusters. We assume that the operator is willing to compensate FCs that grant access to public
users. Thus, several subcarriers can be allocated to the FC cluster if a public user can be served
by its members. The number of allocated subcarrier should be less than the required subcarrier
number in macro tier due to the short-range transmission and higher than the required subcar-
riers in femto tier in order to distribute the remaining subcarriers among the FC subscribers.
Subcarriers are orthogonally allocated between the two tiers and among the cluster members to
avoid the cross/co-tier interference. The proposed solution consists of three components: BS
selection algorithm to balance the traffic load among the clusters, cluster formation algorithm
using a merging metric based on the available FC capacity, and heuristic RA algorithm that
takes into account the cluster configuration and determine the number of required subcarriers
per tier. The cluster formation algorithm is carried out if there are FCs working without joining
any cluster (i.e. stand-alone mode) until the cluster members cannot obtain more extra subcar-
riers for subscribers. In this part, the benchmark model consists is a decentralized WWF based
resource allocation and clustering technique takes into account the interference mitigation and
bandwidth reduction of the cluster members.
Table 0.1 summarizes the RA models developed in this thesis and the mapping with the objec-
tives, the novelty, the methodology used and results.
Finally, the thesis ends by conclusions that provide a summary of the addressed problems, the
proposed solutions and the future research works.
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CHAPTER 1
LITERATURE REVIEW
This chapter provides a brief presentation to the tools and theories used to achieve the research
objectives, and the related work in the literature.
1.1 Optimization Tools
Resource allocation models can be formulated as constrained optimization problems, with an
objective function that should be maximized or minimized subject to several constraints that
correspond to physical restrictions of the network. Some possible objective functions are:
capacity, coverage, energy consumption, QoS, fairness, spectrum usage, etc. To solve the RA
optimization problem, some optimization tools are more suitable than others, which depends on
several factors, such as the formulation itself, the possibility of the linearization of the objective
function and the possibility of relaxation of the constraints. We mainly target the resource
optimization problem as the maximization of the two tier network using Linear Programming
in Chapters 2-4. In Chapter 5, an alternative optimization tool is used due to the complexity of
the mathematical modeling. Below, we present brief high-level definitions of the optimization
tools and theories that are used in this work.
1.1.1 Linear Programming
Linear Programming (LP) has successfully proved to deliver optimal solutions in various field
that include economics, energy, manufacturing, routing, etc. In fact, LP has been widely used
to solve resource optimization problems for different types of networks.
For constrained optimization problems, LP is the most-widely applied optimization theory.
Compared to the unconstrained problems, solving a constrained optimization problem is more
challenging, as it adds more restrictions to the desired optimality point (Chinneck, 2001).
Hence, the optimal solution in a constrained problem does not necessarily mean a point of the
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peak or the valley, as it could be at somewhere in between bounded by the objective functions
and the constraints.
Building up a constrained optimization model requires the clear definition of the following five
components:
Decision Variables or Output Parameters: These variables are unknown when you start the
problem. They usually represent things that can be adjusted or controlled. The goal is to find
the best values that optimize the objective function.
Problem Data or Input Parameters: These are values that are either given or can be simply
calculated from what is given.
Objective Function: This is a mathematical expression that combines the variables to express
the goal. It will be required to either maximize or minimize the objective function. This
objective function can be subject to several constraints.
Constraints: These are mathematical expression that combine the variables to express limits
on the possible solutions. LP cannot handle arbitrary restrictions: the restrictions have to be
linear. This means that a linear function of the decision variables can be related to a constant,
where related can mean less than or equal to, greater than or equal to, or equal to.
Variables Bounds: This corresponds to the upper bound or lower bound of the decision vari-
ables, which can be also written as restrictions or constraints.
Linear Programming is not successful solving - problems with large number of variables and
non-linear objective functions. Solving such problems may be time-consuming and impose
high complexity. These difficulties related to mathematical optimization on large-scale prob-
lems have contributed to the development of alternative solutions. Below we present a brief
description of the most commonly used evolutionary optimization methods and the reason for
the selection of the alternative optimization method used in Chapter 5.
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1.1.2 Evolutionary Optimization Methods
Evolutionary optimization methods are based on the principles of natural evolution and genet-
ics. Owing to their efficiency and simple underlying principles, these methods are used in the
context of problem solving and optimization. The common principle behind any evolutionary
method is the same: given a population of individuals, the environmental pressure causes nat-
ural selection and the fitness of the population is growing. Thus, given an objective function to
be maximized, we can randomly create a set of candidate solutions and use the objective func-
tion as an abstract fitness measure (Blum, 2013). In (Kachitvichyanukul, 2012), three similar
and popular evolutionary methods are compared. These methods are genetic algorithm (GA),
particle swarm optimization (PSO), and differential evolution (DE). GA has the advantage of
being well-established because of its earlier introduction while PSO and DE algorithms are
recent and have attracted the attention especially for continuous optimization problems. From
their work, PSO and DE presents several advantages in comparison with GA. Moreover, it can
be noticed that PSO presents two advantages over DE, which are the high influence of best
solution over the population and the ability of homogeneous sub-grouping that can improve
convergence time.
The authors of (Elbeltagi et al., 2005) presented a comparison of five evolutionary-based opti-
mization methods, which are: GA, PSO, Ant colony optimization (ACO), memetic algorithm
(MA) and shuffled frog leaping algorithm (SFL). However, MAs is a variation of GAs that
applies local search on chromosomes and offsprings, ACO is suitable for discrete problems
and SFL is combination of two techniques: the local search of the PSO technique and the com-
petitiveness mixing of information of the shuffled complex evolution technique (Amiri et al.,
2009). According to their results, PSO method was generally found to perform better than
other algorithms in terms of success rate and solution quality, while being second best in terms
of running time.
In the following sections, we briefly describe the basic concepts of the evolutionary methods
that are combined and used in the cluster based resource allocation presented in Chapter 5.
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1.1.2.1 Genetic Algorithm (GA)
In genetic algorithm, the solutions are represented as chromosomes. Each chromosomes is
evaluated for fitness values and they are ranked from best to worst based on fitness value. The
process to produce new solutions is accomplished through repeated applications of three ge-
netic operators: selection, crossover, and mutation (Blum, 2013). The best chromosomes are
selected to become parents to produce new chromosomes for the next iteration population. To
simulate the survivor of the fittest, the chromosomes with better fitness are selected with higher
probabilities than the chromosomes with poorer fitness. The selection mechanism chooses in-
dividuals for reproduction according to their fitness. Thus, the crossover operator combines
the chromosomes of the parents to produce perturbation of old solutions. Since stronger indi-
viduals are being selected more often, there is a tendency that the new solutions may become
very similar after several generations, and the diversity of the population may decline. In or-
der to avoid this effect, the mutation mechanism serves to inject diversity into the population
(Zalzala and Flemming, 1997).
There are several variants of GA, which are basically related to the chromosomes representa-
tion, how the operators are applied to the populations, and variation on any of the operations
involves in the process of new solutions generation (Zalzala and Flemming, 1997). Despite GA
is well-established because of its earlier introduction, PSO algorithm has attracted more atten-
tion especially for continuous optimization problems such as the resource allocation in OFDM
cellular systems presented in (Gheitanchi et al., 2010) or for femtocell networks in (Shahid
et al., 2013).
1.1.2.2 Particle swarm optimization (PSO)
Particle Swarm Optimization is a population-based search approach that depends on informa-
tion sharing among the population members to enhance the search processes using a combina-
tion of deterministic and probabilistic rules (Bratton and Kennedy, 2007).
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PSO has three main components: particles, social and cognitive components of the particles,
and the velocity of the particles. In a problem space where there may be more than one possible
solution and the optimal solution of the problem is required, a particle represents an individual
solution to the problem. The learning of the particles comes from two sources, one is from
the particle’s own experience called cognitive learning and the other source of learning is the
combined learning of the entire swarm called social learning. Cognitive learning is represented
by personal best solution and social learning is represented by the global best value. The
personal best solution is the best solution the particle has ever achieved in its history. The
global best value is the best position the swarm has ever achieved. The swarm guides the
particle using parameter global best value. Together cognitive and social learning are used to
calculate the velocity of particles to their next position.
When applied to optimization problems, the PSO algorithm starts with the initialization of a
number of parameters. One of the important initializations is selecting the initial swarm. The
number of particles in the swarm depends upon the complexity of the problem. An initial
choice of solutions can be randomly generated. However, an initial guess that spreads the par-
ticles uniformly in the solution space can speed up the emergence towards an optimal solution.
There are also several variations of the basic PSO algorithm, which corresponds to parameters
changes (i.e. inertia, cognitive or social learning) or combination of PSO with other evolution-
ary optimization technique. These variations are intended to improve the convergence speed,
solution quality, convergence ability or search space exploration and exploitation (Santos et al.,
2012; Blum, 2013). A study of the diverse variations of PSO applied to real world complex
optimization problems is presented in (Geetha, 2013).
In summary, PSO has the following advantages:
• there are not many parameters to be adjusted;
• PSO is faster and can deal with many kinds of optimization problems with constraints;
• there is no limit to the objective and constraints.
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1.2 OFDMA Technology Overview
Nowadays, two proposals for 4G standards are accepted by ITU as fully compliant with IMT-
Advanced specifications, which are 3GPP LTE-Advanced and IEEE WirelessMAN-Advanced
(Alden, 2012). A common characteristic is the use of Orthogonal Frequency Division Multi-
plexing (OFDM) as the radio interface technology and OFDMA as the multiple access scheme
in the downlink.
OFDM divides a broadband channel into multiple parallel narrowband subcarriers. Each sub-
carrier carries a low data rate stream. This has two main advantages: the system has higher
immunity to frequency selective fading, and if the system bandwidth is large enough, the sum
of data rate streams lead to a high data rate transmission. In addition, the reception of an
OFDM signal requires only a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), which can be implemented with
reasonable computational complexity in the user equipment (Yang, 2010).
OFDM based systems have the multiuser diversity capability, which means that the users have
different channel qualities with respect to the subcarriers. This diversity can be fully exploited
by OFDMA, because it allows multiple users to transmit simultaneously on different subcarri-
ers. Besides that, OFDMA takes advantage of the frequency diversity, allowing each subcarrier
to use a different Modulation and Coding Scheme (MCS) or a particular power level. Since
OFDMA resources are also fragmented in the time domain, users can access the system in
different time slots. Finally, the parallel nature of the OFDM multiplexing is specially suitable
for Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) schemes.
To exploit the flexibility offered by OFDMA and to achieve the challenging requirements of
4G systems, efficient resource management techniques play an important role. If the base sta-
tion knows the channel state information (CSI) of the different users, then, adaptive allocation
mechanisms can be used to allocate the limited resources, e.g. bandwidth and power, in an
intelligent and dynamic way that maximizes the performance metrics. Therefore, the problem
of allocating time slots, subcarriers, rates, and/or power to the different users in an OFDMA
system has been an active area of research.
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In downlink, the subcarriers are divided into resource blocks which empower the system to be
able of arranging the data across standard numbers of subcarriers compartment wise. Resource
blocks consists of 12 adjacent subcarriers in LTE, one slot in the time frame irrespective of the
general LTE-A femtocell signal bandwidth. For LTE-A, it can be understood that dissimilar
signal bandwidths will have diverse numbers of resource blocks. Furthermore, the sub-frames
are assembled in 10 ms radio frames, which holds two 5 ms halves containing the signals
essential to acquire the physical identity of the cell (3GPP-TR-136.913, 2011).
1.3 Femtocell Overview
Femtocells are low cost and short range base stations. They can be installed by the consumer
for better indoor voice and high-rate data services. Femtocells provide cellular service to mo-
bile users with the network operator’s approval and connect them to the core network through
broadband connections (e.g, ADSL, fiber, etc.). They require short range wireless commu-
nications between mobile user and femtocell as shown in Figure 1.1. In addition, femtocells
off-load traffic from macrocell, releasing capacity to offer to incoming users and decrease the
capital and operating expenditure for the network operator (Zhang and De la Roche, 2010).
Figure 1.1 Two-tier cellular Network
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Nowadays, cellular providers deal with two-tier hierarchical networks. The first tier corre-
sponds to conventional cellular network consisting of multiple macrocells and second tier com-
prises the femtocell network.
The most important issues related to femtocell are introduced in (Zhang and De la Roche,
2010; Boccuzzi and Ruggiero, 2011). We summarize them as synchronization, security, access
method, location, new applications and health issues and proposes several possible solutions.
Nevertheless, this work focuses only on three major critical challenges which are strongly
related such as: resources allocation, interference mitigation and hybrid access policy.
In the following section, we describe some basic concepts about femtocells which are required
to understand the basics of the access control policy.
1.3.1 Access Control Policies
There are three main different access control policies: Open Access, Closed Access and Hybrid
Access. In the first one, every client of the cellular operator can connect to the femtocell. In
the second one, only authorized clients can connect to the femtocell. Figure 1.2 depicts how
the connections are carried using the first two access modes. According to the closed access
femtocell, users can be classified as subscribers (i.e. authorized FC user) and non-subscribers
or public users.
The third access policy is the hybrid one, which is a promising technique that allows to reduce
the interference perceived by femto users by granting access to nearby public users. However,
it requires that resource allocation model also determines the best suitable serving base station
per user in order to enhance the wireless network capacity. Femtocell research groups are
still working on the specifications of the necessary mechanisms to incentivize the femtocells
owners to grant access to public users (3GPP-TR-36.921, 2011).
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a) Open Access Femtocell b) Closed Access Femtocell
Figure 1.2 Access Control Policies for Femto Base Stations
1.3.2 Hybrid Access Femtocells
Hybrid access femtocells are included in (3GPP-TR-36.921, 2011) and they may provide dif-
ferent service levels to mobile users that are members of the femtocell and non-authorized
users. For the scenario where femtocell shares subcarriers with macrocell, the interference
management considerations are different between closed and hybrid access modes. For closed
access mode, the femtocell resources (e.g. resource blocks) are selected as a trade-off between
performance of the femtocell/subscriber transmissions and interference caused to the macro-
cell/macrousers transmissions. For the hybrid access mode the trade-off is between overall sys-
tem performance, and resources consumed at the femtocell by public users (i.e. non-authorized
users).
For hybrid access femtocells, non-authorized users can consume some resources which depend
on the number of non-authorized users and the service level provided to them. One possible
method of managing the resources used at a FC for non-authorized users is to reserve some FC
resources for use by non-authorized users as in (Valcarce et al., 2009). For close access mode,
femtocells should reduce their transmitted power in order to mitigate the interference caused to
nearby macro users, which degrades the FC subscribers capacity. Regarding the hybrid access
mode, femtocell that accepts public users as temporary users, degrades also the subscribers
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capacity in terms of the bandwidth reduction. In the case that femtocells fulfill their capacity,
non-authorized users should be blocked first or handover to macro BS. These diverted public
users that are still within the vicinity of the hybrid access femtocell may experience strong
interference from the femtocell transmissions if they are sharing the licensed spectrum.
In order to manage resource and mitigate the DL interference of the hybrid access femtocells,
a method called Resource Priority Region (RPR) can be used which guarantees a small per-
centage of femtocell resources for non-authorized users as shown in Fig. 1.3.
Figure 1.3 Resource Priority Region
The Priority Region Threshold (PRT) serves to separate resources between two priority regions,
which means that non-authorized users have priority access over the green part of Fig. 1.3
whereas subscribers have priority access to the blue part. Moreover, the PRT could be time or
physical resource block, and PRT could be statically or dynamically adjusted by exchanging
Inter-Cell Interference Coordination (ICIC) messages between femtocell and macro BS (3GPP-
TR-36.921, 2011).
The optimum power settings for hybrid access femtocells is set as a compromise between the
overall system performance versus resources used at the femtocell by non-authorized users.
Measurements from neighbor femtocells can be made by each femtocell to set the appropriate
downlink transmitted power. However, the propagation conditions between a neighboring FC
and its associated mobile users may differ significantly from the propagation conditions where
the measurement took place. In addition, the propagation conditions between the femtocell and
nearby non-served users are not known by femtocells. These differences introduce uncertainty
when estimating the coverage of femtocell and neighboring femtocells to non-served users.
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Hybrid access femtocell can obtain accurate measurements of their local environment by means
of requesting measurement reports of reference signal received power (RSRP) from both the
source and target FCs when the mobile user hands-in or registers with the FC. In this way, the
femtocell can determine if the hand-in or re-selection is due to (1) the poor signal from the
source femtocell or (2) high interference from the femtocell. This would allow the femtocell
to determine its maximum transmitted power appropriately. In the case with the poor signal
from source BS, femtocells could use a relatively high power or provide relatively high access
priorities for non-authorized users in femtocell (3GPP-TR-36.921, 2011).
1.4 Resource Allocation for OFDMA system
The resource allocation for OFDMA based cellular networks corresponds to a multidimen-
sional problem, since different domains such as time, frequency, power and spatial, should be
efficiently used. Efficient resource allocation algorithms are essential to provide considerable
gains in coverage, capacity and QoS for OFDMA based wireless networks. From the network
operators’ point of view, the benefits are improved coverage, capacity and QoS represent higher
profit and better investment return rates. For the customers’ perspective, this will improve the
mobile services, including fairness and QoS levels with availability at lower prices.
A resource allocation algorithm is responsible for the efficient resources usage of the air inter-
face of a given cellular network. Its functionalities are decisive to guarantee the QoS require-
ments of different service classes, the coverage optimization, the maximization of the network
throughput, the capacity increase and the provision of acceptable fairness in the resource and
QoS distribution among the mobile users.
There are many RA algorithms available for OFDMA based cellular systems. Below, we
present a brief description of the most well known approaches:
Adaptive or Dynamic Subcarrier Allocation (DSA): The spatial selectivity of the subcarriers
is related to the multiuser diversity and gives the opportunity of assigning different subcarriers
to different users. DSA algorithm explores this flexibility and determines the pairs users/sub-
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carriers according to a given resource allocation policy, which can be related to the service
class or users priority (Bohge et al., 2007).
Adaptive Power Allocation: Each subcarrier can present different channel gain depending on
frequency, time and multiuser diversity. Therefore, it is worth to dynamically adapt the power
of each subcarrier taking into account all these parameters, (Zhang and Leung, 2009).
Adaptive Modulation and Coding (AMC): This technique exploits the time and frequency
diversities in order to allocate the most suitable MCS to each subcarrier according to its SNR.
This technique is also know as bit loading (Fantacci et al., 2009).
Dynamic Frequency Planning (DFP): This approach was proposed to mitigate the inter-cell
interference in hierarchical macrocell networks as Fractional Frequency Reuse (FFR) (Assaad,
2008). It is also possible to use frequency planning in order to determine the amount of sub-
carriers to be allocated to users or base stations as a prior step before the final assignment of
sub-carrierss´ubsets to the end-users. This scheme is also applied in a macro-femtocell network
since they can be seen as a hierarchical networks in (Kim and Jeon, 2012; Tariq et al., 2011).
Interference Management: This strategy consists of low-level RA algorithms in order to
manage the interference in the system. In the particular case of a two-tier macro-femtocell
network, the possible types of interference to be managed are: macro-to-macro, macro-to-
femto, femto-to macro and femto-to-femto.
1.5 Resource Allocation for OFDMA Macro-femtocell Networks
A classification of the different approaches that can be adopted to manage the OFDMA sub-
channels in a macro-femtocell network are schematized in Fig. 1.4, which is a modified version
of the original classification given in (Lopez-Perez et al., 2009).
To completely eliminate the cross-tier interference, an approach that divides the licensed spec-
trum into two dedicated parts is proposed in (Chandrasekhar and Andrews, 2008). This ap-
proach is known as spectrum partitioning approach. In this way, a fraction of the subcarriers
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Figure 1.4 Classification of subcarrier allocation techniques for OFDMA
macro/femtocells
would be used by the macro tier while another fraction would be used by the femtocells as
shown in Fig. 1.5a. However, this approach is inefficient in terms of spectrum reuse. In fact,
the main concerns of this type of approaches are the efficient power distribution over the ac-
tive DL transmissions per BS and the prioritization of the macro communications over femto
communications.
a) Spectrum Partitioning b) Spectrum Sharing
Figure 1.5 RA allocation categories
Co-channel allocation for both tiers seems to be more efficient and profitable from operators’
perspective, although more challenging from the technical point of view. This means that the
whole license spectrum can be simultaneously used among the tiers as shown in Fig. 1.5b
(Kang et al., 2012). This approach is also known as spectrum sharing and is recommended for
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dense FC deployment but it requires interference management schemes to uphold Quality of
Service (QoS) of downlink (DL) or uplink (UL) communications and to improve the spectrum
efficiency.
Hybrid spectrum usage approaches combine the spectrum sharing and spectrum partitioning
approaches depending on the FC location. Some examples of hybrid spectrum usage are:
• Fractional Frequency Reuse (FFR) divides the entire frequency spectrum into several sub-
bands, which are differently assigned to each macrocell or femtocells located in a subarea
of the macrocell in such a way that the resources for femtocell are not overlapped with the
overlaid macrocell resource (Lee et al., 2010b).
• Dynamic or Adaptive FFR determines the frequency reuse for femtocells coupled with
pilot sensing to reduce cross-tier/co-tier interference between macrocell and femtocells.
The macrocell uses a frequency reuse factor of three or above and each femtocell sense
the pilot signals from the macrocell and discard the sub-band with the largest received
signal power, and thus FCs use the rest of the frequency sub-bands resulting in an increased
SINR for macro UEs. The overall network throughput is enhanced by adopting high order
modulation schemes (Kim and Jeon, 2012).
• Soft frequency reuse (SFR) divides also the system bandwidth into sub-bands. The fre-
quency bands are assigned to FCs using a soft frequency reuse technique in inner regions
of multiple macrocells. The distance to the boundary of the MC inner region is adaptively
determined to the achieve the required demand of the cell-edge user (Li et al., 2012a).
One important concern of a RA approach for OFMDA macro-femtocell networks is its com-
plexity, which can be categorized into two types: (1) computational complexity and (2) im-
plementation complexity. The computational complexity of an RA algorithm refers to the
processing time required to execute the algorithms at the BS. On the other hand, the imple-
mentation complexity refers to the amount of signaling overhead and information exchange
between BSs (Lee et al., 2014). As dense FC deployment is expected in wireless networks
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in the near future, traditional RA approaches may not be feasible due to excessive signaling
overhead between BSs. Moreover, the computational time of an RA algorithm should be kept
within a resource block period, since resource allocation among UEs is performed for every
TTI in the OFMDA systems (Yang, 2010).
In the following, we provide a detailed analysis for the related work in the literature that inter-
sects with the addressed problems, and the proposed methodology.
1.5.1 Linear Programming based Resource Allocation models
In this section, we present the related work using linear programming found in the literature.
The optimal distance for the inner region of macrocell using fractional frequency reuse RA ap-
proach was deduced in (Assaad, 2008). In this scheme, fixed transmitted power per macrocell
and femtocell is assumed. However, this scheme solve the resource allocation for an envi-
ronment with multi-macrocells, where the neighboring macrocell are restricted to use only a
sub-band of the whole licensed spectrum which means a reduction of spectrum reuse for mul-
ticell environments.
In (Le et al., 2012), a joint load balancing and admission control scheme for OFDMA-Based
Femtocell Networks is presented. In their work, the admission control problem is formulated
based on a Semi-Markov Decision Process (SMDP) and a Linear Programming (LP) solution is
proposed to address the minimization of the blocking probability to obtain the optimal admis-
sion control policy and the traffic load for each femtocell. Then, a power adaptation algorithm
is applied in each FC to reduce the co-tier interference achieving better femtocell throughput
and more energy-efficient operation of the femtocell considering the variety of traffic load in
the femtocell network. The authors claim that efficient admission control policy is needed to
coordinate spectrum sharing and admission control decisions for both types of users (public
users and subscribers), which should find a trade-off between achieving high spectrum utiliza-
tion and protecting QoS subscriber requirements. However, the main disadvantages of this
scheme are the lack of the motivation for FC to grant access to public users, the power adapta-
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tion is not performed together with the bandwidth allocation in the femtocell network, and the
BS re-selection procedure is not established for the case when public users are blocked by the
femtocell network.
A hierarchical three-stage RA solution is presented by (Sadr and Adve, 2012) that consists of:
(1) the load of each FC is estimated considering the number of connected users, their average
channel gain and required data rates; (2) the physical resource blocks (PRBs) are allocated to
FCs taking into account each FC load in such a way that minimizes the interference by coloring
the modified interference graph; and (3) the resource allocation is formulated as a convex max-
min fair optimization problem. This optimization problem is converted to linear program by
using a simplified alternative that equally distributes the total FC transmitted power among the
channels. However, equal power distribution among the channels converts the problem into the
bandwidth optimization problem.
Subcarrier/Subchannel allocation has been investigated with several objective functions for
OFDMA macro-femtocell network under the assumption of equal power distribution per band-
width unit. For example, the work in (Hatoum et al., 2011) solves the subchannel allocation
within a cluster using Linear Programming for a given cluster configuration using equal power
distribution among the DL channels.
In (Hatoum et al., 2012a), two joint power and bandwidth allocation algorithms are proposed
for femtocell networks and implemented using Linear Program, one for subscribers and one
for visitor users in a FC cluster. The first model minimizes the power consumption while
guarantee the QoS of subscriber while the second model minimizes the power consumption
and the degradation of the public user demands. Their research work focuses only on the
femtocell network having the subscribers as high priority users and public users as best effort
users with different types of applications.
It can be noticed that the optimization problem for the BS selection together with joint band-
width and power allocation has not been investigated.
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1.5.2 Resource Allocation models using alternative optimization tools
In this section, we describe some approaches that utilize an evolutionary technique as opti-
mization tool to reduce the computational complexity of the resource allocation problem in
OFDMA two-tier networks.
In (Reddy and Phoha, 2007), one approach that applies genetic algorithm in multi-user OFDMA
systems and performs adaptive power and subcarrier allocation. In this scheme, the subset of
subcarriers to be assigned to each user and the spectral efficiency per each assigned subcar-
rier on downlink transmission are determined aiming at the minimization of total transmission
power.
Genetic Algorithm is applied for the resource allocation in multi-user cellular OFDMA net-
works aiming at the maximization the average system throughput over a given period of time
while guaranteeing the variety of QoS user request (Zhou et al., 2011). However, GA had
not been applied for the resource optimization problem in OFDMA macro-femtocell networks
before we started to work with it. This work was a collaboration with a master student from
Khalifa University. The results were published in two conference papers in (Marshoud et al.,
2012, 2013) regarding the spectrum partitioning and spectrum sharing respectively.
In (Li et al., 2012b), a power and channel allocation using swarm optimization (PCASO) al-
gorithm is proposed. This scheme is applied to a joint optimization of resource allocation
in a femtocell network through the maximization of the minimal throughput of the femto-
cell network. The authors claim that this goal simultaneously reflects the improvement of the
capacity of whole network and fairness among different femtocells, which is true for deploy-
ment of closed access femtocells and the orthogonal subcarrier allocation among the two-tiers.
However, we believe that with the introduction of hybrid access policy, the resource allocation
models should solve together the BS selection and the resource allocation for the whole macro-
femtocell system, adaptively determine the dedicated bandwidth for both tiers and allow the
spectrum reuse.
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We presented a novel resource allocation based on Particle Swarm Optimization in (Estrada
et al., 2013b) assuming that femtocells are deployed using hybrid access policy. In this pre-
vious work, it is demonstrated that for a given BS selection, PSO can indeed enhance the
network throughput in comparison with Weighted Water Filling algorithm proposed in (Chun-
Han and Hung-Yu, 2011). Nevertheless, the main disadvantages of this proposal are: (1) BS
selection procedure is solved before running the resource allocation algorithm, and (2) the lack
of BS re-selection mechanism when public users are blocked by a femtocell.
A comparison among two heuristic algorithms, PSO and GA, for joint power assignment and
bandwidth allocation in femtocell network is presented in (Shahid et al., 2013). The authors
present two variants of each algorithm for PSO and GA. The resource optimization is carried
out in a decentralized fashion, which means that the optimization procedure is executed by each
FC. Then, each FC shares its best solution with neighboring FCs. Their objective function is to
minimize the maximum throughput of the femtocell network. In their work, it is demonstrated
that PSO outperforms the GA under high-traffic and low-traffic scenarios. Nevertheless, the
scenarios analyzed do not consider the hybrid access femtocells and the spectrum partitioning
is assumed among the two tier. Thus, the problem is reduced to improve the throughput of
the isolated femtocell networks by means of appropriate subcarrier selection and FC power
control.
In summary, there is still an open research area involving specialized techniques that allow
to find near to optimal solution and reduce the computational complexity of a joint BS selec-
tion and resource allocation optimization problem for OFDMA macro-femtocell networks as
well as multi-user cellular OFDMA networks while guaranteeing the QoS of the mobile user
demands.
1.5.3 Cluster based Resource Allocation Algorithm
Some cluster based resource allocation approaches are proposed to reduce the complexity of the
resource allocation problem. Cluster formation technique involves the grouping of femtocells
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that interfere with each other. Then, RA algorithm runs independently within each cluster.
Typically, the RA algorithm assigns orthogonal channels among the cluster members, which
eliminates the co-tier interference within each cluster. This technique is attractive because it
makes the RA algorithm scalable to any network size, while the implementation complexity
remains reasonable. There are several cluster formation techniques that has been proposed
regarding closed access femtocell and none of them consider the concept of hybrid access
policy. In the following, we present the main objectives of some of the clustering technique
found in the literature.
A femtocell cluster-based resource allocation scheme (FCRA) that aims at the maximization
of FC network throughput is presented in (Hatoum et al., 2011). The RA scheme consists
of three stages: Neighboring discovery, cluster formation and resource allocation. Initially,
each femtocell creates an interfering neighbor list with one-hop distance, and this list is sent
to all of its own one-hop neighbors. Then, each femtocell computes the interference degree as
the number of interfering FCs from its one-hop neighboring FC. The selection of cluster head
is based on interference degree. Each femtocell is attached to the cluster head with highest
interference degree in their own neighboring list. Finally, the RA algorithm is solved using
Linear Program within each cluster. Here, orthogonal spectrum allocation between macro and
femto tiers is employed to avoid cross-tier interference.
Nevertheless, FCRA model fails to guarantee the QoS of the own FC subscribers transmission
and therefore, the same authors proposed an enhanced approach that maximizes the sum of
subscribers data rate and upholds the QoS for subscribers transmission (Q-FCRA) in (Hatoum
et al., 2012b, 2014). Their objective is to satisfy a maximum number of subscribers users while
serving public users as well as possible. Therefore, FC subscribers and public users are consid-
ered as high priority service and best-effort service respectively. The joint resource allocation
and admission control problem is formulated as a multi-objective optimization problem. The
first objective is to maximize the set of admitted subscribers in order to guarantee the feasi-
bility of the allocation problem. The second objective is to allocate as better as possible the
remaining resources to BE users.
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QP-FCRA model is proposed in (Hatoum et al., 2012a) to additionally minimize the power
consumption in the femtocell network. In this scheme, the resource allocation problem is
also divided into two subproblems, which corresponds to: (1) the joint power and bandwidth
allocation that minimizes the power consumption in the cluster while guaranteeing the QoS
of subscriber demands, and (2) the joint power and bandwidth allocation for public users with
the multi-objective function that minimizes the power consumption and the users requirements
degradation. Linear Programming is used to solve both subproblems.
In (Lin and Tian, 2013), a cluster based resource allocation approach is presented aiming at
minimizing the co-tier interference (FFI) as well as guaranteeing subscriber QoS in term of
outage probability (OP). In this work, the maximum cluster size is deduced to guarantee the
target OP for femto users. Then, disjoint femtocell clusters with dynamic size lower than
the maximum cluster size are formed using a graph method that minimize the co-tier inter-
ference. Finally, the subchannel allocation algorithm is executed within each cluster in order
to maximize system capacity while ensuring (QoS) of each femto user in terms of the outage
probability.
A bankruptcy game theory based approach is proposed in (Hoteit et al., 2012) assuming the
spectrum partitioning among the tiers. In this scheme, femtocells belonging to the same in-
terference set, share information about respective demands, their interaction is modeled as a
cooperative game. Thus, if a coalition of femtocells belonging to an interference FC set, decide
to group apart, then, they will be able to share what the other femtocells have left after getting
what they claimed. In such a way, the best coalition should be the grand coalition grouping all
femtocells in the same interference set.
Universal subcarrier reuse is allowed at femto tier if femtocell belongs to different cluster in
(Abdelnasser et al., 2014). Femtocell are motivated to form a cluster through the reduction
of the perceived co-tier interference. Then, the cluster head attaches the femtocell causing the
lowest FC bandwidth reduction of current FC members. After the FC are organized into disjoint
clusters, each cluster head performs sub-channel and power allocation within its cluster. Joint
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subchannel and power allocation is a iterative process, which is performed in two phases until
it converges: (1) for a given power allocation, sub-channel allocation is performed, and (2)
for a given the subchannel allocation, the power allocation is performed. In addition, the
subchannel and power allocation is performed for each possible cluster configuration and the
cluster configuration yielding the highest data rate will be selected as the optimal one.
In summary, the majority of the prior cluster based resource allocation approaches take into
account the scenarios with femtocells deployed with closed access policy for a fixed amount
of bandwidth allocated to femto tier. Moreover, if the cluster size is a high value, then the
subscriber satisfaction can be affected due to the reduction of the bandwidth allocated to each
cluster member. On the other hand, if cluster size is a low value, then the subscriber satisfaction
is affected due to the level of inter-cluster interference. Therefore, we believe that cluster based
resource allocation models should perform bandwidth adaptation per tier taking into account
the level of granted access to public users. Moreover, the clustering technique should find a
compromise between the cluster size and the BS selection for public users in order to avoid the
resources starvation at the macro tier.
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2.1 Abstract
In this paper, we address the problem of optimizing resources for downlink transmission in
a macro-femtocell network under non-dense femtocell deployment. In the literature, some
approaches perform bandwidth or power optimization depending on the air interface technol-
ogy and others optimize both types of resources, but only in femtocell network. However, the
following limitations can be noticed: (i) Equal distribution of transmitted power among all sub-
carriers, even if they are not used, leads to resource underutilization, (ii) femtocell data rates
are reduced in order to minimize the interference from femto base stations to macro users, and
(iii) the impact of noise has not been evaluated. Moreover, there is lack of optimal selection of
users that can be served by femtocells. To overcome these limitations, we propose a model that
finds a tradeoff between bandwidth and power to reduce the bandwidth usage per user and to
minimize the impact of noise. By means of Linear Programming, our solution maximizes the
sum of weighted data rates and provides the optimal serving base station, power and bandwidth
for each mobile user taking into account its location and demand. Furthermore, we present a
performance analysis under changes of signal to noise ratio. Simulations were conducted and
a comparison with a modified version of Weighted Water Filling algorithm is presented.
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2.2 Introduction
Femtocells (FCs) are end-user base stations (BSs) with low-cost and short-range that guaran-
tees good indoor coverage and enhances data rates. In traditional cellular networks, macrocell
(MC) must satisfy the requirements of indoor and outdoor users, which leads to poor indoor
coverage and dead zones appearance. Therefore, there are several economical factors that en-
courage network providers to use femtocells such as capacity improvements, traffic offload
and power reduction in mobile equipment to transmit to a nearby femtocell instead of a farther
macrocell (Zhang and De la Roche, 2010). Nevertheless, the main challenge of such overlaid
networks is the resource allocation due to the uncontrolled deployment of femtocells and their
ad-hoc nature.
In literature, several resource allocation approaches have been proposed. Some approaches
perform only bandwidth optimization (Chun-Han and Hung-Yu, 2011), or power optimization
(Chandrasekhar and Andrews, 2009) depending on the air interface technology of the network,
i.e. CDMA or OFDMA. Other approaches attempt to jointly optimize bandwidth and power
but only in femtocell network by means of the maximization of femtocells throughput instead
of the entire network (Torregoza et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2010a).
In the case of OFDMA technology, equal distribution of maximum transmitted power among
subcarriers has been assumed in most of the research work (Torregoza et al., 2010; G. He,
2010). Therefore, bandwidth optimization approaches reduce the problem to subcarriers allo-
cation with equal power. The main goal of these approaches is to maximize network throughput
taking into account sparse or dense femtocells deployment. In sparse deployment, dedicated
portion of subcarriers is assigned to each tier as in (Chandrasekhar and Andrews, 2008). Con-
versely, in dense deployment, subcarriers should be shared among macrocell and femtocells
and interference management schemes need to be implemented to enhance network throughput,
such as: power control (Chandrasekhar et al., 2009), hybrid access femtocell scheme (Li et al.,
2010), fractional frequency reuse (Dalal et al., 2011), soft frequency reuse (Jeong et al., 2010)
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and the use of cognitive radios (Torregoza et al., 2010; Cheng et al., 2012; Bennis and Perlaza,
2011).
It is well known that femtocells offload traffic from MC, since some users are served by FCs
instead of MC leading to a scenario with underloaded macrocell. In (Alsawah and Fijalkow,
2008), it was shown that equal power distribution per bandwidth unit leads to the resource
underutilization in a framework with one underloaded macrocell. In their work, two solutions
are suggested to improve the performance of active users in MC, which are: (i) to redistribute
unused subcarriers over active users to offer higher data rates or (ii) to redistribute the power
excess over the active subcarriers and leave the subcarriers unused. This latter fits perfectly in a
macro-femtocells network since unused subcarriers can be allocated to FCs without introducing
interference to macro users and the power margin on active subcarriers in MC yields a better
immunity to fading. This motivates us to investigate how the power excess can be efficiently
distributed over active subcarriers to improve the network throughput when there is no need to
deal with the interference problem.
Furthermore, it would be good for femtocells to have capabilities of self-configuration and
self-planning, which requires a distributed Resource Allocation (RA) scheme. In literature,
there are few distributed RA approaches that consider providing access to public users through
femtocells. For example, in (Valcarce et al., 2009), channel reservation to provide service
to public users close to femtocells is investigated assuming a fixed number of channels per
femtocell. In (Chun-Han and Hung-Yu, 2011), an adaptive bandwidth allocation is proposed
and it is based on pre-fixed user selection and Weighted Water Filling Algorithm. However,
determining which public users can be served by each femtocell itself is not an easy task,
especially considering high mobility users and surrounding femtocells.
The main justification for using distributed schemes is the unpredictable delay in communi-
cations between macrocell and femtocells over the internet backhaul, which can negatively
influence centralized schemes. Nevertheless, studies on wireless traffic have shown that more
than 50 percent of all voice calls and more than 70 percent of data traffic occurs indoors (Info-
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netics, 2012; FemtoForum, 2010). Therefore, since this traffic has low mobility, a centralized
resource allocation decision can be used. In this case, the allocation is updated over a period
of several resource block time slots while subcarrier exchange techniques, e.g. (Chen et al.,
2010), between base stations can be implemented to improve mobile users transmission during
this period.
In addition, it is important to notice that the most important capacity-limiting factor in spectrum
partitioning approaches is the noise. Therefore, it is worth analyzing the performance of such
resource allocation models under scenario with different noise levels.
Based on the previous arguments, the following limitations from prior works can be noticed:
• power control that reduces FC transmitted power to avoid disturbing macro user transmis-
sions also reduces FC coverage area and data rates. Moreover, it limits the possibility of
serving public users through FCs;
• inefficient power usage in MC due to the equal distribution of maximum transmitted power
among all subcarriers even though some subcarriers are not used, which leads to resources
underutilization in the entire network;
• selection of the set of public users served by femtocells may not be optimal;
• performance of resource allocation model has not been evaluated under conditions where
the signal to noise ratio degrades.
To overcome these limitations, we propose a spectrum partitioning model that pursues a trade-
off between bandwidth and power assignment in both tiers. This model aims to maximize the
sum of data rates assigned to mobile users in the network. To the best of our knowledge, our
work is the first effort that carries out joint power and bandwidth allocation together with base
station selection taking into account noises.
The proposed model is based on Integer Linear Program (ILP) and is able to optimally:
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• utilize the maximum transmitted power in both macrocell and femtocells;
• allocate the available bandwidth into dedicated portions for each tier taking into account
power assignment;
• select the set of users that need to be served by femtocells based on their traffic demand
and locations;
• minimize the impact of the noise in order to maximize the network capacity.
We consider only downlink (DL) transmission since for uplink transmission there are inter-
ference cancelation techniques that can be applied at base stations. These techniques are not
suitable for mobile devices due to their hardware limitations such as the number of antennas
and circuitry (Zhang and De la Roche, 2010).
To evaluate the performance of our model, we use as a benchmark one centralized scheme
that uses Weighted Water Filling (WWF) algorithm to allocate first resources in macro tier
and then in each femtocell (Chun-Han and Hung-Yu, 2011). The algorithm has been modified
to assign also the power in both tiers using the same constraints as in our model. Simulations
were conducted to compare performance of our model with the benchmark model for scenarios
where the signal to noise ratio changes.
The rest of the chapter 2 is organized as follows: Section 2.3 presents the problem statement.
Section 2.4 describes our model. Section 2.5 presents the performance measurements. Section
2.6 shows the results obtained for our model in comparison with the Weighted Water Filling
Algorithm. Finally, Section 2.7 concludes the paper.
2.3 Problem Statement
In the spectrum partitioning scenario, Shannon’s link capacity is given by
ci = bilog2
(
1+
Pi
N0PL(di)
)
, (2.1)
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where N0 is the noise power assumed equal for all users, PL(di) is the path loss due to the
signal propagation and di is the distance between user i and the base station. It is worth noting
that noise is the only capacity-limiting factor in the spectrum partitioning scenario. Distances
and noise are measurable parameters, while bandwidth, bi, and power, Pi, can be variable and
should be allocated to meet the users requirements taking into account their locations.
For example, to satisfy one user asking for 2 Mbps, who is located about 80 meters from
macrocell, resources can be allocated with different pairs of bandwidth and power that satisfy
(2.1). Let us consider only the following two options: (i) bandwidth equal to 250 kHz and
power equal to 19 dBm, or (ii) bandwidth equal to 300 kHz and power equal 16 dBm using a
non-line of sight propagation model in (ITU-TR-36.921, 1997). Both options assume a noise
level of -145 dBm. Then, first allocation needs less bandwidth and second uses less power
reducing the interference. Note that interference is not a concern in spectrum partitioning
approaches. Therefore, the first challenge that we are addressing in this paper is to determine
the increase of power that can be applied without trespassing the allowable maximum transmit
power per user in order to improve the network capacity.
Figure 2.1 A OFDMA macro-femtocell network with four mobile users
Figure 2.1 shows the macrocell coverage area in OFDMA, which is divided into four zones
(Tarhini and Chanjed, 2007; Alsawah and Fijalkow, 2008). Each zone is differentiated by the
modulation scheme, in such way that the closest zone to macro BS uses the highest number of
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bits per symbol. Table 2.1 depicts physical layer assumptions such as modulation technique,
signal to noise ratio (SNR) target and percentage of surface.
Table 2.1 IEEE802.16 Physical Layer Assumptions
Zone Modulation Bits/Sym SNR Target Surface
Technique (dB) [%]
Z1 64-QAM 6 22.4 2.64
Z2 16-QAM 4 16.24 9.21
Z3 QPSK 2 9.4 48.75
Z4 BPSK 1 6 39.40
The surface percentages from Table 2.1 and their radii are defined by the SNR specified per
zone. We consider the maximum transmitted power per user, Pmaxz , as the required transmitted
power at the zone edge to achieve SNR target in the zone. Therefore, Pmaxz is given by
Pmaxz = SNRTarget ×PL(Rz)×N0. (2.2)
Let’s assume a network with one macrocell and one femtocell. Femtocell and four users are
located in zone Z2 as shown in Figure 2.1. One subscriber, MS1, is located inside the femtocell
and one public user, MS4, is placed near to the femtocell. Public users MS2 and MS3 can only
be served by macrocell because they are not close enough to the femtocell. If we assume that
femtocell can serve public users using Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (QPSK) owing to the
fact that the wall penetration losses reduce their SNR. Then, there are two possible options for
serving user MS4, which are: (i) by femtocell, assigning low power P
f
4 and high bandwidth
b∗4 or (ii) by macrocell, allocating high power P
m
4 and low bandwidth b4. These two options
are shown in Figure 2.1 by dashed and dotted lines respectively. The available bandwidth will
be exhausted faster using the femtocell than macrocell. Thus, we present the second challenge
addressed in this paper, which is how to determine the appropriate base station to serve pub-
lic users taking into consideration the tradeoff between power and bandwidth to enhance the
network throughput?
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2.4 Base Station Selection and Resource Allocation Model (BSS-RAM)
In this section, we describe the proposed model that performs base station selection together
with resource allocation (BSS-RAM) which aims to maximize the sum of user achievable data
rates.
2.4.1 ILP Formulation
The case under study consists of several femtocells and mobile users located in the coverage
area of one macrocell. Certain percentage of users are located in the proximity of femtocells.
Each mobile user can be served either by MC or one nearby FC. In addition, femtocells must
prioritize their own subscribers transmissions and if they have enough capacity, then, they
provide service to public users.
We want to maximize the sum of the achievable user data rates in the network. According to
Shannon’s Law, the sum of the achievable data rates can be formulated as:
max
x,b,P ∑i∈{M}
xmi bilog2(1+SNR
m
i )+ ∑
i∈{M}
∑
f∈{F}
x fi bilog2(1+SNR
f
i ), (2.3)
where vectors x, b and P correspond to user-base station association, bandwidth and power
assignment for each user. In other words, b consists of real variables, bi, that determine the
bandwidth assigned to each user in the associated base station given by vector x. SNRmi and
SNRfi are the signal to noise ratio perceived by macro and femto users and depend on the
transmitted power assigned in the associated base station.
Equation (2.3) is a non-linear function and this type of optimization problem has been proven
to be NP-hard (Hong and Garcia, 2012), which means that finding the optimal solution is
extremely hard and not applicable in practice. For this reason, we propose to maximize instead
the sum of the weighted data rate given by (2.9) described in Section 2.4.1.3, assuming that the
log term should be at least equal to the number of bit per symbol required in the MC’s zone,
lmodz , or FC, l
mod
f . To ensure this, we add a constraint that replaces the log function with the
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respective segment of a piece wise segment linear approximation obtained using the algorithm
in (Imamoto and Tang, 2008), which is described in Section 2.4.2.
2.4.1.1 Model Parameters
The parameters used in BSS-RAM model are described in Table 2.2. They are classified as sys-
tem, input, and output parameters. System parameters represent the network features, such as
available bandwidth, maximum power per user in a given sector, maximum transmitted power
in macrocell, attenuation factors, carrier frequency, maximum capacity allowed per sector, av-
erage noise, and so on. Input parameters specify the requirements of the mobile users and
femtocells, such as demands, distances and weights. The output parameters are the ILP model
variables. These parameters are described in Table 2.2.
2.4.1.2 Model Variables
BSS-RAM determines the following variables: serving base station, (xmi ,x
f
i ), assigned band-
width , bi, and transmitted power in each serving base station, (Pmi ,P
f
i ) for each user i in the
network. These variables are given by the following equations:
xmi =
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
1 if MC serves the user i
0 otherwise
, (2.4)
x fi =
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
1 if FC f serves the user i
0 otherwise
, (2.5)
0 ≤ bi ≤ B, (2.6)
0 ≤ Pmi ≤ Pmaxz , (2.7)
0 ≤ Pfi ≤ Pfmax. (2.8)
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Table 2.2 Model Parameters of BSS-RAM
System Parameters
Name Description
B Available bandwidth
BC Bandwidth per subcarrier
PTotalm Maximum transmitted power in MC
Pmaxz Maximum transmitted power per user in MC’s zone
Pmaxf Maximum transmitted power per user in FCs
Rm,Rf Radii in macrocell and FCs
α f ,αm Attenuation factor of indoor and outdooor environments
Cmaxz Maximum capacity allowed of zone z
lmodz Number of bits of modulation in MC’s zone z
lmodf Number of bits of modulation in FC f
Wl Wall Penetration losses
N0 Average Thermal Noise Power
fc Carrier frequency
N Number of mobile users in the network
N f Maximum number of users at the femtocell
Input Parameters
Si Requested demand of mobile user i
wmi Weight assigned to mobile user i at macro tier
wfi Weight assigned to mobile user i at femtocell f
di f Distance from FBS f to the mobile user i
θ fi Angle between user i’s location and FBS f ’s location
dim Distance from MBS to the mobile user i
θmi Angle between user i’s location and MBS
Output Parameters (Variables)
bi Assigned Bandwidth to a femto/macro user i
P fi Transmitted Power for DL between FBS f and user i
Pmi Transmitted Power for DL between MBS and user i
x fi User i is assigned to FC f
xmi User i is assigned to MC
2.4.1.3 Objective Function
BSS-RAM aims to maximize the sum of the weighted users data rates and is given by:
max
x,b,P ∑i∈{N}
wmi x
m
i bil
mod
z + ∑
i∈{N}
∑
f∈{F}
wfi x
f
i bil
mod
f , (2.9)
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where the parameters lmodz and l
mod
f represents the number of bits per symbol in zone z or in
femtocell f . And wmi and w
f
i are weights that provide a base station selection mechanism for
each user i. These weights should enable the model to prioritize subscriber transmissions inside
femtocells and the use of femtocells for public users close to them.
2.4.1.4 Model Constraints
For the objective function presented in (2.9), we have the following constraints:
• Bandwidth capacity constraint is given by
∑
i∈{N}
bi ≤ B, (2.10)
which means that the sum of the assigned bandwidth must be less than or equal to the
available bandwidth B.
• Clash constraint is expressed as follows:
xmi + ∑
f∈{F}
x fi ≤ 1 ; i ∈ N, (2.11)
i.e. a user i can at most be served by one base station, either one femtocell or the macrocell.
• Femtocell capacity constraint is given by
∑
i∈{N}
x fi ≤ N f ; f ∈ F, (2.12)
which indicates that the sum of assigned users to a femtocell should be less than or equal
to the number of allowed users in FCs, i.e. N f .
• Maximum assigned transmit power in the macrocell is limited by:
∑
i∈{N}
Pmi ≤ PTotalm . (2.13)
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In other words, the sum of power assigned to the users served by macrocell must be less
than or equal to the maximum transmitted power, PTotalm .
• Spectral efficiency constraint in macrocell: The achievable spectral efficiency must be
greater than or equal to the number of bits per symbol required for modulation scheme
applied in zone z. This constraint is given by
log2 (1+SNR
m
i )≥ lmodz xmi ; i ∈ N (2.14)
where lmodz is the target spectral efficiency in zone z and SNR
m
i is the signal to noise ratio
of mobile user i at macro tier and is given by
SNRmi =
Pmi
PLmi N0
; i ∈ N. (2.15)
N0 is the average noise in the network, Pmi is the power assigned to user i if he is served
by macrocell and PLmi is the path loss for outdoor environments taking into account the
non-line of sight (NLOS) propagation model in (ITU-TR-36.921, 1997), given by
PLki (dB) =
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
10log10(d
αm
ik )+30log10( fc)+49 Outdoor
10log10(d
α f
ik )+37 Indoor
. (2.16)
• Spectral efficiency constraint in femtocells: The FC spectral efficiency must be greater than
or equal to number of bits per symbol required for modulation scheme used in femtocell f .
This can be expressed as follows:
log2
(
1+SNRfi
)
≥ lmodf x fi ; i ∈ N, f ∈ F, (2.17)
where SNRfi is the signal to noise ratio perceived by mobile user i in femtocell f and is
given by
SNRfi =
Pfi
PL fi N0
; i ∈M, f ∈ F. (2.18)
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PLfi is the path loss for indoor environments given in (4.3) and P
f
i is the power assigned to
user i in femtocell f .
• Maximum Data Rate per User: In OFDMA technology, it is defined maximum allowed
capacity per zone, Cmaxz , which is increasing with respect to the proximity of MC’s zone
to macro BS (Alsawah and Fijalkow, 2008). Therefore, data rate assigned must be less
than or equal to the minimum among the maximum allowed capacity per zone, Cmaxz , and
user demand in macro tier. Due to the short range DL transmission in femtocells, we are
assuming that there is no data rate limitation in femtocells. Thus, data rate assigned to user
i should be less than or equal to his demand, Si in femto tier. Thus, the maximum data rate
per user constraint is expressed as follows:
bi ≤ xmi
(
min
(
Si,Cmaxz
)
lmodz
)
+ ∑
f∈{F}
x fi
Si
lmodf
; i ∈ N, f ∈ F. (2.19)
• Upper bound for assigned bandwidth per user:
bi ≤ B
(
∑
f∈{F}
x fi + x
m
i
)
; i ∈ N. (2.20)
• Upper bound for transmitted power per user at macro tier:
Pmi ≤ Pmaxz xmi ; i ∈ N;z ∈ Z. (2.21)
• Upper bound for transmitted power per user at femto tier:
Pfi ≤ Pmaxf x fi ; i ∈ N, f ∈ F. (2.22)
The general BSS-RAM model has been defined for base station selection together with joint
power and bandwidth allocation in a macro-femtocell network. However, two important issues
are presented in the proposed model, which are: i) the objective function (2.9), contains the
product of two variables, one binary and one real, which cannot be solved using CPLEX (IBM,
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2011), and ii) the log terms in (2.14) and (2.17) are not linear functions. These issues are
handled in Sections 2.4.2 and 2.4.3.
2.4.2 Linear Approximation of Log Term
According to (Imamoto and Tang, 2008), any convex function can be approximated by a K
segment continuous piecewise segment (PWS) linear function g(x) defined over the range x0 ≤
x≤ xK by a set of points or knots K (xk,yk)Nk=0 connected by K segments given by:
gk(x) =
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
mkx+ak xk ≤ x≤ xk+1
0 Otherwise.
, (2.23)
where mk is the slope of the linear segment k and ak is a constant value added to it.
For a given set of pivots (x0,x1,...xK), a piece wise segment linear approximation of any function
f (x) can be written as the sum of several linear segments given by
gk(x) =
K
max
k=0
f ′(xk)(x− xk)+ f (xk)− ε, (2.24)
where f ′(x) is the first-order derivative. In our case, f (x) is log2(1+x). Accordingly, the slope
mk and the constant ak for each linear segment k are given by
mk = f ′(xk) ;k ∈ K, (2.25a)
ak = f (xk)− f ′(xk)xk− ε ;k ∈ K, (2.25b)
respectively. In (Imamoto and Tang, 2008), the idea is to find the appropriate values of pivots
that minimize the error for each given segment.
First, we inspect SNR values of mobile users in the network. We use the propagation model
for outdoor and indoor environments from (ITU-TR-36.921, 1997), varying transmitted power
and keeping the rest of parameters fixed such as noise level, attenuation factor and carrier
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frequency. Several SNR curves for one mobile user with different location in macrocell and
femtocell are shown in Figures 2.2a and 2.2b. It can be observed that SNR values are in the
range of (0, 1200) for distances greater than 85 m in macrocell and (0, 600) for distance greater
than 5 m in femtocell.
a) SNR vs distance from MC
b) SNR vs distance from FC
Figure 2.2 Signal to Noise Ratio in macrocell and femtocells vs distance
Then, we use the recursive algorithm proposed by Imamoto in (Imamoto and Tang, 2008) to
find a PWS linear approximation of the log2 term. Figure 2.3 shows both functions log2(1+
SNR) and 5−PWS linear approximation. This approximation was obtained after 16 iterations
with minimum and maximum SNR values equal to -20 dB and -32.6 dB.
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Figure 2.3 5-PWS Linear Approximation of Log Term
Table 2.3 shows the number of iterations that Imamoto’s algorithm needs to converge with
respect to the number of segments required in the PWS linear approximation using SNR values
between 0.01 and 1800.
Table 2.3 Algorithm Convergence
Number of Number of Mean
Segments Iterations Error
2 5 2.54
3 8 1.12
4 11 0.59
5 16 0.37
6 21 0.26
7 28 0.19
A high number of linear segments introduces more complexities to the model while a low
number gives less accuracy. For convenience, we have decided to work with a 6 PWS-linear
approximation owing to the fact that only one segment includes SNR target for each modulation
technique. Thus, BSS-RAM solves the resource allocation problem using the corresponding
segment for each user in macro or femto tier.
Therefore, Equation (2.14) can be replaced by
(mkSNRmi +ak)≥ xmi lmodz ; i ∈ N,k ∈ K, (2.26)
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but SNR values should be in the range of the segment, i.e. (SNRkmin,SNR
k
max). Therefore, two
new constraints are added to BSS-RAM model as the upper and lower bound of SNRmi and are
given by
SNRkmin ≤ SNRmi ≤ SNRkmax ; i ∈ N,k ∈ K. (2.27)
For femtocells, (2.17) is replaced by
(
mkSNR
f
i +ak
)
≥ x fi lmodf ; i ∈ N, f ∈ F, (2.28)
and the upper and lower bound of SNRfi and are given by
SNRkmin ≤ SNRfi ≤ SNRkmax ; i ∈ N, f ∈ F. (2.29)
as in 2.27.
The curves of SNR perceived by users in femtocells differ from those in macrocell, due to the
short distance, lower attenuation factor and different propagation model. For simplicity, we
have used the same PWS linear approximation for both tier and placed the mobile users inside
femtocells to meet SNR in the range of the PWS linear approximation.
In summary, for each mobile user in MC or FCs, the corresponding segment is selected to
satisfy the SNR target required by the modulation scheme of MC’s zone or in femtocell.
2.4.3 Conversion of real variable to binary variable
The objective function (2.9) contains the product of two variables, one real and one binary. This
cannot be solved using CPLEX. However, as we use Concert Technology Environment, it is
possible to solve LP model in the special case where the objective function contains quadratic
term of binary variables (IBM, 2011). Therefore, the real variables should be converted into
binary variables. The solution is simple such as the available bandwidth is divided into small
pieces with a fixed amount of bandwidth. Thus, the bandwidth assigned to one user, bi, can be
represented as a integer number multiplied by the fixed amount of bandwidth per small piece.
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Then, the integer number can be represented using binary notation, which means using a binary
vector combined with power of two. Thus, the bandwidth per user, bi is given by
bi = BC
j=T
∑
j=0
β ij2
j ; i ∈ N ; i ∈ N, (2.30)
where T is equal to the total number of small pieces of bandwidth that comprise the available
bandwidth, i.e. BBC . T can be seen as the number of subcarriers in the OFDMA network and BC
is the bandwidth per subcarrier. The coefficients β ij determine if the j-th power of two is part
of the sum or not.
β ij =
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
1 j-th power of two is used to represent bi
0 Otherwise.
. (2.31)
We have replaced all the approximations on the general BSS-RAM model and the details of the
Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) model can be found in the appendix I. This model
is implemented using IBM ILOG CPLEX and Concert Technology (IBM, 2011). Algorithm
2.1 presents the MILP based RA algorithm that determine the optimal serving BS and optimal
amount of resources for each user in the macro-femtocell network.
2.4.4 Weights applied in RA models
The weights wmi and w
f
i are parameters that depend on input parameters. They allow the BSS-
RAM model to implement one mechanism to select the serving base station for each user. In
this paper, we propose to use weights that prioritize:
• subscriber’s DL transmission over public users’ transmission inside femtocells;
• the use of femtocells for public users close to them.
We limit our analysis to two types of weights. They are related to link conditions and user de-
mand and described in Sections 2.4.4.1 and 2.4.4.2 respectively. However, other set of weights
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Algorithm 2.1 BS Selection and RA Algorithm
Data: MS Set of users, FCSet of Femtocell, m represents Macrocell
(Xi,Yi) User Locations
(Xf ,Yf ) FC Locations,
(l fmod) FC Modulation Technique
(Di) User Demands.
Result: BS selection for the set of users, bsi,
Bandwidth allocated per subcarrier per user bi,
Power allocated per subcarrier per user Pi.
1 begin
2 At each interval of time t, MC Resource Manager do;
3 Collect from each mobile user i, its demand and location (Si, dmi , θ
m
i );
4 Collect from femtocell f , its location and the scheme of modulation (dmf ,θ
m
f ,l
mod
f );
5 Calculate the weights of the links between macrocell and each user i;
6 Calculate the weights and distances of the links between femtocell f and each user
(wfi ,d
f
i ,θ
f
i );
7 Formulate the problem as an ILP;
8 Solve the ILP, and find the optimal resource allocation;
9 end
can be investigated, which is related to the service plan that mobile users are paying for, pro-
viding preferential treatment to user paying more over other users.
2.4.4.1 Link Rate
The proposed algorithm in (Chun-Han and Hung-Yu, 2011) uses a set of weights taking into
account the link rate from macrocell or femtocell. Thus, wmi and w
f
i are calculated based on
the link rate between base stations and mobile user and given by
wki = (1/r
k
i )
1/2 k ∈ {m,F}; i ∈ N, (2.32)
where rmi and r
f
i are links rate in DL from macro BS and femto BS f respectively. In (Chun-
Han and Hung-Yu, 2011), it was proved that this set of weights have better performance than
a set of equal weights. In their work, the link rate was randomly generated but the link rate
depends strongly on several wireless impairments such as path loss, shadowing, noise and the
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power assigned to the user. In this work, link rate corresponds to the log term of Shannon’s
Law capacity and is given by
rki = log2(1+SNR
k
i ) k ∈ {m,F}; i ∈ N, (2.33)
where SNRki is the signal to noise ratio of user i, which corresponds to the received signal from
BS k, belonging to the set of base stations, i.e. macrocell (m) and deployed femtocells (F). In
macrocell, link rate rmi is calculated considering the maximum transmitted power per user in
the zone, Pmaxz . In femtocell, link rate r
f
i is calculated using the maximum transmitted power
per user, Pmaxf .
2.4.4.2 Demand
In macrocell, weights are inversely proportional to user demand to prevent denial of service to
certain users due to those users who request high data rates (Zhang and De la Roche, 2010).
However, in femtocells, it is possible to serve users with high demand. Therefore, the proposed
weights regarding the demand are given by
wki =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
1
Si
in Macrocell
2Si
Savg
for own subscriber in Femtocell
Si
Savg
for public user in Femtocell
, (2.34)
where Si is the demand of the user i and Savg is the average demand of the mobile users in the
network.
2.4.5 Benchmark Model
In (Chun-Han and Hung-Yu, 2011), bandwidth allocation is performed using Weighted Water
Filling (WWF) algorithm taking into account pre-fixed user selection per BS and no power
limitation. This latter means that the bandwidth is assigned assuming that user data rates can
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be provided without limitation of maximum transmitted power per BS. However, the total
power assigned to users should be less than or equal to the maximum transmitted power in
base stations (Yang, 2010). On the other hand, pre-fixed user selection takes into account the
higher link rate from MC or FC to assign the user to one of them. This approach considers only
one femtocell that competes for the resources with mobile users assigned to macrocell. Then,
femtocell RA algorithm is carried out using its allocated bandwidth.
The authors recommend a user selection procedure for more femtocells, which consists of two
steps:
• determine the femtocell with better link conditions for user i;
• if link conditions from femtocell is better than link from macrocell, then, the user i is
considered as femto user, otherwise, is considered as macro user.
However, the following issues can be noticed:
• femtocell with maximum link rate might not have enough assigned resources to serve the
demand of a public user;
• if the public user is blocked in the pre-fixed femtocell, which mechanism can be used to
reassign that user to be served by MC or even by other nearby FC.
Nevertheless, we have used their algorithm and changed it in order to assign the transmitted
power assuming equal power distribution per unit of bandwidth in MC. This means that the
power assigned to a mobile user is proportional to the bandwidth assigned to each user in
every round, as it is stated in step 5 of macrocell algorithm in Algorithm 2.2. The fraction
of resources calculated in each round is assigned to mobile user only if the power assigned to
the user is less than or equal to the maximum transmitted power per user in MC’s zone, Pmaxz .
However, the transmitted power is calculated based on the SNR target without trespassing the
maximum transmitted power per user in femtocells, Pmaxf . Algorithm 2.2 and 2.3 present the
WWF algorithms for macrocell and femtocells respectively.
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Algorithm 2.2 MC WWF Algorithm
Data: MS Set of users and Femtocells MC,FC,
(Xi,Yi) User Locations,
(Xf ,Yf ) FC Locations,
(wki ) Weights for link rates between base station k and users i,
(Di) User Demands.
Result: Bandwidth per mobile user or femtocell bi,
Power allocated per mobile user served by macrocell Pmi .
1 begin
2 Sorting the users according to the bandwidth required divided by the weight;
3 For each user i= 1, ...,M+F , it is obtained the bandwidth to be assigned as:;
bi = min
(
brequiredi −bk−1i
wmi
,
B−∑i−1k=1∑M+Fj=k b j
∑M+Fj=i w
m
j
)
;
4 Bandwidth Assignment: For every user j starting from i, bandwidth is equal to
bwi multiplied by its corresponding weight;
bkj = b
k−1
j +w
m
j bi;
5 Power Assignment: For every user j assign the power proportionally to the
bandwidth assigned to user j as follows:;
pkj = p
k−1
j +min
(wmj biPmmax
B ,P
max
z − pk−1j
)
;
6 This process stops when the total bandwidth available is exhausted or for
macrouser i, assigned bandwidth is equal to the required bandwidth.;
7 end
2.5 Performance Measurements
We use the metrics described in this section to evaluate and compare the performance of both
resource allocation models.
Achievable Throughput: The total achievable throughput is calculated based on Shannon’s
Law Capacity. Accordingly, the network throughput can be expressed as
T = ∑
i∈{N}
xmi bilog2(1+SNR
m
i )+ ∑
i∈{N}
∑
f∈{F}
x fi bilog2(1+SNR
f
i ). (2.35)
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Algorithm 2.3 FC WWF Algorithm
Data: MS Set of users MCf
(X fi ,Y
f
i ) User Locations
(wfi ) Weights for link rates between femtocell f and users i,
(Di) User Demands.
Result: Bandwidth allocated per user in femtocell f bfi ,
Power allocated per user in femtocell f Pfi .
1 begin
2 Sorting the users according to the bandwidth required divided by the weight;
3 For each user i= 1, ...,Nf , it is obtained the bandwidth to be assigned as:;
bi = min
(
brequiredi −bk−1i
w fi
,
B−∑i−1k=1∑
Nf
j=k b j
∑
Nf
j=i w
f
j
)
;
4 Bandwidth Assignment: For every user j starting from i, bandwidth is equal to
bwi multiplied by its corresponding weight;
bkj = b
k−1
j +w
f
j bi;
5 Power Assignment: For every user j to be served by femtocell f , the assigned
power is calculated as follows:;
p fj = min
(
SNRfthN0PL
f
j ,P
f
max
)
;
6 This process stops when the bandwidth assigned to femtocell f is exhausted or for
femto user i, the assigned bandwidth is equal to the required bandwidth. ;
7 end
Power used in MC: The power used in MC corresponds to the sum of power assigned to the
DL transmissions between macro base station and macro mobile users and is given by
Pmu (dBm) = 10log10
⎛⎜⎝ ∑i∈{N}x
m
i P
m
i
1mW
⎞⎟⎠ . (2.36)
User Satisfaction: This is defined as the ratio between the sum of assigned data rates and the
sum of users demand and given by:
R=
∑
i∈{N}
xmi bil
mod
z + ∑
i∈{N}
∑
f∈{F}
x fi bil
mod
f
∑
i∈{N}
Si
. (2.37)
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2.6 Simulation Results
System parameters and assumptions considered in simulations are described in Section 2.6.1.
Simulation results were conducted using: (1) Visual C++ Studio 8.0 and (2) IBM ILOG Cplex
12.1: Concert Technology Environment. These results for different scenarios are analyzed in
Sections 2.6.2 , 2.6.3, 2.6.4, 2.6.5, 2.6.6 and 2.6.7.
2.6.1 Simulation Scenario
Table 2.4 shows the applied network and environment parameters used, which are similar to
the scenarios used in (Bharucha et al., 2010; Cheng et al., 2012). In the following, the main
assumptions are described.
Table 2.4 System Parameters
(Network & Environment)
Name Description
B 100 MHz
BC 100 kHz
PTotalm (46.9 dBm - 51.03 dBm)
Rm,Rf 500 m, 20 m
α f ,αm 3, 3.7
Cmaxz (10, 7, 5, 1)
lmodz , l
mod
f (6, 4, 2, 1)
Wl (-3 dB)
N0 (-105 dBm, -100.9 dBm)
fc 2.3 MHz
N 10-50
N f 4
OFDMA physical layer assumptions per zone are the same as in (Tarhini and Chanjed, 2007).
Therefore, the number of bits used for modulating the signal can be 6, 4, 2 or 1 if the mobile
user is on the surface of Z1, Z2, Z3 or Z4 respectively, as shown in Figure 2.1.
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Femtocells should modulate with the number of bits per symbol equal to 6, 4 or 2 depending
on where they are located. In such way, the system can reduce bandwidth usage by means
of serving public users through them instead of the macrocell. For example, if femtocells are
deployed in zone Z2, they should modulate at least with 4 bits per symbol. Table 2.5 presents
the relative position of femtocells with respect to macrocell, number of bits of modulation and
final number of subscribers for the set of simulations.
Simulation runs for different set of mobile users increasing from 10 to 50 with 10 user in-
crement. The location of mobile users is limited to the same zone as femtocells in every
simulation. 30 % of the mobile users are public users near femtocells and FC subscribers.
Table 2.5 Femtocell Locations
Femtocell Location Subscribers lmodf
X Y
1 -283 -186 3 2
2 -258 229 1 2
3 -308 229 1 4
The demand of FC subscribers and public users close to femtocells are randomly generated
from 1 to 10 Mbps. For the remainder users, their demand are randomly generated from:
• 1 to 7 Mbps on the second zone;
• 1 to 5 Mbps on the third zone;
• 1 to 3 Mbps on the last zone.
Table 2.6 shows the total demand of mobile users in the network.
The PWS linear approximation is composed of six piece wise linear segments, which were
obtained using the algorithm from (Imamoto and Tang, 2008). The minimum value of SNR is
equal to 10−2 and maximum value is equal to 1800. Table 2.7 lists all the segments with their
values of slope, mk, constant, ak, and interval (SNRkmin,SNR
k
max) where each segment is valid.
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Table 2.6 Total Demand of Mobile users
Mobile Total SUs &
Users Demand PUs
10 38 3
20 77 6
30 102 9
40 137 12
50 172 15
Table 2.7 PWS Linear Approximation
Segment mk ak SNRkmin SNR
k
max
1 0.6997 0.0071 0.01 2.68
2 0.1905 1.3750 2.68 12.47
3 0.0525 3.0974 12.47 47.73
4 0.0146 4.9042 47.73 173.78
5 0.0043 6.7042 173.78 546.10
6 0.0003 8.3800 546.10 1800.00
The performance analysis of resource allocation models was carried out using measurements
of throughput, power used in macrocell and user satisfaction described in Section 2.5.
2.6.2 Impact of Signal to Noise Ratio
The performance of both resource allocation models is analyzed under SNR changes using
the two types of weights described in Section 2.4.4. We use the abbreviation LR to specify
that weights are related to link rate and DE if the weights are related to user demand. Two
conditions affect the signal to noise ratio: i) maximum transmitted power in base station and
ii) different noise levels.
2.6.2.1 Throughput and Power Usage
Usually in OFDMA technique, the maximum transmitted power per macrocell, PTotalm , is equally
distributed among all subcarriers even if some subcarriers are not used. In (Alsawah and Fi-
jalkow, 2008), equal power distribution per bandwidth unit was studied in a framework with
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one underloaded macrocell. In their work, it was shown that equal power distribution among
subcarriers with underloaded system leads to the excess of unused resources, both power and
bandwidth. Femtocells offload traffic from MC, since some users are served by FCs instead of
MC leading to a scenario with underloaded macrocell. For this reason, BSS-RAM has been de-
veloped to allow adaptive power per user taking into account its demand and location without
trespassing the maximum transmitted power per user in a given zone, Pmaxz .
In BSS-RAM, the maximum transmitted power in macrocell, PTotalm , limits the total power to
be assigned to DL transmissions in macro BS by means of the constraint in (2.13). Moreover,
PTotalm has also indirect influence on the SNR at macro tier, which has been considered by means
of the constraint in (2.14). The performance of ILP and WWF models are analyzed using two
different PTotalm values (i.e. 46.9 and 50 dBm) and also the two set of weights related to the link
rate (LR) and demand (DE).
Figure 2.4 shows the achievable throughput in the macro-femtocell network with two differ-
ent values of maximum transmitted power in macrocell, PTotalm . One can observe that the best
throughput values are obtained using the weights related to the link rate (LR) for both mod-
els. This is owing to the fact that the LR weights are dependent on the allocated power to the
users which is adaptively changing whereas the DE weights do not take into account the power
control. On the other hand, the throughput tends to be equal for both models if the maximum
transmitted power in MC is increased. This tendency can be appreciated in Figures 2.4a and
2.4b where the gap between the achievable throughput is bigger for lower PTotalm . In fact, the
network throughput has the same value for both RA allocation models when the total transmit-
ted power in macrocell is equal to 51.76 dBm. In other words, the modified WWF requires at
least 51.76 dBm as the total transmitted power in macrocell to achieve the same throughput as
BSS-RAM.
BSS-RAM model assigns more power to mobile users than modified WWF algorithm as shown
in Figure 2.5. However, when the value of maximum transmitted power, PTotalm , is increased,
the power usage in WWF model is also increased as seen in Figure 2.5b. This is owing to the
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a) PTotalm equal to 46.9 dBm
b) PTotalm equal to 50 dBm
Figure 2.4 Achievable Throughput for different PTotalm
fact that higher power per user allows macro mobile users to have better signal to noise ratio,
SNRi, and therefore higher number of bits per symbol can be used in the modulation technique.
BSS-RAM exhibits a network throughput gain with a number of users higher than 10 users.
For example, 40 users have a total throughput of 175.5 Mbps with PTotalm equal to 46.9 dBm,
while there is 15% of throughput gain with PTotalm equal to 50 dBm. However, the throughput
for 20 users is not improved with this power increase. This indicates that there must be a
maximum transmitted power threshold from which BSS-RAM model can not provide a further
throughput increase. This threshold is shown in Figure 2.8a and described in Section 2.6.4.
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a) PTotalm equal to 46.9 dBm
b) PTotalm equal to 50 dBm
Figure 2.5 Assigned Power in MC for different PTotalm
It can be noticed that weights related to link rate provide better throughput than the weights
related to demand for both resource allocation models. For that reason, we use only weights
related to link rate in the following sections.
2.6.2.2 Impact of Noise
Based on the conditions under which both resource allocation models, i.e. BSS-RAM and
modified WWF, reach the same throughput, we want to show how an increase in the noise
level affects the performance of both RA models. Equation (2.2) in Section 2.3 indicates that
higher noise level requires higher maximum transmitted power per user in each zone, Pmaxz .
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Figure 2.6 shows the user satisfaction for two noise levels: -105 dBm (solid lines) and -100.9
dBm (dashed lines). It can be seen that BSS-RAM model exhibits user satisfaction between
97% and 100% with a noise level of -105 dBm while the user satifaction applying WWF
model goes from 91% and 97%. One can observe that if the noise increases by 4 dB, the user
satisfaction degrades up to 18% in WWF model while in BSS-RAM the maximum degradation
is 12%.
Figure 2.6 User Satisfaction for different N0
In summary, equal power distribution per bandwidth unit assumed in WWF requires higher
maximum transmitted power in MC than in BSS-RAM model in order to tackle higher noise
levels. Therefore, adaptive power per user enables BSS-RAM model to reduce the impact
of noise. In fact, adaptive power per subcarrier can be investigated to reduce the impact of
the interference in dense deployment of femtocells. We will target this problem in our future
research work since in such a case, bandwidth needs to be associated to base stations due to
the subcarrier reuse.
2.6.3 Impact of users density in FC neighborhood
In this section, we want to show how the user density affects the performance of both resource
allocation models. To do so, we fix the number of users to 30 and we change the percentage
of mobile users within the FCs coverage area from 30% to 60%. Figures 2.7a, 2.7b and 2.7c
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show the performance measurements for both RA approaches versus the percentage of users in
femtocells neighborhood.
Figure 2.7a indicates that BSS-RAM model provides higher throughput than WWF model and
Figure 2.7b shows that higher user satisfaction is obtained using BSS-RAM model than WWF
model. This gain can be attributed to the adaptive power usage and the optimal serving BS
selection. Moreover, it can be noticed that the power used in MC decreases for BSS-RAM
model as the user density increases as shown in Figure 2.7c. Therefore, BSS-RAM model
selects the public users that should be served by FCs better than modified WWF model. This
is owing to the fact that pre-fixed BS selection in WWF is carried out before the resource
allocation algorithm and public users are assigned to each FC until the total number of allocated
users is equal to its capacity, Nf .
In summary, it is worth noting that both RA approaches are centralized but the main difference
is that WWF assumes pre-fixed user selection and equal power distribution per bandwidth
unit. This indicates that in order to maximize the network throughput, a RA approach for
macro-femtocell networks should determine user assignment to base stations together with
joint bandwidth and power allocation.
2.6.4 User Satisfaction and Maximum Transmitted Power Required in MC
We want to determine the maximum transmitted power required in macrocell, PTotalm , for a fixed
number of mobile users. Simulations were performed changing PTotalm from 46.98 to 55 dBm,
to obtain the maximum user satisfaction for two different percentages of mobile users within
the FCs coverage area: 30% (solid lines) and 40% (dashed lines). Figure 2.8a shows the user
satisfaction versus PTotalm with 30 mobile users located in zone Z3 and Figure 2.8b depicts the
power assigned to macro users.
It can be noticed that BSS-RAM model requires at least 49.98 dBm as maximum transmitted
power to achieve the maximum user satisfaction in both scenarios, while WWF model requires
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a) Throughput
b) User Satisfaction
c) Power Assigned in MC
Figure 2.7 Performance Metrics for different users density in FCs
52.9 dBm to provide the maximum user satisfaction in the scenario with 30% and 54.98 dBm
with 40%.
In summary, the use of adaptive power per user enables the BSS-RAM model to reduce maxi-
mum transmitted power required in MC with high satisfaction levels.
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a) User Satisfaction vs PTotalm
b) Power Assigned in macrocell vs PTotalm
Figure 2.8 Maximum transmitted power required for 30 mobile users
2.6.5 Maximum Transmitted Power Required in MC vs number of mobile users
In this section, the maximum transmitted power required in MC is determined for different
number of users in the network with a fixed percentage of users in FC neighborhood. We ana-
lyze both resource allocation models and look for the maximum transmitted power required in
macrocell to achieve the maximum user satisfaction. We derived the total transmitted power re-
quired in MC for modified WWF model by equating the network throughput from both models.
The throughput is given by:
Th= Bm× log2
(
1+
Pmu
PL(dmu )×N0
)
+Bf log2
(
1+
Pfu
PL f (d fu )×N0
)
, (2.38)
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where Bm and Bf correspond to the bandwidth assigned to macro tier and femto tier respec-
tively. Pmu is the average assigned power per user and is differently calculated by the models
and PLk is the path loss for indoor (k=f) or outdoor environments (k=m). We assume that the
spectral efficiency in FCs for both models is achieved, therefore, we can replace the log2 of the
second term as the average spectral efficiency (lmodf ) in femto tier as follows:
Th= Bm× log2
(
1+
Pmu
PLm(dmu )×N0
)
+Bf lmodf , (2.39)
and the average spectral efficiency in femto tier can be expressed as:
lmodf =
∑
f∈{F}
lmodf
|F | . (2.40)
In LP model, the average power per user can be calculated as mean of uniform distribution
between Pmmin and P
m
max. These values correspond to the power required to reach the SNR target
in both edges of the zone. Pmmin and P
m
max are determined using the following equation:
Pm = SNRtarget ×PLm(dmi )×N0, (2.41)
evaluated for distances equal to 172 and 376 m, their values are equal to 25 and 37.88 dBm
respectively. Thus, Pmu is equal to 35 dBm. Therefore, total power required is easily calculated
as Pmu multiply by the number of users assigned to macrocell, which is:
PTotalm = Pmu ×∑
i∈N
xmi . (2.42)
In the case of WWF, the average power per users is simply calculated as:
Pmu =
PTotalm ×BWWFM
∑
i∈N
xmi ×B
, (2.43)
where B is the available bandwidth of the network. Then, equating the network throughput
of both models and replacing known parameters such as Pmu of LP model, dmu , N0 and B, we
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can determine the total power required in MC using WWF to reach the same throughput as
the BSS-RAM model for any bandwidth allocation and number of users in the network. Thus,
PTotalm for WWF RA model is given by
PTotalm =
B×PLm(dmu )×N0× ∑
i∈N
xmi
BWWFm
×
(
2
BLPm
BWWFm
×log2
(
1+ P
m
u
PLm(dmu )×N0
)
+(BLPf −BWWFf )lmodf −1
)
.
(2.44)
It can be noticed that the number of users assigned to MC tends to be N−F ×Nf , when N is
a high value. However, the bandwidth allocation depends on the number of bits per symbol
required in FCs and the user demands.
Figure 2.9 shows the analytical results (dashed lines) and the results obtained from running
several simulations with increasing PTotalm values until the same throughput is reached for both
models (solid lines). This figure indicates that our approach requires less maximum transmitted
power in macrocell, PTotalm , than WWF model. In particular, the gap is bigger with a number
of users lower than 30, but it remains constant and equal to 3 dB for more than 30 users. It can
be observed that simulation results present higher power value than the theoretical one. This
is owing to the fact that we run the simulation changing the total power in MC with steps of
20 Watts, therefore the exact value of total power required should be between the total power
values used for last two simulations.
Figure 2.9 Total Power Required in macrocell
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In general, BSS-RAM model requires less transmitted power in macrocell to provide good
user satisfaction. This is owing to the fact that equal power distribution among all subcarriers
leads to a certain disadvantage in OFDMA macro-femtocell networks. Since femtocells offload
traffic from macrocell, the maximum transmitted power in MC, PTotalm , should be efficiently
distributed over its active subcarriers. However, it is difficult to know a priori which users are
going to be served by MC or FCs and the number of subcarriers to be assigned to each BS
depends on this.
2.6.6 Throughput MSE
In this section, we analyze the mean square error of the network throughput caused by the
applied PWS linear approximation of log term in Shannon’s Law Capacity. The mean square
error can be expressed by
eT =
√√√√ ∑i∈N b2i (log2(1+SNRi)− (mkSNRi+ak))2
N
. (2.45)
The average error between log2 function and its corresponding linear segment function is equal
to 0.2623, which is taken from Table 2.3 in Section 2.4.2. Using this value, we can provide an
estimate of the mean square error by
eT =
√√√√0.0676 ∑i∈N b2i
N
, (2.46)
which depends on the bandwidth assigned to each user and the number of users in the network,
N. Figure 2.10 shows the mean square error as function of the number of mobile users. It is
important to notice that the MSE error tends to converge to 0.4 Mbps, which is only 0.13 % of
the total throughput assigned to 50 users.
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Figure 2.10 Throughput Mean Square Error
2.6.7 Complexity
The complexity of our model depends on the number of small pieces of fixed amount band-
width that comprise the licensed spectrum, mobile user density within FC coverage area, the
number of femtocells in the cluster and the total transmitted power in MC. In this paper, we
have used two set of weights, i.e. LR related to link rate and DE related to user demand. Table
2.8 shows running time of BSS-RAM using the two types of weights for different number of
mobiles users, 3 femtocells, bandwidth equal to 100 MHz divided into small pieces of 100 kHz
and total power equal to 51.76 dBm.
Table 2.8 Running Time
Users LR DE
10 0.04 0.04
20 0.14 0.03
30 0.42 0.20
40 1.06 0.29
50 2.07 1.59
Although the weights related to the demand provide lower running time, the throughput is
lower than the one achieved using weights related to link conditions. Both models can handle
the same number of user but the main difference is the user satisfaction that is improved by
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using the LR based weights since the are adaptively changed taking into to the allocated power
to the users.
Our ILP model can connect a maximum number of users equal to the capacity of the FC cluster
(i.e. 12) multiply by the number of clusters in the network plus the remaining bandwidth that
can be used for macro user transmission divided by the average bandwidth per macro user.
As we are prioritizing the use of FC, the bandwidth that should be allocated to femtocells is
equal to the total demand for the 12 users multiply by the average demand per user (7.5 Mbps)
divided into the average spectral efficiency for FCs (2.66 bits/symbol from Table 2.5). In the
particular case under study, the FCs bandwidth should be equal to 34 MHz, leaving 66 MHz
for the macrocell. Therefore, the maximum number of user is equal to 12 plus 66 divided by
the average bandwidth per user (1.25 MHz), this gives as a maximum capacity of 64 users.
2.7 Conclusion
We introduced a RA model that is able to determine optimal serving base station together with
the optimal amount of bandwidth and power for each user taking into account its demand and
location. We presented a performance comparison of the proposed model with a modified
version of Weighted Water Filling algorithm. Simulation results showed that WWF model
requires between 5% and 16% more power than BSS-RAM model to achieve the same user
satisfaction. In addition, a noise increase of 4 dBm degrades the satisfaction level in WWF
model by 6% more than BSS-RAM model. The main disadvantages of modified WWF model
are the pre-fixed user selection and equal power distribution per bandwidth unit. Therefore, we
can conclude that bandwidth allocation together with adaptive power per user and base station
selection enable the BSS-RAM model to enhance the network throughput and to reduce the
impact of noise. Moreover, BSS-RAM model makes the macro-femtocell network more com-
pliant with the Green Communication Technologies trends since the proposed model required
less transmitted power in MC than modified WWF.
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3.1 Abstract
Femtocells are introduced to enhance the indoor coverage and system capacity of traditional
cellular network. However, the network performance could be significantly deteriorated due
to the increase of co-channel interference in dense deployment. In literature, three spectrum
usage schemes have been proposed that deal with the cross-tier interference, which are or-
thogonal assignment, underlay and controlled underlay using mainly closed access femtocells.
This paper targets the optimization of resource allocation together with base station selection
in two-tier networks assuming hybrid access femtocells to reduce the cross-tier interference.
Moreover, this model aims to achieve effective spatial reuse between macrocell and femtocells
while guaranteeing Quality of Service transmissions by means of joint power control in both
tiers. Simulations are conducted to show a comparison with the other three approaches.
3.2 Introduction
Femtocells (FCs) are low cost base stations (BSs) with short range that guarantees good in-
door coverage and enhances data rates. In traditional cellular networks, macrocell (MC) must
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satisfy the requirements of indoor and outdoor users, which leads to poor indoor coverage and
dead zones appearance. Hence, there are several economical factors that encourage network
providers to use FCs such as capacity improvements and power consumption reduction due
to transmission to a nearby femtocell instead of a farther macrocell (Zhang and De la Roche,
2010). Nevertheless, one main challenge of such a network is the resource allocation in dense
FC deployment due to the ah-hoc nature of femtocell locations.
In conventional cellular networks, three subchannel formation schemes are specified in the
physical Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) standard: Partial Us-
age Subcarrier (PUSC), Full Usage Subcarrier (FUSC) and Adaptive Modulation and Coding
Band (AMC-Band) (IEEE-802.16, 2004). AMC-Band uses adjacent subcarriers per subchan-
nel while PUSC and FUSC assign distributed subcarrier abroad the spectrum using permutation
algorithms. The distributed subcarrier approach provides immunity to selective fading. FUSC
also provides interference diversity and allows the subcarrier reuse in neighbor MCs (Yang,
2010). One concern in a co-channel deployment of FCs is the high level of interference caused
to MC downlink (DL) transmissions. This problem motivates us to investigate how the subcar-
rier reuse can improve the resource allocation in an OFDMA macro-femtocell network.
Another concern is the definition of FC access mode that controls which users are authorized
or not to connect to FCs. Closed access mode allows only authorized users (i.e. subscribers) to
connect to their own femtocells. In open access mode, all users are considered equal and able
to connect to either FCs or MC. In (Choi et al., 2008), a hybrid access mode for femtocells
was evaluated, where public users are allowed to connect to FCs according to different levels
of open access.
Most of the previous research work assumed equal power distribution among subcarriers,
which reduce the resource allocation problem to subcarrier allocation and BS selection, i.e.
(Bharucha et al., 2010). Their goal is to maximize network throughput taking into account
sparse or dense FCs deployment. In sparse deployment, a dedicated portion of bandwidth is
assigned to each tier (Chun-Han and Hung-Yu, 2011). Conversely, in dense deployment, sub-
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carriers can be shared among MC and FCs and interference management schemes need to be
implemented to enhance network throughput, such as: power control (Torregoza et al., 2010),
hybrid access femtocell scheme (Li et al., 2010), fractional frequency reuse (Dalal et al., 2011),
soft frequency reuse (Jeong et al., 2010) and the use of cognitive radios (Bennis and Perlaza,
2011).
The limitations of prior work can be summarized as: (i) power control in FCs mitigates the
interference perceived by macro users but also reduces the data rates provided by FCs, (ii)
Data rate depends on mobile user (MU) location and requires a higher number of subcarriers if
the transmitted power is fixed and the interference increases, and (iii) as FC density increases,
orthogonal subcarrier allocation limits the number of MU that can be connected to the network.
To overcome these limitations, bandwidth reuse with granularity subcarrier is investigated in
this paper as the subcarrier is the smallest unit of bandwidth in OFDMA transmissions.
In this paper, we target to maximize the network performance by reusing subcarrier and pri-
oritizing the use of femtocells for own subscribers and public users in their vicinity. To do
so, we propose to jointly perform power adaptation in both tiers. The proposed solution aims
to: (1) find the optimal selection of users to be served by each BS taking into account their
demands and locations,(2) determine the optimal subcarriers allocation and their transmitted
power guaranteeing Quality of Service (QoS), (3) enhance the throughput by serving more
users, and (4) improve the power usage in both tiers.
To evaluate the performance of our approach, we use as benchmark three approaches: one spec-
trum partitioning model and two spectrum sharing models. First approach assigns orthogonal
subcarriers among tiers and between neighbor FCs to avoid cross-tier (Chun-Han and Hung-
Yu, 2011) and co-tier interference (Chandrasekhar and Andrews, 2008). Second approach per-
forms power control in FC to avoid depriving macro DL transmissions (Hatoum et al., 2011)
and third model attempts to exploit resources occupied in MC to increase the spatial reuse as
long as they do not trespass an interference threshold (Liu et al., 2012).
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The rest of the chapter 3 is organized as follows: Section 3.3 presents the problem statement.
Section 3.4 describes the proposed model. In Section 3.5, we present three benchmark mod-
els. The performance measurements are described in Section 3.6. Section 3.7 presents the
simulation scenario and analyzes results obtained in our model compared with the benchmark
models. Finally, Section 3.8 concludes the paper.
3.3 Problem Statement
In a scenario with interference, transmitted power from any interfering BS should be reduced
to minimize the interference caused to nearby mobile users served by other BSs. This power
reduction decreases the spectral efficiency in interfering BSs and may reduce data rates unless
bandwidth usage is increased to satisfy user demands. Conversely, the transmitted power in
each BS should be maximized to tackle the interference level when subcarrier reuse is allowed.
Therefore, there is a complex dependency between power, bandwidth and interference.
To uphold the signal to interference plus noise ratio (SINR) required in BS, an interference
threshold can be easily determined using fixed transmitted power per BS. In the following, we
show some limitations of using fixed transmitted power per subcarrier.
Analogously to (Tarhini and Chanjed, 2007), we consider the MC coverage area divided in
four different zones shown in Fig. 3.1, each with a specific modulation technique related
to the spectral efficiency that can be achieved due to the propagation losses. Few research
work has been dedicated to solve the resource allocation problem among the MC zones as in
(Tarhini and Chanjed, 2007). However, this issue is out of the scope of our paper.
In general, the achievable spectral efficiency in MC or FCs can be estimated as
γk = log2
(
1+
Pki
PLki (N0+ Ii)
)
, k ∈ {m,FC} (3.1)
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Figure 3.1 Example of macro-femtocell network
The index k stands for user association with the BS k. PLki is the path loss for wireless channel
and Pki is the power assigned to user i in BS k. Ii is the interference perceived per subcarrier
from the interfering BSs.
All channel models used in this paper are based on the ITU-R M.1225 model (ITU-TR-36.921,
1997). Accordingly, the path loss between BS and mobile user is given by
PLki (dB) =
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
10log10(d
αk
ik )+30log10( fc)+49 k = m
10log10(d
αk
ik )+37 k ∈ FC
(3.2)
where dik is the distance from BS k to user i, which should be given in meters for femtocells
and kilometers for macrocell. fc is the carrier frequency adopted by the MC (in MHz). αk is
the outdoor/indoor attenuation factor, which are assumed to be equal to 3.7 and 3 for outdoor
and indoor environments respectively in accordance with the carrier frequency (K., 2007).
We perform an interference analysis only in one MC zone. The idea is to locate both macro
users and FCs in the same zone to deal with the interference. We select zone Z3 because it has
a wide area according to the OFDMA physical assumptions in (Tarhini and Chanjed, 2007) but
any zone can be analyzed following this procedure. The modulation technique is Q-PSK in
zone Z3. Noise is equal to -174 dBm/Hz (Fehske et al., 2009) and the number of subcarriers
assigned to the zone is equal to 128.
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3.3.1 Interference perceived in Femto Tier
In femto tier, a MC transmission and several neighbor FCs transmissions can interfere with a
given wireless link between a femto BS and a mobile user. Assuming equal power distribution
among subcarriers in FCs, the transmitted power per subcarrier, Pfi , can be determined by
dividing FC total power, Pf , by the number of subcarriers. We use Pf equal to 10 mW (3GPP-
TR-36.921, 2011). In general, FCs can be deployed with different modulation techniques.
For simplicity, we only analyze QPSK and 16-QAM. Replacing the known parameters (i.e.
α f ,di f ,P
f
i ) in (3.1), we obtain the interference thresholds equal to 5x10
−12 watts/subcarrier
and 1.2x10−12 watts/subcarrier for Q-PSK and 16-QAM respectively.
We can derive the distance between a macro BS and a mobile user, dim, from which femto
BSs can reuse his assigned subcarriers replacing these interference thresholds in the following
equation:
Pmi
PLmi
≤ I fth, (3.3)
where Pmi is MC transmitted power per subcarrier assigned to user i, PL
m
i is the path loss for
outdoor channel given by (3.2) and I fth is the interference threshold allowed in FC. Commer-
cial macro BS utilizes transmitted power of 10W (Dufková et al., 2011). Thus, the total MC
transmitted power, PTotalm , is equal to 316.5 W, including the antenna gain (15 db). P
m
i is equal
to 2.47 W assuming equal power distribution. Then, we replace this power in (3.3) and obtain
the distance equal to 128 and 189 meters for QPSK and 16-QAM respectively. Therefore, FC
with higher data rate requirements needs to be deployed farther from macro BS to avoid high
interference levels.
Since FCs might not use all the subcarriers belonging to MC zone, it would be good to have
adaptive power distribution over active subcarriers to satisfy femto user demands and to provide
immunity to interference perceived per subcarrier instead of the fixed transmitted power.
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3.3.2 Interference perceived in Macro Tier
In macro tier, the interference threshold is determined to achieve the SINR target in the zone
using the following equation:
Pmi = SINRtarget ×PLmi × (N0+ Imth), (3.4)
where SINRtarget is equal to 9.4dB and zone’s radius is calculated based on the OFDMA
physical layer assumptions in (Tarhini and Chanjed, 2007). Thus, Imth results to be equal to
1.09x10−14 using Pmi value as in Section 3.3.1.
The achievable spectral efficiency is calculated using (3.1) and plotted in Fig. 3.2 using 15
dB as wall penetration losses and assuming that the macro user i is equidistant from each
interfering femto BS. Horizontal line shows the target spectral efficiency (i.e 2) and the other
curves represent the spectral efficiency obtained for 1 to 3 nearby interfering femto BS. The
crossing points between the horizontal line and the spectral efficiency curves shows that for
distance dim:
• between 176 and 280 meters, three nearby FCs can reuse these subcarriers, or;
• between 176 and 320 meters, two nearby FCs can reuse them;
• less than 376 meters, subcarriers can be reused by only one nearby FCs.
without degrading the QoS transmission. In other words, subcarrier reuse also depends on
macro user location.
In summary, we determined the interference thresholds for both tiers assuming equal power
distribution in MC and FCs for a given modulation technique. In addition, we estimated the
distance from macro BS where macro users DL transmissions allows nearby FCs to reuse the
subcarriers assigned to their DL transmissions.
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Figure 3.2 Achievable spectral efficiency in MC zone Z3
OFDMA technology allows having different power levels per subcarrier as long as the peak
to average power ratio (PAPR) is lower than 21 dB with 128 subcarriers (IEEE-802.16, 2004).
Then, the challenge is to jointly allocate subcarriers in each BS and their respective power to
tackle a given interference threshold without degrading the target SINR taking into account the
transmission environments and demands.
3.4 Controlled per subcarrier Model (Controlled-SC)
OFDMA physical layer standard specifies maximum data rates offered to mobile users, which
are decreasing according to remoteness of the zone where the users are located owing to the
propagation losses (IEEE-802.16, 2004; Yang, 2010). In a macro-femtocell network, user data
rate should be limited to the maximum MC data rate per zone or available capacity in nearby
FCs. We propose to adapt the transmitted power per subcarrier without trespassing a maximum
transmitted power per subcarrier in each BS. This maximum value is obtained from (3.3) for
a user located in the zone edge (or FC edge in femto tier). The use of this maximum power
can reduce MC power consumption and also enable the reuse of subcarriers assigned to zone
closer to macro BS in FCs located in zones farther from MC. Let’s assume one macro user
located in zone Z1 of Fig. 3.1, who uses subcarriers (S1 − S12). Then, FCs located in any
remote zone can reuse his subcarriers with low interference levels. Moreover, these subcarriers
can also be reused by FCs inside the same zone by means of joint power control in both tiers.
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This additional power control would make the two-tier networks more compliant with green
communication technologies trends.
3.4.1 Problem Formulation
The proposed solution aims to maximize the network throughput evaluated as the sum of user
data rates. The sum of achievable data rates according to Shannon’s Law Capacity is given by
max
b,P ∑k∈{m,FC} ∑i∈{MS} ∑s∈{S}
bs,ki log2(1+SINR
s,k
i ), (3.5)
where the vectors b and P correspond to subcarrier assignment and their respective power in
each BS. In other words, b consists of binary variables bs,ki , which determine if the subcarrier
is used or not in BS k ∈ {m,FC}. The index k represents the association with MC m or FC f
from the set of deployed femtocells FC and MS is set of mobile users. SINRs,ki is the signal to
noise plus interference ratio perceived by macro users or femto users and is given by
SINRs,ki =
bs,ki P
s,k
i
PLki
(
N0+ I
s,k
i
) k ∈ {m,FC} (3.6)
Ps,mi and P
s, f
i are the components of the power vector P, N0 is the average noise per subcarrier
and PLki is the path loss, which is given by (3.2) in Section 3.3. I
s,k
i is the interference perceived
by mobile user i caused by macrocell and/or neighboring femtocells using the same subcarrier
s, which is given by
Is,ki =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
∑
f∈{FC}
∑
j∈{MS}
bs, fj P
s, f
j
PL fi
, k = m
∑
j∈{MS}
bs,mj P
s,m
j
PLmi
+ ∑
f∈{FC\k}
∑
j∈{MS}
bs, fj P
s, f
j
PL fi
, k ∈ FC
(3.7)
In particular, the interference perceived by macro users only corresponds to cross-tier inter-
ference while for femto users, it consists of: (i) cross-tier interference related to the reuse of
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the subcarriers already assigned in MC and (ii) co-tier interference due to the use of the same
subcarriers in neighbor FCs.
From (3.5-3.7), it can be seen that our problem is a nonlinear optimization problem and and it
has been proven to be NP-hard (Hong and Garcia, 2012). Therefore, we replace (3.5) by
max
b,P ∑i∈{MS} ∑s∈{S}
wmi b
s,m
i l
mod
z + ∑
f∈{FC}
∑
i∈{MS}
∑
s∈{S}
wfi b
s, f
i l
mod
f , (3.8)
assuming that the log2 term should be at least equal to the spectral efficiency required in the MC
zone, lmodz , or FC, l
mod
f . The spectral efficiencies (l
mod
z , or FC, l
mod
f ) are given parameters that
identify the target spectral efficiency in the MC zone or a given femtocell f . Weights (wmi ,w
f
i )
are included to prioritize the use of FCs for subscribers and public users in FC vicinity.
Based on Linear Programming (LP) (Karloff, 2009), the proposed solution aims to maximize
the network throughput by means of performing jointly power and bandwidth assignment to-
gether with BS selection. We also incorporate joint power control in macro tier and femto tier
to reduce all kinds of interference perceived by mobile users.
3.4.2 LP Parameters
LP parameters are classified as system, input, and output parameters. System parameters de-
termine the network features, such as: Number of subcarriers, Ns, bandwidth per subcarrier,
Bs, maximum number of subcarriers per channel, Nks ,k ∈ {m,FC}, maximum power per sec-
tor, Ps,mz , maximum transmitted power per subcarrier in FC, P
s, f
max, total power available in MC,
PTotalm , attenuation factors, (αm,α f ), carrier frequency, fc, spectral efficiency required per mod-
ulation technique, (lmodz , l
mod
f ), average noise, N0, radius of FC, Rf , f ∈ {FC}, FC Capacity, in
terms of number of users, Mf .
Input parameters specify the requirements of the mobile users, such as demands,Di, user lo-
cations (dim,θim) and FC locations (d f ,θ f ), f ∈ {FC}. Output parameters are the LP model
variables, which are described in next section.
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3.4.3 Model Variables
The proposed model determines the following variables: BS assignment, Yki , subcarrier assign-
ment, bs,ki , power per subcarrier in each BS, (P
s,m
i ,P
s, f
i ), and reuse per subcarrier rs. The values
for these variables are as follows:
Yki =
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
1 if user i is assigned to BS k ∈ {m,FC}
0 otherwise
, (3.9)
bs,ki =
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
1 if subcarrier s is assigned to user i in BS k ∈ {m,FC}
0 otherwise
, (3.10)
0 ≤ Ps,mi ≤ Ps,maxz , (3.11)
0 ≤ Ps, fi ≤ Ps, fmax, (3.12)
0 ≤ rs ≤ |FC|, (3.13)
|FC| indicates the cardinality of the set of femtocells FC. The proposed LP model consists of
two types of variables (one real and one integer), then, the throughput maximization is solved
by means of a Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) based algorithm 3.1.
3.4.4 Objective Function
Our objective is to maximize the network throughput given by (3.8) in Section 3.4.1. For
convenience, we use weights that prioritize the use of FCs for own subscribers and public users
in their vicinity. In particular, wmi is equal to 1 for public users and subscribers, w
f
i is equal to
3 for subscribers of FC f and wfi 1.25 for public users close to FC f .
3.4.5 Model Constraints
For the objective function presented in (3.8), we have the following constraints:
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Algorithm 3.1 Controlled-SC Resource Allocation algorithm
Data: MS Set of users,
FC,m Set of Femtocell and m represents Macrocell,
(Xi,Yi) User Locations,
(Xf ,Yf ) FC Locations,
(l fmod) FC Modulation Technique,
(Di) User Demands.
Result: BS selection for the set of users, Yki ,
Bandwidth allocated per subcarrier per user bs,ki
Power allocated per subcarrier per user Ps,ki .
1 begin
2 Macrocell resource management entity do;
3 Collect from each mobile user i, its demand and location (Di, dim, θim);
4 Collect from femtocell f , its location and modulation scheme (d f ,θ f ,lmodf );
5 Assign weights
wfi ={
3 for SU i close to FC f to prioritize their transmission in their own FC
1.25 for PU i close to FC f to prioritize the use of FC
;
wmi = 1 for all the mobile users;
6 Calculate distances of links between femtocell f and each user (d fi ,θ
f
i );
7 Formulate the problem as an MILP;
8 Solve the MILP, and find the optimal RA solution;
9 end
Upper bound for number of assigned subcarriers per BS: The sum of assigned subcarriers
per BS must be less than or equal to the number of subcarriers.
∑
i∈{MS}
∑
s∈{S}
bs,ki ≤ Ns ;k ∈ {m,FC}, (3.14)
Subcarrier clash constraint: One subcarrier can be assigned only to one user in each BS.
∑
i∈{MS}
bs,ki ≤ 1 ;s ∈ S,k ∈ {m,FC}, (3.15)
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Upper Bound for subcarrier reuse: One subcarrier can be assigned to one user in macro-tier
and also to F users in femto-tier, i.e. one user in each FC.
∑
f∈{m,FC}
∑
i∈{MS}
bs, fi ≤ 1+ rs ;s ∈ S, (3.16)
Upper Bound bandwidth satisfaction: Number of assigned subcarriers must be less than or
equal to the minimum between the number of subcarriers allowed par the technology, Nsk , and
number of subcarriers required to satisfy the user demand, Di.
Bs ∑
s∈{S}
bs,ki ≤ min
(
BsNks ,
Di
lmodk
)
; i ∈MS,k ∈ {m,FC}, (3.17)
User clash constraint: One user can only be assigned to one BS at each time.
∑
k∈{m,FC}
Yki ≤ 1 ; i ∈MS, (3.18)
Maximum capacity in femtocells: The number of users assigned to FC f must be less or
equal to its capacity, i. e. number of allowed femto users, Mf .
∑
i∈{MS}
Y fi ≤Mf ; f ∈ FC, (3.19)
Enabling Subcarrier Reuse Constraint: Subcarrier reuse should not be allowed if the sum
of the users demand, i.e ∑Di, is less than or equal to the sum of data rate provided to macro
users and subscribers in the network.
rs =
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
0 ∑
i∈{MS}
Di ≤ Ns×Bs× lmodavg
F otherwise
(3.20)
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lmodavg is the average spectral efficiency required per user taking into account that macro users
are served by MC, subscribers are served by their own FC and orthogonal assignment is used
among tiers and between neighboring FCs. In other words, if the orthogonal subcarrier assign-
ment can not satisfy the user demands, then, the subcarrier reuse is allowed and interference
will be present.
lmodavg =
∑
i∈{MS\∪ f MS f }
lmodz + ∑
f∈{FC}
∑
i∈{MSf }
lmodf
M
, (3.21)
Total transmitted power per BS: The sum of power assigned to each subcarrier must be less
than or equal to maximum transmitted power in each BS.
∑
i∈{MS}
∑
s∈{S}
Ps,ki ≤ PTotalk ,k ∈ {m,FC}, (3.22)
Variables linking constraints
• Upper bound for number of subcarriers assigned to users per BS if the user i is assigned to
the BS k:
∑
s∈{S}
bs,ki ≤ NsYki ; i ∈MS,k ∈ {m,FC}, (3.23)
• Maximum transmitted power per subcarrier
Ps,ki ≤ bs,mi Ps,kz ; i ∈MS,s ∈ S,k ∈ {m,FC}, (3.24)
• Zero bandwidth for power equal to zero:
bs,ki ≤ Ps,ki Qk ; i ∈MS,s ∈ S,k ∈ {m,FC}, (3.25)
Qk is a big constant at least equal to the maximum amount of power in BS k that can be assigned
to a given user on a given subcarrier in macro and femto tiers respectively. This constant is used
in (3.25) to express the relationship between assigned bandwidth and power to users. In other
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words, (3.25) ensures that an amount of bandwidth can be assigned to one user only and only
if a non-zero power is assigned.
Spectral Efficiency Lower Bound: Spectral efficiency must be greater than target spectral
efficiency in zone Zr or in FC f .
log2
(
1+SINRs,ki
)
≥ lmodk bs,ki ; i ∈MS,s ∈ S,k ∈ {m,FC}, (3.26)
SINRki is the signal to interference plus noise ratio of the user i and is given by (3.6).
Interference Constraint: The interference level must be less than or equal to the interference
threshold, γTh.
Is,ki ≤ γTh ; i ∈MS,k ∈ {m,FC}, (3.27)
Is,ki depends on the BS selection and was given by (3.7).
Equation (3.26) can be decomposed into the sum of two log2 terms as follows:
log2
(
N0+ I
s,k
i +
Ps,ki
PLki
)
− log2
(
N0+ I
s,k
i
)
≥ lmodk bs,ki . (3.28)
Equation (3.28) can be replaced by linear segments of a PWS linear approximation. How-
ever, it is necessary to evaluate the received power and interference values in order to use an
appropriate linear approximation. This issue is handled in next section.
3.4.6 Linear Approximation of Log Term
According to (Imamoto and Tang, 2008), any convex function can be approximated by a L
segment continuous piecewise linear function g(x) defined over the range x0 ≤ x≤ xL by a set
of points or knots L (xminl ,x
max
l )
N
l=0 connected by L segments. Using this basis, we propose
to use a PWS linear approximation to convert our non-linear programming problem in linear
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program model. The composed PWS linear approximation using three segments is defined in
Table-A II-1 of the Appendix II.
The linear segments are calculated using the algorithm in (Imamoto and Tang, 2008). This
algorithm requires a high number of iterations to converge as the number of segments increases.
A high number of linear segments involves more power variables and requires determining the
corresponding segment. For simplicity, we use a 3-segment PWS linear approximation since
the received power and interference values can be evaluated in only one segment for each
modulation technique. The details of the PWS linear approximation and the mean square error
introduced due to the linear approximation can be found in Appendices II and III respectively.
Interference values plus noise are confined to the first linear segment. To do so, two more
constraints are added in each tier. The upper bound and lower bound of interference plus noise
is given by (3.32) and (3.33). Thus, Equation (3.28) can be replaced using the corresponding
segment l of PWS linear approximation to (3.29-3.33).
ml
(
N0+ I
s,k
i +
Ps,ki
PLki
)
+al −m0
(
N0+ I
s,k
i
)
−a0 ≥ lmodk bs,ki (3.29)
N0+ I
s,k
i +
Ps,ki
PLki
≤ LSmaxl ;k ∈ {m,FC}, i ∈MS,s ∈ S, (3.30)
N0+ I
s,k
i +
Ps,ki
PLki
≥ LSminl ;k ∈ {m,FC}, i ∈MS,s ∈ S, (3.31)
Is,ki ≤ bs,ki (LSmax0 −N0) ;k ∈ {m,FC}, i ∈MS,s ∈ S, (3.32)
Is,ki ≥ bs,ki (LSmin0 −N0) ;k ∈ {m,FC}, i ∈MS,s ∈ S. (3.33)
Controlled-SC determines transmitted power per subcarrier in each base station and subcarrier
assignment taking into account users demand, user locations and interference threshold per
modulation technique used in MC zone or in FCs.
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3.5 Benchmark Resource Allocation models
In this section, we describe the benchmark models. Section 3.5.1 describes the underlay model
that performs bandwidth allocation and fixed power assignment per subcarrier in each BS.
Section 3.5.2 presents the controlled-underlay model that carries out bandwidth assignment,
fixed power assignment per subcarrier in MC and adaptive power per subcarrier in FCs. Finally,
a model that avoids interference through the orthogonal subcarrier assignment among BSs is
presented in Section 3.5.3.
3.5.1 Underlay Model
This model reduces the resource allocation problem to the subcarrier allocation, the deter-
mination of one transmitted power per BS and BS selection. To do so, we assume that the
transmitted power in MC zone and FCs is a fixed value given by, Ps,m and Ps, f respectively
without limitation of maximum transmitted power per BS. We keep the same objective func-
tion in (3.8) and replace the new power variables in (3.6-3.7). Constraints (3.22 - 3.25) are not
used since the transmitted power per subcarrier is the same value for all the users in a given BS
and we do not need the linking constraint between subcarrier assignment and its power.
Constraint (3.26) with the new power variables are changed into the sum of two log2 terms
and replaced using the PWS linear approximation. A MILP based algorithm is used to solve
the throughput maximization as in the Controlled-SC model. However, this algorithm is not
included due to the paper length limitation.
It is important to notice that this model assumes no limitation in the total transmitted power per
BS. However, this value can be determined by multiplying the number of subcarrier assigned
to the BS by the optimal transmitted power per BS.
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3.5.2 Controlled-underlay model
This benchmark model is a combination between the two previous models since we assume
the same transmitted power per subcarrier in MC, Ps,m, and adaptive transmitted power in
FCs, Ps, fi , to prioritize macro user DL transmissions. Thus, MC transmitted power per sub-
carrier needs to be changed without the user index i in (3.6,3.7). Most of the constraints of
the Controlled-SC model are valid except for (3.22,3.25,3.24), which are only required for
femtocells.
3.5.3 Orthogonal Resource Allocation model(O-RAM)
This model performs orthogonal subcarrier assignment among tiers and also between neighbor
FCs. To do so, we use the idea from (Chandrasekhar and Andrews, 2008; Chun-Han and Hung-
Yu, 2011) and change Controlled-SC model to have complete subcarriers partitioning. This
means that (3.16) is replaced by
∑
k∈{m,FC}
∑
i∈{MS}
bs,ki ≤ 1 ;s ∈ S. (3.34)
By doing so, we want to avoid the interference instead of mitigating it.
3.6 Performance Measurements
To evaluate the performance of the models, we use the following metrics:
Throughput: Network throughput is calculated as the bandwidth assigned multiplied by the
number of bits per symbol used by the modulation technique in MC zone or FC instead of the
theoretical achievable throughput given by Shannon’s Law.
T = Bs
[
∑
i∈{MS}
∑
s∈{S}
bs,mi l
mod
z + ∑
i∈{MS}
∑
f∈{FC}
∑
s∈{S}
bs, fi l
mod
f
]
, (3.35)
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User Satisfaction: User satisfaction is defined as the ratio between the sum of assigned user
data rates and the sum of user demands.
R=
Bs
[
∑
i∈{MS}
∑
s∈{S}
bs,mi l
mod
z + ∑
i∈{MS}
∑
f∈{FC}
∑
s∈{S}
bs, fi l
mod
f
]
∑
i∈{MS}
Di
. (3.36)
3.7 Simulation Results
System parameters and assumptions considered are described in Section 3.7.1. Simulation
results were conducted using: (1) Visual C++ Studio 8.0 and (2) IBM ILOG Cplex 12.1:
Concert Technology Environment (IBM, 2011). These results are analyzed for the different
scenarios in Sections 3.7.2 and 3.7.3.
3.7.1 Simulation Scenarios
We analyze the performance of the proposed solution and the benchmark models under two
different scenarios:
Incremental Traffic Load: Simulation runs with set of 10 to 140 mobile users with increment
of 10 users in each period.
Variable FC User Density: Simulation runs for 40 mobile users with fixed percentage of
subscribers (i.e. 10%) and increases public user percentage within the FC vicinity from 0 to
60% with 20% steps.
In our scenarios, a cluster of seven FCs is randomly placed in zone Z3. FCs are separated by
a distance equal to a factor of 2.25 times FCs radius. FC modulation techniques are QPSK
or 16-QAM, therefore, l fmod can be equal to 2 or 4 and is generated randomly with the same
probability for each option.
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User distribution is as follows: 20% are public users (PU) close to FC cluster, 10% are FC
subscribers (SU) and 70% are public users randomly located far from the FC cluster. The
demand of subscribers and public users close to FCs is randomly generated between 128 to
512 Kbps, and the demand of other users from 64 to 256 Kbps.
We run the simulation 10 times for each set of users and averaged the results to smooth the
performance metric curves. In each simulation run, user locations, user demands and the FC
modulation technique are randomly generated. Table 3.1 shows the network and environment
parameters used.
Table 3.1 System Parameters
(Network & Environment)
Name Description Value
Bs Bandwidth per subcarrier 15 Khz
Ns Number of subcarriers 128
Nks Number of subcarriers per user 24
PTotalm Total transmitted power in MC 43 dBm
PTotalf Total transmitted power in FC 10 dBm
Rm,Rf Macrocell and Femtocell radius 500 m, 20 m
αk Attenuation factor for indoor and outdoor 3,3.7
lmodz Spectral efficiency in MC zone 2
lmodf Spectral efficiency in FC 2, 4
N0 Noise per subcarrier -174 dBm/Hz
fc Carrier Frequency 2.3 GHz
Mf Maximum number of femto users 4
Performance metrics described in Section 3.6 and the complexity of the models are analyzed
in the following sections.
3.7.2 Throughput, Bandwidth and Power Usage
Table 3.2 shows the numerical results for the scenario of incremental traffic load. Bandwidth
usage per tier is presented in the 7th and 8th columns. It can be observed that the three spectrum
sharing models begin to reuse bandwidth with 30 mobile users where the sum of these two
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columns is greater than 100%. Moreover, macrocell utilizes 100% of the bandwidth with 40
mobile users in the network for the spectrum sharing models.
Table 3.2 Simulation Results for Incremental Traffic Load Scenario
MS Served User Dist. B Bandwidth MC Power
MS (%) (%) (dBm)
MU SU PU (%) MC FC Total Avg/SC
O-RAM
10 10 89 10 1 0 40 7 31.72 14.59
20 20 84 10 6 0 77 15 34.44 14.51
30 28 70 10 14 6 71 29 34.03 14.47
40 34 61 10 14 15 61 39 33.18 14.29
50 36 48 10 14 28 50 50 32.16 14.05
Underlay
10 10 92 5 3 0 44 2 35.95 18.43
20 20 90 7 3 0 88 6 39.30 18.78
30 30 75 8 17 0 98 19 40.39 19.39
40 39 69 10 20 1 100 30 40.52 19.45
50 48 66 10 20 4 100 36 40.72 19.64
Controlled-Underlay
10 10 93 5 2 0 44 2 35.98 18.44
20 20 91 7 2 0 89 5 39.37 18.81
30 30 76 8 16 0 98 18 40.42 19.42
40 39 70 10 19 1 100 29 40.61 19.54
50 47 65 10 19 6 100 35 40.8 19.73
Controlled-SC
10 10 90 9 1 0 41 6 31.75 14.57
20 20 85 10 5 0 80 14 34.60 14.51
30 30 73 10 17 0 90 27 35.03 14.41
40 40 70 10 20 0 100 39 35.64 14.57
50 48 65 10 20 5 100 48 35.30 14.23
It can be noticed that the three spectrum sharing models have more connected users, allow
the macrocell to use the whole available bandwidth and require more transmitted power than
O-RAM model. However, Controlled-SC model assigns 5 dB less power than the other two
spectrum sharing models and 3 dB more than the spectrum partitioning model (O-RAM) in the
macro tier and assigns similar values of transmitted power compared to the O-RAM model in
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the femto tier. In particular, O-RAM model assigns a maximum value of 34.44 dBm in the
scenario with 20 mobile users. This power reduction in O-RAM is due to the prioritization
of the use of FCs for public users and subscribers. In other words, the percentage of users
served by FCs increases while the percentage of users served by MC decreases as the number
of mobile users increases. In addition, power and bandwidth usage in MC are reduced whereas
in FC they are increased, as it can be observed on the 3rd, 4th and 5th columns of Table 3.2.
Nevertheless, the throughput is enhanced thanks to the use of hybrid access FCs as shown in
Fig. 5.4a.
Figure 3.3 Network Throughput for Incremental Load Traffic Scenario
The 10th column of Table 3.2 presents the average transmitted power per subcarrier in MC.
This was calculated as the total assigned power to macro users divided by the number of as-
signed subcarriers to MC. O-RAM and Controlled-SC assign less power in MC (15 dBm) than
the other two models (20 dBm) but only Controlled-SC model improves the network through-
put through the additional adaptive power allocation per subcarrier in both tiers. Typical values
of transmitted power per subcarrier of commercial macro BS is approximately 21 dBm (Group,
2009; 3GPP-TR-36.921, 2011). These models use between 14 dBm to 20 dBm in MC, which
mean a reduction of 1dB for Underlay and Controlled-Underlay and 7 dB in the case of O-
RAM and Controlled-SC.
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Figure 5.4a shows the throughput for the scenario of incremental traffic load. As expected,
controlled-underlay model increases the throughput compared to O-RAM. Underlay model
presents better throughput than controlled-underlay model because the power variables for MC
and FCs are jointly determined. Nevertheless, Controlled-SC presents the best throughput
among all the models due to the joint power adaptation in both tiers.
For variable FC user density scenario, the number of users is set to 40 since the three spec-
trum sharing models present a significant subcarrier reuse among the tiers from this point as
can be appreciated in the 7th and 8th columns of Table 3.2. Fig. 3.4a shows the average in-
terference per subcarrier as a function of the FC public user density. Controlled-SC model
has lower average interference per subcarrier than underlay and controlled-underlay models.
This is owing to the fact that the underlay model finds the same transmitted power value for
all the subcarriers assigned to a BS, which increases the interference levels perceived by users
being served by other BSs. The difference between the interference levels obtained for under-
lay and controlled-underlay models can not be appreciated due to high influence of MC DL
transmissions.
In summary, Controlled-SC model uses an enhanced power distribution among the assigned
bandwidth in each BS with lower interference level and higher subcarrier reuse.
3.7.3 Blocking Ratio and User Satisfaction
For the incremental traffic load scenario, ORAM has a rapid growth in the blocking ratio (in
the range of 0 to 28%) while the spectrum sharing models achieve less than 6% as presented in
the 6th column of Table 3.2. Therefore, orthogonal subcarrier assignment limits the number of
connected users.
Fig. 3.4b presents the user satisfaction for the variable FC user density scenario. In general,
the user satisfaction of the underlay and controlled-SC models exceeds the user satisfaction
of the O-RAM and controlled-underlay models. In particular, it is shown that jointly power
adaptation in BS provides a gain in the user satisfaction as FC public user density increases
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a) Average interference per subcarrier
b) User Satisfaction
Figure 3.4 Interference and User Satisfaction
for the variable FC user density scenario
from 0 to 20% for the underlay and controlled-SC models. However, controlled-SC model
presents the highest user satisfaction equal to 66.4% with 20% of public users close to FCs.
In summary, controlled-SC model outperforms the O-RAM model in terms of throughput,
power usage and capacity (i.e. number of connected users). Moreover, controlled-SC model
performs better than other two spectrum sharing models, in terms of throughput, power usage
and interference mitigation. This can be attributed to the fact that the proposed model considers
a tradeoff between interference mitigation, power adaptation and subcarrier reuse.
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3.7.4 Complexity
The running time of a MILP model grows exponentially with the number of variables. The
complexity of the presented models depends on the number of subcarriers, number of users,
FC user density and the number of deployed FCs. The difference between the spectrum sharing
models is the assumption of one or several power variables in each BS. In particular, underlay
model requires one power variable per BS, i.e. F+1 variable besides the bandwidth, subcarrier
reuse and user assignment variables. Controlled-underlay model performs power control in FC,
which introduces new variables associated to power per subcarrier per user in each FC but keeps
one power variable in MC, i.e Ns×F×M+1 power variables. The proposed solution requires
a higher number of power variables to carry out the additional power control per subcarrier in
MC, i.e Ns× (F+1)×M power variables. For example, Controlled-SC model requires around
three times and twice the running time of underlay and controlled-underlay models respectively
with a set of 40 mobile users.
3.8 Conclusion
We proposed a joint power and bandwidth allocation with BS selection intended to maximize
the network throughput enabling the subcarrier reuse with constraints on the total transmission
power per BS, maximum transmitted power per subcarrier for mobile users in each BS and an
interference threshold. The proposed model (Controlled-SC) is compared to other two spec-
trum sharing models (underlay and controlled-underlay) and a spectrum partitioning model
(O-RAM) in two different scenarios. The underlay model jointly determines the transmitted
power per BS and the controlled-underlay allocates adaptive power per subcarrier in femto-
cells. The proposed solution includes power adaptation per subcarrier in MC. In the incre-
mental load traffic scenario, controlled-SC model reaches a throughput gain around 14% and
31% compared to underlay and controlled-underlay models respectively with approximately 5
dB less power consumption in macrocell. In the variable FC user density scenario, the user
satisfaction of the underlay and controlled-SC models exceeds the user satisfaction of the O-
RAM and controlled-underlay models. The gain is in the range of 5% to 9% with respect to
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controlled-underlay model. Hence, the jointly power adaptation per subcarrier in all the BSs
that comprise the network allows to increase the number of public users that can be connected
to FCs improving the overall user satisfaction. However, this improvement is limited by FC
capacity and the interference threshold. As a future work, we plan to incorporate user mobility
to study its impact on the proposed scheme. Specifically, we will study resource reservation
considering the variation in time of user locations as well as the network load.
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4.1 Abstract
Enhancing the network throughput while supporting non-uniform user distribution and dense
femtocell deployment is a challenge in OFDMA networks. Previous research works provide
approaches based on spectrum partitioning and spectrum sharing for macro-femtocell net-
works. Few proposed interference management approaches have been investigated without
considering user mobility. In this paper, we target the optimization of resource allocation in
macro-femtocell networks taking into account the user distribution over macrocell coverage
area and femtocells dense deployment. We propose a spectrum sharing approach that aims to
maximize the network throughput based on Linear Programming. Interference mitigation is
performed through the power adaptation in both tiers while guaranteeing the QoS transmis-
sion requirements. Our solution is able to: (1) fairly allocate macrocell resources to each zone
taking into account the user distribution over the macrocell coverage area, (2) optimally reuse
of the bandwidth allocated to inner zone inside the femtocells located in outer zone, and (3)
optimally determine the serving base station, subcarriers and respective transmitted power for
downlink transmissions per zone taking into account user locations and demands in any given
period. Performance analysis is presented under incremental traffic load and realistic scenar-
ios where user mobility is considered. Simulations are conducted to show a comparison of the
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proposed model with two spectrum partitioning approaches with and without partial bandwidth
reuse.
4.2 Introduction
Several economical factors encourage wireless network providers to use femtocells (FCs) such
as capacity improvements, traffic offload, power consumption reduction and minimal installa-
tion and operation costs. Femtocells are low cost base stations (BSs) with short range transmis-
sions that guarantee good indoor coverage and enhances data rates. As they are installed in an
ad-hoc manner without any frequency planning by network operators and due to their rapid and
uncontrolled deployment, resource allocation and interference management have been identi-
fied as key issues since femtocells use the same spectrum as macrocell (MC) (Mhiri et al.,
2013).
Resource allocation approaches can be classified as spectrum partitioning (SP) and spectrum
sharing (SS). In spectrum partitioning, dedicated portion of subcarriers is assigned to each tier
(Chun-Han and Hung-Yu, 2011) while in spectrum sharing approach, subcarriers are shared
among the two tiers (Cheng et al., 2012). The former has been used for sparse FC deployment
whereas the latter is recommended for dense deployment but requires interference management
schemes to uphold Quality of Service (QoS) of downlink (DL) or uplink (UL) communications
and to improve the spectrum efficiency (Hanm et al., 2009; Torregoza et al., 2010).
Interference is classified as cross-tier and co-tier interference. The first type occurs among
elements that belong to different tiers (i.e. between macro BS and femto BS) while the second
type occurs between elements of the same tier, i.e. between neighboring femto BS. In the
literature, several interference management techniques can be found, such as power control
(Torregoza et al., 2010), frequency reuse (Dalal et al., 2011; Jeong et al., 2010), frequency
scheduling (Bennis and Perlaza, 2011), or hybrid access mechanisms (Li et al., 2010).
Hybrid access mode is a promising technique that allows to reduce the interference perceived
by femto users by granting access to nearby public users. However, it requires a resource
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allocation model which also determines the best suitable serving base station per user in order
to enhance the wireless network capacity.
Handover and mobility management constitute other challenges of considered overlaid net-
work. In the literature, the majority of the proposed resource allocation approaches do not con-
sider user mobility. In general, the impact of user mobility on the resource allocation model
performance has been omitted under the assumption that all the users are fixed or have low
mobility. This latter is not necessarily true for public users. This motivates us to present the
respective performance analysis of the proposed solution where user mobility is taken into
account.
Our previous research work in (Estrada et al., 2014) introduced a spectrum partitioning ap-
proach using linear programming that finds a tradeoff between bandwidth and power to reduce
the bandwidth usage per user and to minimize the impact of noise. Namely, the available
bandwidth is divided between MC and FCs in such a way that only one BS can use one sub-
carrier at any given instant and the power is assigned to achieve the target signal to noise ratio
(SNR). This model is suitable for non-dense FC deployment, however, the network throughput
is limited as the FC density increases.
In this paper we expand significantly the model and addressed problems by considering the
following issues: 1) subcarrier reuse is allowed in femto tier if the perceived interference is
below a given threshold, 2) FC power control is used to find a tradeoff between bandwidth and
the interference, 3) Random Walk, (Nain et al., 2005), is implemented to model user mobility,
and 4) FC are grouped into clusters such the interference can be mitigated between neighboring
FCs.
Some cluster formation algorithms can be found in the literature such as a simple algorithm
using neighbor discovery technique, (Hatoum et al., 2011), discovering interfering neighbor
FCs (Pantisano et al., 2011), minimizing the co-tier interference and guaranteeing the out-
age probability for FC mobile user, (Lin and Tian, 2013) or maximizing femto users SINR,
(Moon and Cho, 2013). Nevertheless, cluster formation is out of the scope of this paper. We
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assume that FC clusters are already formed and MC resource manager has the required infor-
mation such as their required demand, number of FCs in each cluster, number of macro users
close to them and so on.
The limitations of prior resource allocation approaches can be summarized as:
• spectrum partitioning limits network capacity, i.e. number of connected users;
• power control in FCs mitigates interference perceived by macro users and also reduces FC
data rates;
• QoS Cellular Parameters have not been analyzed when user mobility is considered;
• users Distribution over MC coverage area has not been considered.
To overcome above limitations, we propose a resource allocation model that uses the principle
of divide and conquer. The main idea is to divide the set of users and femtocells into disjoint
subsets according to their locations. Thus, the resource allocation problem is solved as four
independent resource allocation problem per OFDMA zone. The proposed model finds a sub-
optimal solution by means of: (1) fair resource allocation per zone taking into account user
distribution over the MC coverage area, (2) an optimal resource allocation per zone including
BS selection, bandwidth and power allocation aiming to maximize the throughput per zone
based on Linear Programming, and (3) power adaptation per subcarrier basis is performed to
avoid unnecessary handovers as the FC user density increases.
To evaluate the performance of the proposed model, we consider two benchmark models: a
spectrum partitioning and a spectrum partitioning with a partial bandwidth reuse. The former
approach assigns orthogonal subcarriers among tiers and between neighboring FCs to avoid
cross-tier (Chun-Han and Hung-Yu, 2011) and co-tier interference (Chandrasekhar and An-
drews, 2008) respectively. The latter allows reusing bandwidth allocated to inner MC zones
for DL transmission within the coverage area of femtocell located in outer MC zones. Simu-
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lations are conducted to show a comparison of their performances for different traffic load and
variable FC user density when macro users mobility is taken into account.
Our contribution is a spectrum sharing model based on linear programming that is able to:
• fairly distribute the MC resources to its zones given a particular user distribution;
• bandwidth Reuse in FC located in outer MC zones;
• optimally select serving BS and allocate subcarriers and their transmitted power for each
user per MC zone and guaranteeing QoS DL transmissions;
• enhance the throughput while reducing the power consumption in macro tier;
• enable subcarrier reuse while incurring least possible number of handovers and dropped
calls.
The rest of the chapter 4 is organized as follows: Section 4.3 presents the problem statement.
Section 4.4 introduces the generalized optimal resource allocation model for an overlaid net-
work with interference mitigation. Section 4.5 describes the Spectrum Sharing model with full
subcarrier reuse taking into account a particular MC zone division. Section 4.6 describes the
benchmark models: spectrum partitioning and spectrum partitioning with partial bandwidth
reuse. Section 4.7 presents simulation scenarios and obtained results. Finally, Section 4.8
concludes the paper.
4.3 Problem Statement
Macrocell resources should be allocated to the communication links between mobile users
and whether macro BS or a femto BS within MC coverage. In a scenario with dense FC
deployment, several challenges are created such as the orthogonal frequency assignment among
macrocell and the underlaid femtocells for spectrum partitioning and interference management
for spectrum sharing.
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In the case of spectrum sharing approaches, transmitted power from any interfering BS should
be reduced to minimize the interference caused to nearby mobile users served by other BSs.
This power reduction decreases the spectral efficiency in interfering BSs and may reduce data
rates unless bandwidth usage is increased to satisfy user demands. Conversely, the transmit-
ted power in each BS should be maximized to tackle the interference level when subcarrier
reuse is allowed. Therefore, there is a complex dependency between power, bandwidth and
interference.
To uphold the signal to interference plus noise ratio (SINR) required in BS, an interference
threshold can be easily determined using fixed transmitted power per BS.
As in (Tarhini and Chanjed, 2007), we use the same OFDMA physical layer assumptions for
a particular MC zone division, which are described in Table 2.1 in Section 2.3. In particular,
the number of bits used for modulating the signal is 6, 4, 2 or 1 for users is in Z1, Z2, Z3 or Z4,
respectively.
Since FCs can grant access to nearby public users and offload traffic from macrocell, several
technical challenges are addressed in this paper, such as:
How to reduce the complexity of a resource allocation model with dense FC deployment
and non-uniform user distribution? It is well known that the complexity of a centralized re-
source allocation approach increases as the FC density and the user number increases (Estrada
et al., 2014). As the user distribution within MC coverage area and FC user density play an
important role in the resource allocation for macro users and underlaid femtocell, a simple ap-
proach proposed in (Tarhini and Chanjed, 2007) for resource allocation among the MC zones
can be applied to reduce the complexity. The main idea is to distribute the MC resources, i.e.
bandwidth and power, proportional to the number of users in each zone regardless of the num-
ber of deployed femtocells within the zone. It is worth to notice that an orthogonal subcarrier
allocation among MC zones will be performed.
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What should be the optimum power setting for each MC zone to allow the bandwidth
reuse in femtocell located in outer MC zones? Since FCs use the same spectrum as the
overlaid macrocell, the transmitted power in MC zone can be restricted to achieve the SINR
target at the edge of each zone in such way that the interference caused by macro users DL
transmission to femto users located in outer zones is negligible.
This means that the bandwidth allocated to macro users in zone:
• Z1 can be reused for DL transmissions inside femtocells located in zones Z2, Z3 and Z4;
• Z2 can be reused inside femtocells within MC zones Z3 and Z4;
• Z3 can be reused inside femtocells in MC zone Z4.
Fig. 4.1 shows an illustrative example. We can see that the bandwidth allocated to MC zone Z1
is also used for DL transmissions of subscriber MU2 in Fig. 4.1b. The MC transmitted power
Pm1 should be less than the transmitted power P
m
2 in such a way macro user MU1 located in zone
Z1 will not interfere with the DL transmission in femtocell FBS1. Thus, this scenario requires
less power than the one with the macrocell shown in Fig. 4.1a and allows the bandwidth reuse.
Femtocells have the wireless impairment of wall penetration loss for transmitted signal coming
in or out. Therefore, neither FC transmitted signal will cause interference for macro users
DL transmission in inner MC zones nor MC transmitted signal affects the femto users DL
transmissions. Thus, the cross-tier interference will be eliminated and the co-tier interference
will be minimized due to the wall penetration losses.
How to select the appropriate BS and the amount of resources per user in each zone? In
order to consider the FC deployment per zone, the serving BS should be the one that provides
better data rate to the user by allocating less interfered subcarrier with an appropriate level of
transmitted power in each zone.
What is the impact of user mobility on the resource allocation model? SINR degradation
and call drop occur if there are insufficient subcarriers with lower interference levels than a
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a) Resource allocation in a macrocell b) Resource allocation in a macrocell
with one femtocell located in zone Z3
Figure 4.1 Illustrative example of resource allocation. Parameters b ji and P
j
i correspond
to bandwidth and power allocated to user i in femtocell j or macrocell represented by m
given threshold during a call or a transfer of call. Hence, handover calls should have priority
than a new call, since the blocking of a handover call is more annoying as compared to blocking
a new call. One way to solve this is to adaptively change the transmitted power to reach the
required SINR target without trespassing a given interference threshold over the interfered DL
transmission.
To uphold signal to interference plus Noise ratio (SINR) target per subcarrier in each BS when
mobility is incorporated, one of following actions must be done:
• handover, which means change of current serving BS, i.e. MU2 in Fig. 4.2c;
• intrahandover, i.e. change of assigned subcarriers in the current serving BS, if there were
any available with less interference perceived, or change of allocated subcarriers belonging
to different MC zone when a mobile user cross a zone edge, for example user MU1 in Fig.
4.2b;
• power adaptation to allow the mobile user staying connect to the current serving BS, i.e.
MU2 in Fig. 4.2b.
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a) Initial State at period t b) Intrahandover of MU1 and power
adaptation of user MU2
c) Handover of user MU2
Figure 4.2 User mobility impact on resource allocation models
In summary, our objective is to find a reduced complexity spectrum sharing model for an
OFDMA two-tier network to deliver user data rate, minimize interference, enable bandwidth
reuse and at the same time ensure the required QoS, i.e. in terms of SINR, and analyze the
mobility impact on the proposed model.
4.4 Resource Allocation Problem Formulation
In our model, we consider that network operators want to maximize the network throughput,
which can be evaluated as the sum of user data rates and is given by
max
b,P ∑z∈{Z} ∑k∈{m,FCz} ∑i∈{MSz} ∑s∈{S}
bs,ki log2(1+SINR
s,k
i ), (4.1)
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where the vectors b and P correspond to subcarrier assignment and their respective power in
each BS. In other words, b consists of binary variables bs,ki , which determine if the subcarrier s
is allocated to user i in BS k. Z represents the set of OFDMA macrocell zones (3 in LTE or 4
in WIMAX). The index k stands for the association with macrocell m or femtocell f . FCz and
MSz are the set of femtocells and mobile users located within the coverage area of MC zone z.
SINRs,ki is the signal to noise plus interference ratio perceived by macro users or femto users
and is given by
SINRs,ki =
bs,mi P
s,k
i
PLki
(
N0+ I
s,k
i
) (4.2)
Ps,ki are the components of the received power vector P, N0 is the average noise per subcarrier
and PLki is the path loss in outdoor or indoor environments (ITU-TR-36.921, 1997) and given
by
PLki (dB) =
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
10log10(d
αk
ik )+30log10( fc)+49, k = m
10log10(d
αk
ik )+37, k ∈ FC
(4.3)
where αm and α f are the path loss exponents for outdoor and indoor environments, dik is the
distance between BS k∈FC,m and the user i, and fc is carrier frequency. Is,ki is the interference
perceived by the mobile user i in BS k caused by macrocell and/or nearby femtocells DL
transmissions using same subcarrier s, and is given by
Is,ki =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
∑
f∈{FC}
∑
j∈{MS}
bs, fj P
s, f
j
PL fi
, macrousers
∑
j∈{MS}
bs,mj P
s,m
j
PLmi
+ ∑
f∈{FC\k}
∑
j∈{MS}
bs, fj P
s, f
j
PL fi
, femtousers
(4.4)
The interference perceived by macro users only corresponds to cross-tier interference and for
femto users, it consists of two components: (i) cross-tier interference related to the reuse of
the subcarriers already assigned in MC and (ii) co-tier interference due to the use of the same
subcarriers in neighbor FCs. From (4.1-4.4), it can be seen that our problem is a nonlinear
optimization problem and there is no polynomial-time algorithm to obtain the optimal solution.
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4.5 Spectrum Sharing model
In (IEEE-802.16, 2004), the air interface for wireless access system using OFDMA technique
specifies maximum data rates offered to mobile users, which are decreasing according to re-
moteness of the zone where the users are located owing to the propagation losses. According to
this, user data rates should be limited to the maximum MC data rate per MC zone or available
capacity in nearby FCs in a two-tier network. Our proposal is to adapt the transmitted power
per subcarrier in MC and FC without trespassing a maximum transmitted power per subcarrier.
This maximum power is defined as the required transmitted power per subcarrier for a user
located in the zone edge (or FC edge in femto tier) to meet the SINR target. The use of maxi-
mum transmitted power per subcarrier can reduce MC power consumption and also enable the
reuse of subcarriers assigned to zone closer to macro BS in FCs located in zones farther from
MC. For convenience, the propagation channel models are dependent mainly on the path loss.
However, shadowing and fast fading effect may be considered and we suggest to determine the
maximum transmitted power using the expected value of the received power variables at FC
cell edge or MC zone edge. In (Kelif and Coupechoux, 2010), the probability density functions
for the received power variables are derived from channels that include only shadowing or both
shadowing and fast fading.
4.5.1 Optimal Resource Allocation model
Taking into account the division of macrocell coverage area into zones, we propose to replace
(4.1) presented in Section 4.4 as follows:
max
b,P ∑z∈{Z} ∑i∈{MSz} ∑s∈{SZc }
bs,mi l
mod
z + ∑
z∈{Z}
∑
k∈{FCz}
∑
i∈{MSz}
∑
s∈{SZc∪SZp}
bs,ki l
mod
k (4.5)
assuming that the log term should be at least equal to the spectral efficiency required in the
MC’s zone, lmodz , or FC, l
mod
f . We decompose equation (4.1) in two terms: First term corre-
sponds to MC throughput and the second one is the femto tier throughput. The binary variables
bs,ki and b
s,m
i determine if the subcarrier s is assigned to user i in femtocell k or macrocell m. Z
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represents the set of OFDMA macrocell zones (3 in LTE or 4 in WIMAX). FCz and MSz are
the set of femtocells and mobile users located within the coverage area of MC zone z. SZp and
SZc represent the subcarrier set allocated to precedent zones and current zone respectively. For
example, the set of subcarriers of precedent zones for zone Z3, is equal to S1c and S
2
c .
Our objective function is subject to:
∑
i∈{MSz}
∑
s∈{S}
bs,ki ≤
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
|SZc ∪SZp|, k ∈ {FC}
|SZc |, k = m
, (4.6)
|.| stands for the cardinality of the set of subcarrier.
∑
i∈{MSz}
bs,ki ≤ 1 ;s ∈ Szc,k ∈ {m,FCz},z ∈ Z (4.7)
Bs ∑
s∈{S}
bs,ki ≤ ∑
k∈{m,FCZ}
Yki min
(
BsNks ,
Di
lmodk
)
; i ∈MSz,z ∈ Z, (4.8)
∑
i∈{MSz}
∑
s∈{S}
Ps,ki ≤ PTotalk ,k ∈ {m,FCz},z ∈ Z, (4.9)
∑
s∈{SZc }
bs,ki ≤ |SZc |Ymi ; i ∈MSz,z ∈ Z, (4.10)
∑
s∈{SZp∪SZc }
bs,ki ≤ |SZp ∪SZc |Yki ; i ∈ {MSz},k ∈ {FCz},z ∈ Z, (4.11)
∑
k∈{m,FCz}
Yki ≤ 1 ; i ∈MSz,z ∈ Z (4.12)
log2
(
1+SINRs,mi
)≥ bs,mi lmodz ; i ∈MSz,s ∈ S,z ∈ Z, (4.13)
log2
(
1+SINRs, fi
)
≥ bs, fi lmodf ; i ∈MSz,s ∈ S, f ∈ {FCz},z ∈ Z, (4.14)
Is,ki ≤ bs,ki γTh ; i ∈MSz,s ∈ SZp ∪SZc ,k ∈ {m,FCz},c ∈ Z, (4.15)
∑
f∈{m,FC}
∑
i∈{MS}
bs, fi ≤ 1+ rs ;s ∈ S. (4.16)
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The model variables are: (1) an integer variable rs that determines the number of BS sharing
the subcarrier s, (2) a binary variable bs,ki , which indicates that subcarrier s is allocated to user
i in BS k, (3) a binary variable Yki determines the serving BS k is associated to user i and real
variable Ps,ki representing the power allocated to subcarrier s in BS k for user i.
Constraints can be briefly described as follows: Constraint (4.6) is the upper bound of the total
number of allocated subcarrier to a BS or a MC zone, where SZC is the set of subcarriers allocated
to the zone C and SZP is the set of subcarriers in the precedent zones. Constraint (4.7) indicates
that one subcarrier can be assigned only to one user in each BS. The upper bound of total
bandwidth and power allocated in each BS is given by constraints (4.8) and (4.9). Constraint
(4.10) and (4.11) establish the upper bound for the number of allocated subcarriers to a user
in a BS. |.| stands for the cardinality of the subcarriers subset SZC and SZP. This upper bound
corresponds to the available number of subcarriers in FCs or MC zone if the user is allocated
for service to FCs or MC. For this reason, the right term of equations (4.10) and (4.11) is
equal to the number of available subcarriers multiply by the binary variable that associates the
user with the serving base station (Yki , Y
m
i ). Constraint (4.12) establishes that one user can be
served by one BS. The subcarrier capacity is limited to a maximum capacity value as presented
by constraint (4.13). Constraint (4.15) determines an upper bound for the interference level
allowed. Finally, constraint (4.16) indicates that the subcarrier can be use one time in MC and
rs times in femto tier (i.e. one time in each femtocell).
One important issue of the proposed model is that the log term in (4.13) is not a linear function.
However, (4.13) can be decomposed into the sum of two log2 terms. Doing so, each log2 term
can be replaced by segments of a PWL approximation. In order to use an appropriate linear
approximation, it is necessary to evaluate the power and interference values. This is issue is
handle in next section.
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4.5.2 Piecewise segment linear approximation
According to (Imamoto and Tang, 2008), any convex (or concave) function over a finite range
can be optimally approximated by a L segment continuous piecewise linear (PWL) function
gl(x) defined over the range x0 ≤ x ≤ xL by a set of points or knots (xl−1,xl)Ll=1 connected by
L segments. Using this basis, we propose to use a PWL approximation of three segments to
convert our non-linear programming problem in linear program model. The composed (PWL)
approximation function using three segments is given by
gl(x) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
2.15×1013× x−46.41 3.11×10−14 ≤ x≤ 2.2×10−13
9.96×1011× x−41.87 2.2×10−13 ≤ x≤ 4.66×10−12
4.63×1010× x−37.76 3.09×10−12 ≤ x≤ 1×10−10
(4.17)
High number of segments requires more power variables to be determined in the corresponding
segment. For simplicity, we decided to use a 3-segment PWL approximation since the received
power values and interference can be evaluated in only one segment of the linear approximation
for each modulation technique. In addition, interference values plus noise are confined to the
first segment of PWL approximation. To do so, we need to add two more constraints in each
tier related to upper bound and lower bound of interference plus noise given by maximum and
minimum values of range of the first segment. Thus, SS-FSR determines transmitted power
per subcarrier in each BS and subcarrier assignment taking into account user demands, their
locations and interference threshold per modulation technique used in MC zone or in FCs.
Other details such as convergence time and error caused by this linear approximation can be
found in our previous work in (Estrada et al., 2013a).
It is important to remark that the channels models take into account the path loss and a deter-
ministic wall loss penetration. In other words, the received power is mainly affected by path
loss due to the distance. In the case that the effect of shadowing and fast fading need to be con-
sidered, an appropriate PWL approximation should be found, since the received power values
in both tiers might be different from those obtained for the current channel models.
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4.5.3 Sub-optimal Spectrum Sharing Model with full subcarrier reuse (SS-FSR)
The proposed model in Section 4.5.1 has a high complexity, which depends on the number of
zone (i.e. 4 for WIMAX or 3 for LTE), number of deployed femtocells, number of available
subcarriers and number of users in network. Therefore, we propose a suboptimal model to
reduce the complexity separating the optimal resource allocation per MC zone. Since mobile
user locations can be determined by macrocell, a suboptimal model can determine first the user
number in each MC zone taking into account the user distribution regardless the FC density.
Our proposed solution consists of three components: (1) fair distribution of macrocell re-
sources into disjoint sets of subcarriers among its OFDMA zones taking into account the user
distribution, (2) MILP based algorithm for allocation of shared subcarriers among inner MC
zones DL transmissions and DL transmissions femto of mobile users inside femtocells located
in outer MC zones and (3) MILP based algorithm for optimization of MC zone resource allo-
cation.
Resource algorithms can run in parallel in the MC resource manager entity to allocate the
bandwidth and transmitted power to the mobile users per zone.
4.5.4 MILP Resource Allocation per zone
In (Estrada et al., 2013c), we proposed a MILP Resource Allocation per zone and target the
maximization of network throughput. Our previous work showed that spectrum sharing per
subcarrier basis (RAM-SC) allows to increase the network throughput per zone. Here, we use
the same idea but first the resource manager allocates transmitted power and bandwidth to each
MC zone based on the user distribution. Thus, the resource optimization problem is reduced to
a linear optimization problem with the following objective function:
max
b,P ∑f∈{m,FCz} ∑i∈{MSz} ∑s∈{Szc}
bs,ki l
mod
k (4.18)
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Algorithm 4.1 Spectrum Sharing Model
Data: MS Set of users,
FC,m Set of Femtocell and m represents Macrocell
(Xi,Yi) User Locations
(Xf ,Yf ) FC Locations
(Di) Demands.
Result: BS selection for the set of users bs
Bandwidth allocated per subcarrier per user bs,ki
Power allocated per subcarrier per user Ps,ki .
1 begin
2 Determine the user sets in each zone, MS1,MS2,MS3,MS4 according to user
locations;
3 Determine the FC set in zone z, FC1,FC2,FC3,FC4 according to FC locations;
4 Compute the maximum transmitted power per subcarrier in MC zone edge as;
Pmz ← SINRTarget × (N0+ Ith);
5 Determine resources for each MC zone as follows:;
Bz ← |MSz|×B|MS| ;
PTotalz ← |MS
z|×PTotalm
|MS| ;
6 for z≤ Z do
7 if z≥ 1 then
8 Run MILP based spectrum sharing resource allocation algorithm per zone
z with the user set equal to FC subscribers and public users within FC
coverage area in zone z and subcarriers allocated to precedent zones
h ∈ 1, ..z−1, PTotalm ← 0;
9 Remove FC subscribers and public users assigned from the set of user MSZ
in zone z;
10 end
11 Run MILP spectrum sharing resource allocation algorithm per zone with MSZ
as the set of mobile users in the network, Bz and PTotalz as the available
bandwidth and power in MC;
12 end
13 end
and subject basically to the same constraints defined in Section 4.5.1 and one additional con-
straint that determines maximum transmitted power per subcarrier in MC zone precedent given
by
Ps,mi ≤ bs,mi Ps,mz ; i ∈MSz,s ∈ SZc (4.19)
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This is owing to the fact that our solution allows the subcarrier reuse of precedent zones in FC
located in outer MC zone. Ps,mz can be determined as the one required to satisfy the SINR target
of the MC zone and to avoid the cross-tier interference inside of FC coverage area in outer MC
zone and is given by
Ps,mz = SINR
Target
z × (No+ ITh) (4.20)
4.5.5 MILP Resource allocation of shared resource among mobile users in inner zones
and femtocells in outer zone
Owing to the limitation of MC transmitted power in inner zones, bandwidth reuse can be
allowed among macro or femto users DL transmissions in inner zones and mobile users within
the coverage area of femtocells located in outer MC zones as in (Bai et al., 2009). Thus, the
objective function will be
max
b,P ∑f∈{m,FCz} ∑i∈{MSz} ∑s∈{Szp}
bs,ki l
mod
k (4.21)
where Szp is equal to ∪Z−1h=1Sh and MSz includes only FC subscribers and public users inside
the FC coverage area. To ensure that all users are associated to a femtocell, the total power in
macrocell PTotalm is set up equal to 0. Therefore, we run the same MILP based algorithm as in
previous section with different input and system parameters.
4.6 Benchmark models
Here, we describe two benchmark models proposed for comparison analysis.
4.6.1 Spectrum Partitioning model (SP)
This model performs orthogonal subcarrier assignment between MC and FCs and also be-
tween neighbor FCs. To do so, we use the idea from (Chandrasekhar and Andrews, 2008) and
(Chun-Han and Hung-Yu, 2011) and change general MILP model to have complete subcarriers
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partitioning. This means that (4.16) is replaced by
∑
k∈{m,FC}
∑
i∈{MS}
bs,ki ≤ 1 ;s ∈ S. (4.22)
By doing so, we want to avoid the interference instead of mitigating it. Therefore, the dedicated
portion of subcarriers per tier is adaptively determined by the model depending on the FC user
density in each time unit. This model assigns the maximum transmitted power per subcarrier
to reach the maximum throughput and allocates the user to the BS providing higher data rate
to the users.
4.6.2 Spectrum Partitioning model with partial bandwidth reuse (SP-PSR)
This model performs orthogonal subcarrier assignment between MC and FCs and also between
neighbor FCs in the same zone. To do so, we use the idea from (Chandrasekhar and Andrews,
2008) and (Chun-Han and Hung-Yu, 2011) and change general MILP model to have complete
subcarriers partitioning. This means that (4.16) is replaced by
∑
k∈{m,FCz}
∑
i∈{MS}
bs,ki ≤ 1 ;s ∈ S,z ∈ Z. (4.23)
In this model, MC transmitted power per zone is also obtained using (4.20) to allow the band-
width reuse among macro and femto users located in inner zones and femto users served by
FC in outer MC zones. The algorithm 4.2 describes the steps for the spectrum partitioning
approach with partial subcarrier reuse.
Because this model enables subcarriers reuse between neighboring FCs, it is expected the pres-
ence of co-tier interference, which is limited by the interference threshold.
4.7 Simulation Results
System parameters and assumptions considered in simulations are described in Section 4.7.1.
Simulation results were obtained using: (1) Visual C++ Studio 8.0 and (2) IBM ILOG Cplex
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Algorithm 4.2 Spectrum Partitioning Algorithm with partial bandwidth reuse
Data: MS Set of users,
FC,mSet of Femtocell and m represents Macrocell
(Xi,Yi) User Locations
(Xf ,Yf ) FC Locations
(Di) Demands.
Result: BS selection for the set of users bs
Bandwidth allocated per subcarrier per user bs,ki .
Power allocated per subcarrier per user Ps,ki .
1 begin
2 Determine the user sets in each zone, MS1,MS2,MS3,MS4 according to user
locations;
3 Determine the FC set in zone z, FC1,FC2,FC3,FC4 according to FC locations;
4 Compute the maximum transmitted power per subcarrier in MC zone edge as ;
Pmz ← SINRTarget × (N0+ Ith);
5 Determine resources for each MC zone as follows:;
Bz ← |MSz|×B|MS| ;
PTotalz ← |MS
z|×PTotalm
|MS| ;
6 for z≤ Z do
7 if z≥ 1 then
8 Run MILP based spectrum sharing resource allocation algorithm per zone
z with the user set equal to FC subscribers and public users within FC
coverage area in zone z and subcarriers allocated to precedent zones
h ∈ 1, ..z−1 and PTotalz ← 0;
9 Remove FC subscribers and public users assigned from the set of user MSZ
within zone z;
10 end
11 Run MILP based spectrum partitioning resource allocation algorithm per zone
with MSZ as the set of users, Bz and PTotalz as the available bandwidth and
power in MC;
12 end
13 end
12.1: Concert Technology Environment (IBM, 2011). These results are analyzed for the dif-
ferent scenarios in Sections 4.7.2, 4.7.3 and 4.7.4.
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4.7.1 Simulation Scenario
Several clusters of a random number of FCs are randomly located within the upper region of
zones Z1,Z2,Z3,Z4 as illustrated in Fig. 4.3. By doing so, we keep certain percentage of users
being served by MC. Mobile users are represented by letters (S for FC subscribers and O for
public users). Femtocells are indicated by small circles and separated by a distance equal to
a factor of 2.25 times FCs radius. Femtocells use QPSK, 16-QAM or 64-QAM, which means
that the spectral efficiency in FCs, l fmod , can be equal to 2, 4 or 6 and is generated randomly
with the same probability for each option.
Figure 4.3 Network Configuration with a dense FC
deployment in the upper region of macrocell coverage
The call arrival process is model as a Poisson process and service time in BS follows an ex-
ponential distribution. From each set of new users, a given percentage of them are located
within the coverage of femtocells. We analyze the performance of the proposed solution and
the benchmark models under three different scenarios:
Incremental Traffic Load Scenario: Simulation runs for different set of mobile users increas-
ing from 10 to 100 with 10 user increment keeping a fixed percentage of user within the FCs
vicinity.
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Variable arrival rate: The average number of arriving users per TU is changed from 4 to 20
mobile stations per time unit (MS/TU) and a fixed percentage (30%) of new users are located
within the FC neighborhood. We run the simulation for 50 TUs and measure the expected
throughput, total number of handover, blocking and call dropping ratio.
Variable FC user density: Simulation runs for a given arrival rate (i.e. 20 MS/TU), fixed
percentage of FC subscribers (i.e. 10 %) and the percentage of public user within FC vicinity
changes from 20 and 50%.
In last two simulations scenarios, we incorporate random walk to model the macro user mobil-
ity (Nain et al., 2005). Thus, user directions and speeds are randomly generated between 0 and
2π and 0 and 50 Km/h respectively.
Table 4.1 indicates the network and environment parameters used.
Table 4.1 System Parameters
(Network & Environment)
Name Description Value
Bs Bandwidth per subcarrier 15 Khz
Ns Number of subcarriers 256
Nms ,N
f
s Number of subcarriers per user in MC and FC 12
PTotalm Total transmitted power in MC 43 dBm
PTotalf Total transmitted power per FC 10 dBm
Rm,Rf Macrocell and Femtocell radius 500 m,20 m
α f , αm Attenuation factor for indoor and outdoor 3,3.7
lmodm Spectral efficiency in MC zone 6, 4, 2, 1
lmodf Spectral efficiency in FC 2, 4
N0 Noise per subcarrier 174 dBm/Hz
fc Carrier Frequency 2.3 GHz
Mf Maximum number of femto users 8
λ Arrival rate of mobile users 4-20 MS/TU
μ Mean service time 5 TU
TU Time unit 1 s
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Our model run the LP based algorithm every time unit (TU), which is defined as a fixed period
of time where RA decisions are taken. The resource manager should be able to detect user and
FC locations within the time unit to perform handovers and/or to change the assigned power
subcarriers.
4.7.2 Performance analysis under the incremental traffic load scenario
Here, we present performance analysis as result of simulations under incremental traffic load
scenario. Figure 4.4 shows the network throughput as a function of number of mobile stations.
As expected, SP model presents the lowest throughput, which is due to the subcarrier reuse
allowed in the other two models. SP-PSR model has a maximum throughput gain of 25%
whereas SS-FSR has 75% gain. This is owing to the fact that SS-FSR model uses power
adaptation to tackle interference and reach the SINR target of each mobile user in each zone.
Figure 4.4 Maximum Throughput achieved in a incremental traffic load scenario
Table 4.2 presents subcarrier distribution per tier and per zone. It is worth to notice that the
subcarrier distribution per zone depends on the user distribution. In the case of the SP-PSR and
SS-FSR models, the number of subcarriers used in the outer zone is cumulative due to the reuse
of the inner MC zone subcarriers inside of femtocell in outer zones. This means that for zone
Z2, SP-PSR and SS-FSR models add 22 or 18 subcarriers, respectively, of its corresponding
inner zone (i.e. Z1) to 66 or 50 subcarriers, respectively, that were assigned to be used in its
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zone coverage. It is also presented the subcarrier reuse factor in femto tier, which is given by
RFT =
∑
f∈FC
∑
s∈SC
bs, fi
∑
s∈SC
∪FCZf
[
bs, fi
] (4.24)
where ∪[.]FCZf indicates the OR operation among the binary variables bs, fi for femtocells in the
zone Z. In other words, it represents the number of subcarriers allocated to femto tier in zone Z
without considering its reuse. As expected, the SS-FSR model presents higher subcarrier reuse
factor than SS-PSR model.
Table 4.2 Subcarrier Distribution
Zone Macro Tier Femto Tier FT Reuse Factor
SP SP-PSR SS-FSR SP SP-PSR SS-FSR SP-PSR SS-FSR
1 17 16 4 7 8 14 1.0 1.0
2 46 66 50 20 36 33 1.0 1.1
3 69 46 125 29 91 89 1.5 2.5
4 24 12 47 10 46 43 1.1 1.3
Table 4.3 indicates the user distribution among the two tiers per zone. The user distribution
among the two tiers can be used to adaptively change the subcarrier distribution per zone in the
next algorithm run. Thus, the proposed model can be easily modified to adapt the MC resources
distribution over the MC zones based on FC density and user distribution, which means only
MC user distribution. This will enhance the efficiency of the MC power usage. However, the
model consider the user distribution per zone regardless of the FC density at the initial state
because the MC user distribution per zone is not known.
In Fig. 4.5, we present a comparison with our previous model (Estrada et al., 2013c) under
the incremental traffic load scenario. For this comparison, 256 subcarriers are available for the
two-tier network, which corresponds to less than 128 subcarriers allocated to zone Z3. The
arrival rate is equal to 16 MS/TU and corresponds approximately 8 MS/TU in zone Z3.
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Table 4.3 User Distribution
Zone Macro Tier Femto Tier
SP SP-PSR SS-FSR SP SP-PSR SS-FSR
1 90 89 50 10 11 50
2 80 96 76 20 4 20
3 45 40 53 45 40 41
4 10 0 36 50 69 48
Figure 4.5 Throughput in zone 3 under a incremental traffic load scenario
(allocated subcarriers in zone Z3 for SS-FSR model is around 122
compared to 128 subcarrier used in RAM-SC only for zone Z3)
4.7.3 Performance analysis in the variable arrival rate and FC user density scenarios
Figure 4.6 shows the expected throughput and the maximum number of connected users as a
function of arrival rate. As expected, the spectrum sharing that allows full subcarrier reuse
presents the highest throughput, see Fig. 4.6a. This is owing to the availability of the reuse
of assigned subcarriers to DL transmissions of inner MC zones inside of FCs located in outer
zones. Moreover, the proposed approach SS-FSR performs power adaptation in each MC zone
and in femtocells. It can be observed that the SS-FSR present the highest system capacity,
in terms of number of connected users, as shown in Fig. 4.6b, while SP and SP-PSR models
presents similar capacity values.
Table 4.4 presents the total power consumption per tier for different arrival rates with 30%
of users within FC vicinity. SP and SP-PSR models require less power consumption in both
tiers than when compared with SS-FSR. On the other hand, the power consumption in femto
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a) Throughput
b) Maximum number of connected users
Figure 4.6 Performance Measurements as a function of
arrival rate in the scenario with variable arrival rate
tier for SP is the lowest since it does not require increasing the power in any BS to tackle the
interference.
Table 4.4 Power Consumption per Tier
Arrival Macro Tier Femto Tier
Rate SP SP-PSR SS-FSR SP SP-PSR SS-FSR
4 51.9 52.0 52.1 -8.5 -4.98 -0.1
8 53.5 52.5 53.3 -2.5 1.4 8.0
12 52.8 52.4 54.2 -0.9 4.3 10.3
16 51.8 51.8 54.1 -0.6 5.9 12.5
20 51.4 51.2 54.3 0.5 5.9 12.6
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Network throughput is shown in Fig. 4.7 for the variable FC user density scenario. As expected,
the throughput of the proposed solution increases as the FC user density increases unlike both
spectrum partitioning models where the maximum throughput is the same regardless of the FC
user density. However, the throughput gain of the proposed model is limited by the interference
threshold used and the number of mobile users that can be connected to a femtocell.
Figure 4.7 Throughput for the Variable FC User Density scenario,
arrival rate equal to 16 MS/TU and 10% of FC subscribers
4.7.4 Mobility analysis
In this section, we want to analyze the performance metrics related to the mobility such as call
dropping and handover ratios. Tables 4.5 and 4.6 presents the handover and call dropping ratios
for different arrival rates and variable FC user density respectively. It can be noticed that our
model has lower handover and call dropping ratio in comparison with spectrum partitioning
model and SP-PSR model presents the highest call dropping ratio for different values of arrival
rate. In the case of variable FC user density, it can be observed that the call dropping ratio
increases as the FC user density increases for the three models. However, the lowest call
dropping ratio is obtained using the proposed solution. In summary, the SS-FSR model
provides the best throughput for different MS arrival rates and variable FC user densities and
performs less number of handovers compared to spectrum partitioning approaches with or
without partial subcarrier reuse.
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Table 4.5 Handover and Call Dropping
Ratio for variable arrival rate scenario
Arrival Average HO (%) Average Call Drop (%)
Rate SP SP-PSR SS-FSR SP SP-PSR SS-FSR
4 6 4 3 0 0 0
8 4 4 4 0 1 0
12 5 4 4 2 2 1
16 4 3 3 3 8 3
20 4 3 3 5 8 3
Table 4.6 Handover and Call Dropping
Ratio for variable FC user density
Percentage Average HO (%) Average Call Drop (%)
PU SP SP-PSR SS-FSR SP SP-PSR SS-FSR
20 6 4 3 0 0 0
30 4 4 4 0 1 0
40 5 4 4 2 2 1
50 4 3 3 3 8 3
4.7.5 Complexity
The complexity of the proposed solution depends on the number of subcarriers that comprise
the licensed spectrum, mobile user density within FC coverage area, the number of femtocells
in each zone and the total transmitted power in MC. The idea of considering the OFDMA zones
in the macrocell is to have disjoint subsets of both femtocells and users, so that the complexity
and runtime of a MC zone resource allocation algorithm is reduced as it considers less number
of users and femtocells. Since the zone algorithms can run in parallel, the total time required
to solve the RA problem is equal to the maximum time required to find the optimal solution
of all four zones. In our simulation scenarios, this maximum running time corresponds to the
zone Z3 because this zone has the higher FC and user densities. Fig. 4.8 shows the required
time to solve the RA allocation problem using the three models as a function of the number of
users in the network with a fixed number of deployed FC. As we can see, all the models have
running time below 3 sec for 80 users in the network but only SS-FSR is able to connect all of
them as shown in Figure 4.6b.
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Figure 4.8 Running Time vs number of mobile stations for an incremental
scenario with 30% of mobile user within FC vicinity and 40 deployed femtocells
4.8 Conclusion
Based on the "divide and conquer" principle, we proposed a suboptimal model that indepen-
dently maximizes each MC zone throughput of an OFDMA two-tier network with interference
mitigation per subcarrier basis by means of linear programming. The set of users and femto-
cells is divided into disjoint subsets per zone in such way that the resource allocation algorithm
complexity is reduced. Moreover, each zone algorithm can be executed in parallel thereby
reducing the time required to find an near to optimal solution. Simulation results were con-
ducted based on CPLEX environment and showed that the proposed SS-FSR model reaches
75% of throughput gain, serves around 32% more users and reduces the handover ratio and
call dropping ratio by up to 3% and 2%, respectively, when compared to spectrum partitioning
approach. The advantages of the proposed model lie in: (1) its ability to enhance the power
distribution over active subcarriers in each BS, (2) its ability to assign the best set of public
users to femtocells, (3) bandwidth reuse among the BSs located in the same zone for a given
interference threshold, and (4) reuse of bandwidth allocated in inner MC zones among FCs
located within outer zone coverage by means of power control of MC transmitted power per
zone. As future work, dynamic changes on MC zones can be analyzed as well as the impact of
cluster formation techniques on the performance of the resource allocation model.
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5.1 Abstract
Femtocells have been deployed to enhance indoor coverage, to improve the system capacity
of cellular networks, and to increase the spectrum efficiency by means of full subcarrier reuse
among macrocell and femtocells. Nevertheless, the introduction of hybrid access mode im-
poses new challenges for the resource allocation in a macro-femtocell network such as: (1)
granting access to public users while guaranteeing QoS subscriber transmission, (2) trade-off
between level of offloaded traffic from macrocell and bandwidth allocated to femto-tier and
(3) appropriate power settings that finds a compromise between the overall system perfor-
mance and the bandwidth allocated to femtocells. In this paper, we propose a cluster formation
technique together with a centralized resource allocation algorithm based on Particle Swarm
Optimization technique. Our algorithm aims at the maximization of network throughput and
determines the serving base station and the amount of resources per user taking into account
user locations and demands, femtocell proximity and traffic load of existing clusters. Simu-
lations are conducted to show the performance of our approach that is contrasted with other
model using the same BS selection procedure, weighted water filling resource allocation algo-
rithm and a different cluster formation technique.
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5.2 Introduction
Femtocells have been incorporated to traditional wireless networks as a promising solution to
increase their current capacity and to improve indoor coverage without any additional costs.
Femtocell (FC) is a end-user base station (BS) with short-range and low-cost connected to the
cellular network through a fixed broadband backhaul. FC deployment brings several benefits
such as offloaded traffic from macrocell, enhanced spectral efficiency and prolonged battery life
of mobile equipment. Despite all these advantages, there are still some challenges that need
to be addressed such as resource management, interference mitigation, mobility management,
access control and time synchronization (Zhang and De la Roche, 2010).
Since femtocells operate in the same licensed spectrum as the overlaid macrocell, spectrum
allocation as well as interference mitigation have attracted the attention of many researchers.
The spectrum allocation can be classified into two categories: spectrum partitioning or spec-
trum sharing. In spectrum partitioning, dedicated portion of subcarriers is assigned to each tier
(Chun-Han and Hung-Yu, 2011) while in spectrum sharing approach, subcarriers are shared
among the two tiers (Cheng et al., 2012). The former has been used for non-dense FC de-
ployment whereas the latter is recommended for dense deployment but requires interference
management schemes to uphold Quality of Service (QoS) transmission and to enhance net-
work throughput. There are different research work focused on spectrum sharing such as:
power control (Torregoza et al., 2010), fractional frequency reuse (Dalal et al., 2011), soft fre-
quency reuse (Jeong et al., 2010), full frequency reuse in femto tier (Abdelnasser et al., 2014)
and the use of cognitive radios (Bennis and Perlaza, 2011).
The coexistence of FCs and MCs can introduce interference between the femtocell and macro-
cell DL transmissions, which depends on the FC access control mechanism. The access con-
trol mechanism determines whether a public user can have access to a nearby FC or not.
There are three access control mechanisms: closed access, open access and hybrid access
(Zhang and De la Roche, 2010). In closed access, FC subscribers get full benefit from their
own FC but it limits the network capacity and increases the interference to nearby macro users,
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which is known as a dead-zone problem. Open access mechanism allows any users to make
use of FCs. However, open access mechanism requires high coordination between FCs and
macrocell which may result in traffic congestion over the backhaul connection among FC and
the network core. Hence, a new hybrid access control mechanism is proposed to combine the
benefits and to overcome the limitations of the two previous access control mechanisms.
In the literature, some hybrid access mechanisms have been proposed such as the work in
(Valcarce et al., 2009), where femtocells reserve part of the allocated resources for their own
subscribers. Previous research works have demonstrated that hybrid access outperforms closed
and open access by reducing the interference while guaranteeing the performance of their own
subscribers (Valcarce et al., 2009; Choi et al., 2008; Li et al., 2010). Due to these benefits, we
focus on hybrid access FCs. According to (3GPP-TR-36.921, 2011), the optimal power setting
should be different from closed access FCs because it should be a compromise between the
overall system performance versus resources used by public users in FCs instead of a trade-
off between performance at the FC/femtousers and interference caused to the MC/macrousers.
Moreover, we assume that the network operator is willing to allocate some extra resources (i.e.
subcarriers or subchannels) to femtocell which adopts hybrid access and grants access to public
users like the utility refunding mechanism proposed in (Chen et al., 2012).
To reduce the complexity of resource allocation models in dense femtocell networks, few clus-
ter formation schemes have been proposed. The majority are oriented to closed access fem-
tocell network. These approaches aim different objectives such as: the maximization of FC
subscribers data rate while minimize the co-tier interference among the clusters (Hatoum et al.,
2011), upholding the QoS for subscribers transmission (Hatoum et al., 2012b, 2014), and min-
imization of the co-tier interference among the clusters (Lin and Tian, 2013) or interference
alignment within the cluster (Pantisano et al., 2013). Few cluster based resource allocation
models focus on granting access to public users (Chun-Han and Hung-Yu, 2011) or universal
subcarrier reuse in femto tier (Abdelnasser et al., 2014). Nevertheless, they do not provide
incentives for FC owners to grant the access to public users, determine the optimal cluster size
and/or adapt the allocated bandwidth per tier taking into account the satisfied demand of public
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users by FCs. In the scenario where hybrid access FC are considered, a large size cluster will
require more resources from the macrocell depending on the public user density within the FC
cluster vicinity.
Hence, the introduction of hybrid access femtocells imposes new technical challenges for the
resource allocation and clustering techniques due to the contrasting factors that affect the over-
all system performance, such as: (i) access to public users, satisfaction of own FC subscribers
and mechanisms to motivate FC owners to grant access to public users, (ii) level of offloaded
traffic from the macrocell and dedicated bandwidth allocated to femto tier, (iii) Bandwidth
reuse at femto tier, power adaptation and interference, and (iv) handover and users mobility.
Accordingly, the following limitations of previous works can be noticed:
• excess of unused resources in macrocell regardless of the level of the traffic offloaded to
femtocells;
• QoS subscriber transmissions are not guaranteed by granting access to public users through
FCs;
• mechanisms to motivate FC owners to grant access to nearby public users; and
• lack of adaptive power control that finds a trade-off between overall system performance
and resources used by public users in FC.
To overcome above limitations, we propose a model to perform cluster formation, BS selection
and resource allocation for OFDMA macro-femtocell network aiming at the maximization
of the network throughput. Since the targeted problem has to be solved in short time due
to the time duration of resource block in OFDMA technology (3GPP-TR-36.921, 2011), our
resource allocation algorithm is based on Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO). PSO is a good
candidate to speed up the optimization process and obtain a satisfying near-optimal solution
(Bratton and Kennedy, 2007). PSO has been investigated to solve the subcarrier allocation
for OFDMA macrocell systems in (Gheitanchi et al., 2007) and for LTE systems in (Su et al.,
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2012). These prior works show that PSO has reduced complexity compared to linear search
and sorted list approaches. In our previous work (Estrada et al., 2013b), we have shown that
for given BS selection, PSO can indeed enhance the network throughput in comparison with
Weighted Water Filling algorithm.
Thus, the proposed approach consists of three components: (1) a BS selection algorithm to bal-
ance the traffic load among the clusters, (2) a cluster formation algorithm using a new merging
metric, and (3) a centralized resource allocation algorithm based on PSO taking into account
all FC clusters and determines the required number of subcarriers in femto tier. In particular,
our contribution is a model that performs:
• bandwidth adaptation per tier based on average satisfied demand of public users through
FCs;
• BS selection based on user demands and locations, FC proximity and cluster load;
• enhanced power distribution over active bandwidth in each BS;
• universal subcarrier reuse at femto tier; and
• reduction of inter-cluster interference and running time.
To evaluate the performance of the proposed clustering scheme alone, we propose to use the
Weighted Water Filling (WWF) algorithm for resource allocation without FC power control.
Then, to evaluate the performance of the clustering together with PSO based resource alloca-
tion approach, we propose to use a benchmark model that employs (Chun-Han and Hung-Yu,
2011) WWF based resource allocation and a cluster formation scheme based on the perceived
interference levels and FC bandwidth reduction (Abdelnasser et al., 2014). The benchmark
model has been modified to select first the best serving BS per user in order to balance the
traffic load per cluster, to allocate bandwidth and transmitted power to achieve the signal to
noise ratio (SNR) target using a modified version of WWF.
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The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 5.3 describes the targeted problem
and presents the problem formulation. Section 5.4 presents the cluster based resource alloca-
tion model and the benchmark model and its modifications to cope with the same constrains as
the proposed model. Section 5.5 presents the performance measurements. Section 5.6 shows
the results obtained for our model in comparison with a heuristic model. Finally, Section 5.7
concludes the paper.
5.3 Problem Statement
We consider a macrocell with a set of underlaid femtocells as shown in Fig. 5.1. Both MC
and FCs are assumed to operate using OFDMA technology. We consider downlink (DL) trans-
mission. According to (3GPP-TR-36.921, 2011), each mobile device can identify FCs and
macrocell that could potentially provide service within a coverage area and notify this list to
the serving macro BS. Thus, the macrocell is able to determine which public users might be
connected to FCs as well as which FCs can be grouped into clusters such they can serve more
public users and increase the network throughput.
Figure 5.1 Network Example with three FC clusters.
Si and Ui are FC subscribers and public user respectively
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Let’s assume that 10 channels are available in the overlaid MC with a bandwidth of Bc. These
10 channels should be allocated among FCs and MC in such way that maximizes the network
throughput and minimizes the blocking ratio. The mobile users (U1, ...U13,S1, ..S7) can be
allocated to macrocell or femtocell depending on the access mechanism applied in FC. For
simplicity, the spectrum efficiency in macrocell is assumed to be equal to 2 bps/Hz and in each
femtocell is equal to 6 bps/Hz. There are many possible solutions to perform the resource allo-
cation which will depend on spectrum usage, access mechanism and the clustering technique
applied. For further consideration, we selected and analyzed the following four approaches that
combine FC access mechanism, spectrum usage in femto tier and cluster formation technique.
a. For spectrum partitioning and FC deployed with closed access policy, more users allocated
to femtocells is the best solution to maximize the network throughput. According to Fig.
5.1, only 6 FC subscribers can be served by FCs because they are located under their own
FC coverage area and 4 users by macrocell. Therefore, the throughput can be estimated
as 44 Bc and blocking ratio is be equal to 0.5. It can be noticed that this approach tends to
prioritize the subscriber transmissions leading to the bandwidth starvation in macrocell.
b. For spectrum sharing and FC deployed with closed access policy, the channel reuse is
allowed inside each FC. Since each femtocell has at most one subscriber under its cov-
erage, only one channel needs be allocated to femto tier but the co-tier interference will
be present among neighboring FCs. For this type of scenario, FC power control has been
proposed to prioritize the macro user transmission, which leads to a spectrum efficiency
reduction in femtocells. In our example, let’s say that the spectrum efficiency is reduced
to 4 bps/Hz, then, the throughput can be estimated as 42 Bc and the blocking ratio of 0.25.
c. For spectrum sharing, FCs deployed in closed access mode and cluster formation that
is used to avoid the co-tier interference within each cluster, the maximum number of
channels required is given by cluster with more subscribers on its coverage, which is the
cluster Cluster3 in Fig. 5.1. Thus, 3 and 7 channels can be orthogonally allocated to
femto tier and macro tier respectively, leading to a blocking ratio of 0.35 and a throughput
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value of 50 Bc. The latter shows that clustering indeed reduces the co-tier interference
and increases the network throughput at expenses of increasing the blocking ratio.
d. For spectrum sharing, FCs deployed in hybrid access mode and cluster formation to avoid
the co-tier interference within each cluster, the cluster that can potentially serve more
users will be used to determine the maximum number of channels required at femto tier.
In the Fig. 5.1, Cluster1 has 5 potential users, which means that 5 channels should be
allocated to each tier. The whole network increases the sum of user data rates by means of
using FCs to serve public users (approximately to 76 Bc) and the blocking ratio is reduced
to 0.2.
Last resource allocation approach seems to be the best solution from the operators´ perspective.
However, from FC owner’s point of view, FCs belonging to the cluster that serves more public
users have no incentive to grant access to public users while FCs belonging to the other clusters
have extra resources that can be allocated to their own subscribers.
Cluster formation is intended to avoid the interference among its members through the orthog-
onal subcarrier assignment and to enhance the network throughput by means of enabling the
subcarrier reuse in different clusters. However, there is still a presence of the inter-cluster in-
terference that affects FC on the cluster edge (FC close to other clusters in the network, such
as some FCs in Cluster1 and Cluster3 in Fig. 5.1).
In summary, a compromise between maximizing network throughput, clustering technique,
power control and FCs owner incentives should be determined.
Problem Formulation
Our proposed cluster based resource allocation model is presented in this section. This model
aims at the maximization of the two-tier network throughput by means of optimizing the sum of
achievable user data rates in a overlaid macrocell with several FCs being grouped into disjoint
clusters. According to Shannon’s Law, the sum of the achievable data rates can be formulated
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as:
max
X,A,b,P ∑i∈{MS} ∑s∈{SC}
Ami b
s
i log2(1+SINR
m,s
i )+
∑
c∈{C}
∑
i∈{MS}
∑
j∈{m,FCc}
∑
s∈{SC}
Xcj A
j
i b
s
i log2(1+SINR
j,s
i ), (5.1)
where vectors X, A, b and P correspond to femtocell-cluster membership, user-base station
association, bandwidth and power assignment for each user. First term of (5.1) corresponds to
the MC throughput and the second term is the sum of data rate in femto tier. C is the set of
disjoint FC clusters and Xcj is a binary variable that indicated the FC j is a member of cluster c.
Aji is a binary variable that determines if the BS j is selected for user i. The vector b consists
of real variables, bsi , indicating that subcarrier s is allocated to user i. SINR
j,s
i is the signal to
interference plus noise ratio perceived by the mobile user over the subcarrier s and is given by:
SINRji =
Pji
PL ji × (N0+ Is,FCi )
, j ∈ FC, i ∈MS. (5.2)
It is worth to notice that as we are considering orthogonal subcarrier assignment among the
two-tier and among the members of a cluster, therefore, the co-tier interference comes from
other clusters sharing the same set of subcarriers. Thus, the co-tier interference can be ex-
pressed by:
Is,FCi = ∑
k∈C\c
∑
f∈FC
∑
h∈{MS\i}
Xkf A
f
h
Ps, fh
PL fi
(5.3)
Our objective function is subject to the following constraints:
∑
s∈{SC}
bsi ≤ Ami
min(Di,Dmax)
lmodf
+ ∑
j∈{FC}
Aji
Di
lmodf
; i ∈MS, (5.4)
∑
i∈{MS}
Ami ∑
s∈{SC}
bsi < Bm, (5.5)
∑
i∈{MS}
∑
j∈{FCc}
Aji ∑
s∈{SC}
bsi ≤ B−Bm ;c ∈ {C}, (5.6)
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∑
i∈{N}
Pji ≤ Aji PTotalj ; j ∈ {m,FC}, (5.7)
log2
(
1+
Pji
PL ji × (N0+ Is,FCi )
)
≥ lmodj A ji ; i ∈MS, j ∈ {m,FC}, (5.8)
∑
j∈{FC}
Xcj ≤ Ncbs ;c ∈C (5.9)
∑
c∈{C}
Xcj ≤ 1 j ∈ FC (5.10)
We briefly explain the model constraints as follows: The upper bound for the allocated band-
width per user to satisfy his demand is presented by constraint (5.4). The upper bound for
allocated bandwidth to macro and femto tiers are given by constraints (5.5) and (5.6) respec-
tively. Bm is a variable that determines the bandwidth allocated to macro tier. The upper bound
of transmitted power per BS is determined by constraint (5.7). Constraint (5.8) represents
the lower bound of the spectrum efficiency per BS. Constraint (5.9) corresponds to the upper
bound of the cluster size and constraint (5.10) indicates that one FC can only be assigned to
one cluster c.
Our problem is NP-hard as it was proven in (Hong and Garcia, 2012). This means that there
is no polynomial-time algorithm that can obtain the optimal solution for bandwidth and power
allocation together with BS selection. Moreover, since equations (5.1) and (5.8) are non-linear
functions, we propose to replace (5.1) by
max
b,P ∑i∈{MS} ∑s∈{SC}
Ami b
s
i l
mod
m +∑
c∈C
∑
i∈{MS}
∑
f∈FC
∑
s∈{SC}
Xcj A
j
i b
s
i l
mod
j (5.11)
assuming that the log term should be at least equal to the spectral efficiency required in the MC,
lmodm , or FC, l
mod
f . Our MIP model attempts to solve the clustering and resource allocation in a
two-tier network taking into account user locations, demands and FC locations. In addition, a
piece wise segment linear approximation can be used to replace the log term in 5.8 as we did
in our previous work in (Estrada et al., 2014) to solve the resource allocation problem using
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Linear Programming. However, this model is more time consuming than our previous work
due to the new variables representing FC cluster membership.
One way to find the optimal cluster configuration can be done by exhaustive search. This
means to perform the joint BS selection and resource allocation over all possible given clus-
ter configuration. Thus, if a cluster configuration yields to the highest throughput, then, this
configuration is selected as the new best cluster configuration. This procedure is repeated until
there is no further throughput improvement. The total number of possible ways of grouping
a set of FCs into disjoint clusters can be derived using the Stirling Partition number (Bogart
et al., 2011, ,Chapter 5) and given by
CTotalcon f =
|FC|
∑
j=1
1
j!
j
∑
i=0
(−1) j−i
(
j
i
)
i|FC| (5.12)
Nevertheless, the maximum cluster size should be known before running the algorithm. More-
over, exhaustive search requires high running time since the number of possible cluster config-
uration increases exponentially with the number of FCs. For example, with only 5 FCs, there
are 15 or 25 possible cluster configurations with a maximum cluster size of 2 or 3 respectively.
Therefore, alternative cluster formation techniques need to be investigated in order to reduce
the complexity of a centralized resource allocation for a macro-femtocell network in order to
balance the traffic load among the clusters and to reduce the inter-cluster interference.
5.4 Cluster based Resource allocation model
Since exhaustive search requires high complexity and running time, we propose a spectrum par-
titioning approach that performs: (1) BS selection procedure to balance the public users traffic
load among the existing clusters, (2) resource allocation for the macro-femtocell network that
mitigates the inter-cluster interference, maximizes the network throughput while guaranteeing
QoS subscribers connections and adaptively determines the allocated bandwidth for both tiers,
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and (3) cluster formation based on the cluster size and cluster availability in terms of connected
users and allocated resources.
5.4.1 BS selection per user
Here, the BS selection procedure is described. Our objective is to balance the traffic load of
public users among the current clusters while guaranteeing the QoS of FC subscriber transmis-
sions. First, the mobile users are sorted according to their type (i.e. FC subscriber transmission
should have priority inside their own FC) and weighted demand. Second, the algorithm chooses
FCs with better link rate conditions than the macrocell for each user. Then, FC are sorted ac-
cording to the cluster size of the cluster where they belong to and their available capacity (in
terms of number of users and resources). If the FC set is empty, the public user is associated to
the MC. This procedure is repeated until all users are allocated either to one FC or macrocell.
The algorithm 5.1 presents the BS selection procedure.
Our BS selection procedure allocates users to FC with higher available capacity and member
of cluster with lower number of FC. Doing so, we avoid having FC cluster with higher load
than any other cluster in the network.
5.4.2 Cluster formation mechanism
In this paper, a heuristic cluster algorithm is proposed to balance traffic load among the FC
clusters such they would have almost the same size, allocated resources and associated public
users if it is possible. Initially, each FC is considered as a cluster. Thus, the cluster number,
|C|, is equal to the femtocell number in the network, |FC|. Once BS selection is performed, the
resources are allocated to each cluster taking into account the average bandwidth required by
FCs. Then, the resource allocation is carried out by means of orthogonal subcarrier allocation
within a cluster and FC power control is performed to mitigate interference and to achieve
target SINR.
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Algorithm 5.1 BS Selection Algorithm
Data: MS Set of users,
FC,m Set of Femtocell and m represents Macrocell,
User Locations (Xi,Yi),
FC Locations (Xf ,Yf ),
Demands(Di)
Result: (Y ji ) BS selection
1 begin
2 Sort set MS in decreasing order by their type of user (Tu) and weighted demand
(Du);
3 for each u ∈MS do
4 Determine the FCuser with higher link rate than the MC and available capacity
in terms of users.
5 if FCuser! = 0 then
6 Sort this FC set in decreasing order by: link rate, available capacity,
available resource in its cluster, available number of FC to be connected to
the cluster.
7 Assign user to the first FC in the ordered list.;
Y ju ← 1;
8 Increase the number of femto or macrousers on FCs depending on its type.;
9 if Tu = 2 then
10 N jSU ← N jSU +1;
11 end
12 else
13 N jPU ← N jPU +1;
14 end
15 Reduce the available capacity of femtocell j.;
16 end
17 else
18 Assign user to the macrocell. ;
Ymu ← 1;
19 end
20 end
21 end
The resource manager entity can identify the interfering FC set by means of the measurement
reports delivered by mobile users. The proposed clustering scheme pursues to merge stand
alone (SA) FCs that causes interference to clusters with available capacity in terms of available
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subcarriers without exceeding the maximum cluster size allowed in a given period of time. The
cluster formation procedure is presented in Algorithm 5.2.
Algorithm 5.2 Clustering Algorithm
Data: FC Set of Femtocell
Result: (Xcj ) Cluster Configuration
1 begin
2 Initialization
3 Each FC j is a cluster initially, so there are totally |FC| clusters
4 for each FC i without cluster do
5 Determine the set of interfering Clusters, ClusteriInt of Cluster i
6 for each element j of ClusteriInt do
7 Calculate the merging metrics for the interfering clusters
8 end
9 Sort the cluster j in descending order of the metric
10 Select the first cluster ( j)
11 for each element j of ClusteriInt do
12 if |FC j|+1 ≤ NMAXC then
13 Add FC i to the femtocells set belonging to cluster j, FC j;
14 break;
15 end
16 else
17 Select the next cluster in ClusteriInt
18 end
19 end
20 end
21 end
Our merging metric is defined as
METRIC jcl = max
(
0,1− |FCj|
NFCc
)
∗max
(
0,1− |SC
SU, j|
SC j
)
∗max
(
0,1− SC
j
SCFT
)
(5.13)
where SCSU, j represents the number of subcarriers required by the subscribers in the cluster
j and SC j is the number of subcarriers allocated to cluster j, which should be less or equal
to the number of subcarriers allocated to femto tier in a given period of time, SCFT . NFCc is
the maximum cluster size. Our metrics consists of three components: (1) FC number that
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can be added to a cluster j without trespassing the maximum cluster size, (2) the available
capacity (i.e. number of users that can be connected to the cluster j), and (3) the available
resources (subcarriers or subchannels). For this reason, we named our clustering scheme as
Load Balanced Clustering scheme (LBC). In the case that two or more clusters have the same
metric value, the algorithm selects the highest interfering cluster to merge to the stand alone
FC.
5.4.3 PSO based Resource allocation per cluster
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is a population-based search approach and depends on
information sharing among the population members to enhance the search process using a
combination of deterministic and probabilistic rules. PSO has been proven to yield the same
effectiveness of the evolutionary algorithms but it requires less number of function evaluations
(Bratton and Kennedy, 2007). PSO algorithm uses two vectors that determine the position and
velocity of each particle n at each iteration k. These two vectors are updated based on the
memory gained by each particle. The position xk+1n and velocity v
k+1
n of a particle n at each
iteration k are updated as follows:
xk+1n = x
k
n+δtv
k
n, (5.14)
vk+1n = ωv
k
n+ c1r1(p
local
k − xkn)+ c2r2(pglobalk − xkn), (5.15)
where δt is the time step value typically considered as unity (Perez and Behdinan, 2007), plocalk
and pglobalk are the best ever position of particle n and the best global position of the entire
swarm so far (current iteration k), r1 and r2 represent random numbers in the interval [0,1].
Parameters ω , c1 and c2 are the configuration parameters that determines the PSO convergence
behavior. First term corresponds to the inertia of particle i which is used to control the ex-
ploration abilities of the swarm. Large inertia produces higher velocity updates allowing the
algorithm to explore the search space globally. Conversely, small inertia values force the ve-
locity to concentrate in a local region of the search space. Second and third term are associated
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with cognitive knowledge that each particle has experienced and the social interactions among
particles respectively. Parameters c1 and c2 are known as the cognitive scaling and social scal-
ing factors (Bratton and Kennedy, 2007).
According to (Perez and Behdinan, 2007), the convergence of PSO is guaranteed if the follow-
ing two conditions are met:
0 ≤ (c1+ c2)≤ 4, (5.16)
and
c1+ c2
2
−1 ≤ ω ≤ 1. (5.17)
For our resource allocation algorithm, two vectors (b,P) are used to define the location of
each particle n in the search space, where b and P represents allocated bandwidth per user and
transmitted power per user respectively. We also keep two different velocity vectors (vb,vP) to
update the particle location in each iteration using (5.15). We define a bandwidth step increase
as δb, which can be the bandwidth used per subcarrier. In addition, we propose to use a discrete
number of power levels to reduce the search space.
One classic way to accommodate constraints is to add penalties proportional to the degree of
constraint infeasibility. The main concern with this method is that the quality of the solution
depends directly on the value of the specified scaling parameters. For that reason, we use
a parameter-less scheme, where penalties are based on the average of the objective function
and the level of violation of each constraint during each iteration (Perez and Behdinan, 2007).
Thus, the penalty coefficients are determined by
cpl = | f (x)| gl(x)
∑Cj=1[g(x)]2
, (5.18)
where f (x) is the average objective function, g(x) is the average level of lth constraint violation
over the current population and C is the number of constraints (Perez and Behdinan, 2007).
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Thus, our fitness function is defined by
f ′(x) =
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
f (xkn), if x
k
n is feasible
f (xkn)+∑Cl=1 cplĝ(x
k
n), otherwise
. (5.19)
and ĝ(xkn) is determined as follows:
ĝ(xkn) = max
(
0, [g j(xkn)])
)
. (5.20)
Accordingly, the average of the fitness function for any population is approximately equal to
f (x)+ | f (x)|.
Our objective function is to maximize the network throughput. As PSO is defined to solve a
minimization problem, we change our objective function in (5.1) to
f (b,P) = Q− ∑
i∈{MS}
∑
j∈{m,FC}
Aji bilog2(1+SNR
j
i ) (5.21)
where Q is a largest number at least twice the value of the maximum throughput than can be
achieved. In such way, we convert our maximization problem into a minimization problem.
The parameter Aji is equal to 1 if bsn(i) is equal to j and 0 otherwise, which is determined as
described in Section 5.4.1. Our fitness function is given by
f ′(x) =
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
f (b,P), for feasible solutions
f (b,P)+∑Cl=1 klĝ(b,P), otherwise
. (5.22)
where constraints (5.4 - 5.8) defined in Section 5.3 are included in ∑Cl=1 klĝ(b,P) to penalize
unfeasible solutions. The algorithm 5.3 presents our joint power and bandwidth allocation for
a given user-BS association. Vectors r1,r2,r3,r4 are composed of random numbers between 0
and 1 with the same cardinality as vector b and P, which is equal to the cardinality of the user
set.
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Algorithm 5.3 PSO based Resource Allocation algorithm
Data: MS User Locations (xi,yi),
FC Locations (x f ,y f ),
Demands (Di)
and BS selection per user (bsi).
Result: Bandwidth and power allocation per user (bi,Pi).
1 begin
2 for each i ∈MS do
3 if bsi = m then
4 bmaxi ← Dilmmod ;
5 Pmaxi ← min(Pmaxz ,SNRmaxk ×NO×PLmi );
6 end
7 else
8 bmaxi ← Dil fmod ;
9 Pmaxi ← min(Pmaxf ,SINRmaxk × (NO+ Ith)×PLfi );
10 end
11 end
12 Generate initial swarm with the particle positions and velocities as follows;
b← r1.bmax;
P← Pmin+ r2.(Pmax−Pmin);
vb ← r3.bmax;
vP ← Pmin+ r4.(Pmax−Pmin);
13 Evaluate Fitness Function;
14 Determine first global best of the swarm;
15 while k ≤MaxIteration do
16 Update Position;
17 Evaluate Fitness Function;
18 Determine best local for each particle;
19 Determine best global in the swarm and update the best global;
20 Update velocity;
21 end
22 end
We also analyze the effectiveness for the proposed PSO model using different values of cogni-
tion and social behavior factors (c1,c2). Figure 5.2 shows the convergence of throughput using
different setting of parameters c1, c2 and ω .
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a) Cognitive Factors (c2 =1, ω=0.7) b) Social Behavior Factors (c1 =2.5, ω=0.7)
c) Inertia Weights (c1 =2.5, c2=1)
Figure 5.2 Analysis of Particle Swarm Optimization
model for BS selection and resource allocation problem
PSO-RAM algorithm requires between 100 to 1000 iterations to converge to a solution as
shown in Figure 5.2. It can be notice that the maximum throughput value for the proposed
model is reached with c1=2.5, c2=1 and ω in the interval of [0.2, 0.9]. An adaptive PSO
approach that adaptively changes the inertia factor from a minimum value to a maximum value
as follows:
ωk = ωmax− (ωmax−ωmin)× kkmax (5.23)
has been proven to reduce the convergence time in other optimization problems (Shi and Eber-
hart, 1998). Therefore, we propose to use this variation of PSO with ωmin = 0.2 and ωmax = 0.9.
In the Appendix IV, we demonstrate that the PSO based resource allocation algorithm indeed
provides a near-to-optimal solution for a non-dense macro femtocell network.
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5.4.4 Benchmark Model
The resource allocation model was selected taking into account that they pursue the same ob-
jective function as in our model, which is maximize the network throughput while guaranteeing
the user satisfaction in both tiers. In (Chun-Han and Hung-Yu, 2011), bandwidth allocation is
performed using Weighted Water Filling (WWF) algorithm taking into account pre-fixed user
selection per BS and no power limitation. The latter means that the bandwidth is assigned
assuming that user data rates can be provided without limitation of maximum transmitted
power per BS. According to (Yang, 2010), the total power assigned to users should be less
than or equal to the maximum transmitted power per BS. Thus, we modified their algorithm
and changed it in order to assign the required transmitted power to satisfy the SINR target as
long as the sum of the allocated power do not trespass the maximum transmitted power per BS.
Algorithms 5.4 and 5.5 presents the modified version of Weigthed Water Filling for macrocell
and femtocells respectively.
In (Abdelnasser et al., 2014), an approach that reduces the complexity of exhaustive search of
the joint clustering and resource allocation is proposed, allowing the universal subcarrier reuse
in femto tier. In their work, two severely interfering femtocells are motivated to form a cluster
by increasing their data rates through the co-tier interference avoidance. Since orthogonal
subchannel allocation is performed within each cluster to avoid co-tier interference, then, as
cluster size increases, the available subchannels per FC decreases. Therefore, femtocells are
also penalized because of the bandwidth reduction per FC when a new femtocell is incorporate
to a cluster. Thus, we define their merging metric as follows:
METRIC jcl =
I jf
∑
k∈C
Ikf
×max
(
0,
max(SC jreq,SCFT )−SC freq
max(SC jreq,SCFT )+SC
f
req
)
(5.24)
where the first term corresponds to the motivation to avoid co-tier interference among a cluster
and a stand alone FC and the second term is penalty due to the reduction of the cluster band-
width if the new femtocell f is incorporated. SC jreq and SC
f
req are the number of subcarriers
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Algorithm 5.4 MC Weighted Water Filling Algorithm
Data: Available bandwidth B,
Available power P,
Demand Di,
BS selection BS per user
Result: Bandwidth and power allocation per user and FC
1 begin
2 U ←{F,MSm};
3 Compute wmi , b
required
i as follows;
4 for each f ∈ FC do
5 for i ∈MSf do
6 wfi ←
√
1
r fi
;breqi, f ← Dil fmod ;
7 end
8 end
9 if User i is FC then
10 wmi ← ∑ j∈MSf w fj ;breqi, f ← ∑ j∈{MSf } breqj, f ;
11 end
12 else
13 wmi ←
√
1
rmi
;breqi,m ← Dilmmod ;
14 end
15 Sort U according to the bandwidth required divided by the weight;
16 while i ∈U do
17 bww fi ← min
(
brequiredi −bk−1i
wmi
,
B−∑i−1k=1∑MS
m+FC
j=k b j
∑MS
m+FC
j=i w
m
j
)
;
18 for j = i→ |U | do
19 while bi is not satisfied and B and PTotalm are not exhausted do
20 bkj ← bk−1j +wmj bww fi ;
21 end
22 end
23 if user i is MS then
24 pmi ← min
(
SNRmthN0PL
m
i ,min(P
max
m ,P
res
m )
)
;
25 end
26 end
27 end
required by the cluster j and the femtocell f respectively. We named this clustering scheme as
interference mitigation and bandwidth reduction based clustering scheme (IMBR).
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Algorithm 5.5 FC Weighted Water Filling Algorithm
Data: Bandwidth assigned to FC (Bmf ),
Set of weights (wfi ),
Set of users assigned to femtocell f (MSf )
Result: Resources allocation per user (BfMS,P
f
MS).
1 begin
2 Sort MSf according to the bandwidth required divided by the weight;
3 while i ∈MSf do
4 bww fi ← min
(
brequiredi −bk−1i
w fi
,
Bmf −∑i−1k=1∑MS
f
j=k b j
∑MS
f
j=i w
f
j
)
;
5 for j = i→ |MSf | do
6 while bi is not satisfied and Bf and Pf are not exhausted do
7 bkj ← bk−1j +wfj bww fi ;
8 end
9 end
10 p fi ← min
(
SNRfthN0PL
f
i ,min(P
max
f ,P
res
f )
)
;
11 end
12 end
For convenience, the benchmark model uses the same BS selection procedure as our model but
the resource allocation algorithm is based on Weighted Water Filling algorithm.
5.5 Performance Metrics
To evaluate the performance of the models, we use the following metrics:
Throughput: The achievable throughput is calculated based on Shannon’s Law Capacity. Ac-
cordingly, the network throughput can be expressed as:
T = ∑
i∈{MS}
∑
j∈{m,FC}
Y ji bilog2(1+SNR
j
i ). (5.25)
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Subscriber Satisfaction: Subscriber satisfaction is defined as the ratio between the sum of
assigned subscriber data rates and the sum of subscriber demands and is given by:
S =
∑
i∈{SU}
∑
j∈{m,FC}
Y ji bil
mod
j
∑
i∈{SU}
Di
. (5.26)
Power Consumption: The total power consumed in the network is the total transmitted power
by macro BS and femto BSs and is determined as follows:
PTotal = ∑
i∈{MS}
∑
j∈{m,FC}
Y ji Pi. (5.27)
Bandwidth Usage: The bandwidth usage is the sum of bandwidth assigned in both tiers and
is given by:
BWTotal = ∑
i∈{MS}
Ymi bi+maxc
⎛⎝ ∑
i∈{MS}
∑
j∈{FCC}
Yki bi
⎞⎠ , (5.28)
where FCc is the FC set of the cluster C.
5.6 Simulation Results
The main assumptions and the system configuration are described in this section. Table 5.1
shows the chosen network and environment parameters, which are similar to the scenario used
in our previous work (Estrada et al., 2014).
OFDMA physical layer assumptions for each zone are shown in Table 2.1 given in Section 2.3
which are similar to the work in (Tarhini and Chanjed, 2007). In particular, the number of bits
used for modulating the signal is 6, 4, 2 or 1 for users is in Z1, Z2, Z3 or Z4, respectively.
The proposed model is compared with the benchmark model described in Section 5.4.4 under
two scenarios as follows:
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Table 5.1 System Parameters
Name Description
B 50 MHz
PTotalm ,P
Total
f (50 dBm, 10 dBm)
Rm,Rf 500 m, 20 m
α f ,αm 3, 3.7
Cmaxz (10, 7, 3, 1)
lmodz , l
mod
f (2, 6)
Wl -3 dB
N0 -174 dBm/Hz
fc 2.3 MHz
N f 4
Incremental PU Number: Simulation runs for different set of public users increasing from
10 to 60 with 5 user increment and 10 FCs are deployed within an area of 240x80 meters as
illustrated in Fig. 5.1. Public users are randomly located within FC vicinity.
Incremental FC number: FC number is increased from 10 to 50 and high density of public
users close to FCs is considered.
Figure 5.3 Network Example: Nine femtocell are deployed within an area of
240x80 meters, and the majority of the mobile users are close to the FC neighbor
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Owing to the fact that the proposed solution incentivizes FC to grant access to public users
through the extra subcarrier allocation to FC clusters, we consider the following cases:
• one subscriber per FC with fixed demand (512 bps) or variable demand (128 bps - 1 Mbps);
• variable subscriber number per FC with variable demand (128 bps - 1 Mbps).
In the following, we present: (1) the performance of the Load Balance Clustering scheme
(LBC) in comparison with Interference Mitigation and Bandwidth Reduction based Clustering
scheme (IMBR) using the WWF based resource allocation algorithm, and (2) the performance
comparison between our complete model that consists of the LBC clustering scheme together
with PSO based resource allocation (LBC-PSO) and LBC clustering scheme together with
WWF based resource allocation (LBC-WWF). Finally, the performance of LBC-PSO model is
presented under the incremental FC number scenario in comparison with IMBR-PSO.
5.6.1 Clustering scheme comparison
In this section, the performance of both clustering schemes is analyzed using the WWF based
resource allocation under incremental PU number. Figure 5.4a shows the network through-
put as a function of the public user number for several cases with one subscriber or variable
number of subscribers per FC. Subscriber demands are fixed or randomly generated (shown as
F. Dem and R. Dem in the figures). As expected, both clustering approaches present similar
network throughput values when the requested demand per subscriber is the same (512 kbps
per subscriber), which is shown as dotted lines. In particular, our clustering technique reaches
the highest throughput for the cases when one subscriber asks for variable demand or each FC
has variable number of subscribers with random demand. In addition, it can be observed that
the throughput curves reach a maximum for the different scenarios. This means that it is not
possible to assign more public users to the current cluster configuration that allows the femto-
cell to obtain extra resources or enhanced SINR for their own subscribers. In particular case of
1 subscriber per FC, we can see that this maximum is reached at 30 public users close to the
FCs.
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a) Network Throughput
b) Subscribers Satisfaction
Figure 5.4 Performance Metrics under the Incremental PU Number Scenario
From Fig. 5.4b, it can be appreciated that our clustering scheme enhances subscriber satis-
faction in the case with random number of subscribers per FC asking for variable demand. In
particular in this case, our proposed clustering scheme also presents interference values close
to the ones obtained using IMBR scheme in this case as shown in Fig. 5.5. It can be observed
that our proposed clustering technique is less affected by the interference level changes while
IMBR presents instability in the interference curve (specially in the case with random number
of subscriber per FC). The IMBR model takes into account two factors that affect the cluster
formation, which are bandwidth reduction of the cluster and the interference levels. Thus, one
of these factors may have higher influence than the other in a given period of time leading
to this oscillating behavior. Nevertheless, the LBC-WWF model fails to reduce the interfer-
ence level in comparison with IMBR scheme in the case with one subscriber per FC, which
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is due to the lack of power control in the modified WWF algorithm to reduce the inter-cluster
interference since the algorithm runs in a distributed fashion inside each cluster.
Figure 5.5 Interference Level for the incremental PU number scenario
Table 5.2 shows the distribution of public users among the two tiers for the cases with one
subscriber per FC with random demand and random FC subscribers with random demand. As
our model attempts to balance the traffic load of public users among the existing clusters taking
into account their availability, we can see that our clustering solution increases the number of
connected users compared with the IMBR clustering technique and accommodates more public
users to be served by FCs. Therefore, our clustering scheme reduces the blocking ratio in the
two-tier network. In the particular case with one subscriber per FC and 60 public users within
the FC vicinity, it can be observed that the number of connected users is equal to 59, which
corresponds to a blocking ratio around 2% for LBC while using IMBR clustering, only 53
users can be connected which corresponds to a blocking ratio around 9%.
Moreover, we can see that the number of public users connected to FC does not reach the
maximum FC network capacity (which is 30 public users in the case of 1 subscriber per FC).
This is owing to the fact that the clusters are formed in order to have some resources to be added
to the FC subscribers transmission in our model. In the case of IMBR clustering technique,
this is due to the penalization of the cluster bandwidth reduction.
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Table 5.2 Public Users Distribution per Tier
1 SU per FC with Random Demand
PU LBC WWF IMBR WWF
FT MT FT MT
10 7 3 9 1
20 11 9 16 4
30 20 10 21 9
40 24 16 22 18
50 25 25 23 24
60 26 33 21 32
Random SUs per FC with Random Demand
PU LBC WWF IMBR WWF
FT MT FT MT
10 5 5 8 2
20 10 10 11 9
30 13 17 15 15
40 15 25 11 29
50 13 37 11 38
60 13 47 12 46
To demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed clustering technique, table 5.3 presents spectral
efficiency (γSU ) per subscribers in cluster member FCs and stand alone (SA) femtocells, the
average gain in terms of subcarriers obtained for subscribers transmissions if FCs belong to
cluster, and the average number of subcarriers allocated per user in each tier. Both schemes
achieve the target SINR for subscribers in FC member of a cluster. It can be observed that the
number of additional subcarriers for subscribers transmissions in our model is greater than the
one obtained using IMBR clustering scheme (shown in the columns of Extra SC). Finally, LBC
clustering scheme presents a higher number of allocated subcarriers per user at femto tier in
comparison with IMBR scheme.
In summary, the proposed cluster technique achieves better throughput in comparison with the
interference mitigation and bandwidth reduction based clustering scheme. This is owing to
the fact that our main objective is to balance the traffic load from public users in order to get a
cluster configuration that allows FC to get extra resources for their own subscribers by granting
access to public users while guaranteeing QoS transmission of the two user types.
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Table 5.3 QoS Guarantee and Extra Resources for subscribers in Femto tier
PU γSU in cluster γSU in SA FC Extra SC Avg SC MT Avg SC FT
LBC IMBR LBC IMBR LBC IMBR LBC IMBR LBC IMBR
WWF WWF WWF WWF WWF WWF WWF WWF WWF WWF
10 7.31 7.26 6.73 6.04 4 2 17 17 4 3
20 7.30 7.05 5.11 4.41 1 1 15 14 3 2
30 7.30 7.12 4.47 0 1 1 11 10 3 2
40 7.27 7.09 4.97 0 2 1 9 10 2 1
50 7.06 7.12 5.08 0 1 1 7 7 2 1
60 7.06 7.17 5.08 0 1 1 6 6 2 1
5.6.2 Resource Allocation algorithm comparison
In this section, we compare the proposed clustering technique using two different resource al-
location algorithms, namely WWF and PSO. By doing so, we want to show the advantages
of using PSO instead of WWF. Figure 5.6 shows the network throughput and the subscribers
satisfaction for the scenarios with random number of subscribers SU per FC with a fixed de-
mand of 512 Kbps and variable demand between 128 kbps and 1 Mbps. In the case of fixed
demand, LBC-PSO presents a throughput gain around 28% compared to LBC-WWF, which is
due to the power distribution enhancement over the active bandwidth to tackle the perceived
interference in femto tier.
In Fig. 5.6b, we can observe that using WWF model with any of the clustering schemes
(i.e. LBC-WWF and IMBR-WWF), there is a drop on the subscriber satisfaction curve. This
is mainly due to the lack of power control in WWF algorithm to mitigate the inter-cluster
interference since resources are independently allocated in each cluster. Unlike WWF, PSO
algorithm is centralized and includes a constraint to reduce the inter-cluster interference level.
Thus, the subscriber satisfaction is enhanced with a gain between 30% and 40%.
Figure 5.7 shows the average interference per subcarrier obtained using the LBC-PSO, LBC-
WWF and IMBR-WWF models. Our proposed clustering technique with WWF algorithm does
not reduce the average interference level but together with Particle Swarm optimization reduces
indeed the interference level below the value obtained by the IMBR-WWF model. From Fig.
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a) Network Throughput
b) Subscribers Satisfaction
Figure 5.6 Performance Metrics for the incremental PU number scenario
5.7a, it can be observed that the interference is higher for the proposed model for the initial
cluster configurations in comparison to the LBC-WWF and IMBR-WWF models. However, as
the number of public user increases our solution can effectively reduce the interference levels
below the values obtained for the IMBR-WWF.
Table 5.4 presents the power consumption and bandwidth usage per tier for different number of
public users for the case with random subscriber number per FC and variable demand. It is also
included the number of blocked users. One can observe that the LBC-PSO model increases the
power consumption by about 6 dBm at femto tier while MC power consumption is reduced by
3 dB compared to LBC-WWF model. For the scenario with more than 40 public users, both
models start blocking some public users. The main difference is that LBC-WWF model rejects
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a) Scenario with Fixed Demand/SU
b) Scenario with Random Demand/SU
Figure 5.7 Average interference per Subcarrier for
scenarios with random number of subscribers per FC
public users due to the power starvation at the macro tier without using the total bandwidth
while the proposed model starts blocking public users because the bandwidth is exhausted.
Table 5.4 Power Consumption and Bandwidth Usage
(Scenario with Random number of SU per FC with variable Demand)
PU Power Consumption (dBm) Bandwidth(%) Blocking Ratio(%)
Number LBC-PSO LBC-WWF LBC-PSO LBC-WWF LBC- LBC-
FT MT FT MT FT MT FT MT PSO WWF
10 13.80 51.43 13.06 51.35 20 32 19 14 0 0
20 16.27 55.70 13.13 56.38 26 59 15 48 0 0
30 17.49 56.71 13.68 57.83 27 73 14 64 0 0
40 18.82 56.81 12.02 59.03 29 71 11 75 0 2
50 18.82 56.81 12.48 59.03 29 71 11 77 8 12
60 18.82 56.81 12.28 59.03 29 71 11 80 17 15
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Table 5.5 presents the QoS guarantee and extra resources allocated to FC subscribers. In com-
parison with LBC-WWF, LBC-PSO is able to achieve higher spectral efficiency (γSU ) and high
number of additional subcarriers for own FC subscribers having similar values of average num-
ber of subcarrier per users in both tiers.
Table 5.5 QoS Guarantee and Extra Subcarriers for subscribers at Femto tier
PU γSU in cluster Extra SC Avg. SC MT Avg. SC FT
Number LBC-PSO LBC-WWF LBC-PSO LBC-WWF LBC-PSO LBC-WWF LBC-PSO LBC-WWF
10 7.80 6.62 1.67 1.00 16 16 5 5
20 8.05 7.05 3.67 3.25 12 14 5 5
30 8.16 7.23 4.17 3.50 10 11 5 5
40 8.21 6.70 3.33 1.00 7 7 5 4
50 8.21 6.93 3.33 1.25 7 7 5 4
60 8.21 6.68 3.33 1.00 7 5 5 4
In summary, the proposed PSO based RA approach together with the proposed clustering
scheme presents several advantages such as: improved throughput, enhanced power distri-
bution, lower interference levels and improved subscribers satisfaction, number of additional
subcarriers allocated for subscriber transmissions.
5.6.3 FC Density and Cluster Size
In this section, we present the performance of the proposed model under variable density of
FC in a specific coverage area. Figure 5.8 shows the network throughput and subscriber satis-
faction as a function the number of FCs for high density of public users that are close FCs (i.e.
the total of user number that FCs might potentially serve).
Figure 5.8a demonstrates that both models enhance the throughput as the number of FC in-
creases, however, LBC-PSO model obtains a throughput gain between 4 and 11% in compari-
son with IMBR-PSO model. The subscriber satisfaction is also improved by LBC-PSO model
with values between 85% and 90% as shown in Fig. 5.8b, while IMBR-PSO model gives sub-
scriber satisfaction values between 75% and 90%. This is owing to the fact that our model aims
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a) Throughput
b) Subscriber Satisfaction
Figure 5.8 Performance Metrics for incremental FC number scenario
at guaranteeing the target SINR of subscribers transmission as well as the compensation with
extra subcarriers allocated for own FC subscribers transmissions.
Table 5.6 presents the subscriber QoS guarantees in terms of spectral efficiency (γSU ), the av-
erage of extra resources allocated to FC members of a cluster and the mean and the standard
deviation of cluster size (CS) for both clustering schemes and PSO based resource allocation
algorithm. Both models are able to achieve the target spectral efficiency (i.e. γSU = 6 bit/sym-
bol) but LBC-PSO model allocates higher number of extra subcarriers for FC subscribers when
it is possible.
It can be observed that both models reduce the average number of allocated subcarriers per user
in macro tier as the number of public users that are close to FC increases. This is owing to the
fact that some users being denied service at lower tier need to be served by macrocell. Since our
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Table 5.6 QoS Guarantee and Extra Resources for subscribers at Femto tier
FC γSU in cluster Extra SC
Number LBC-PSO IMBR-PSO LBC-PSO IMBR-PSO
10 6.84 7.03 0.5 0.4
20 7.39 7.05 0.8 0.4
30 7.13 7.15 1.0 0.0
40 6.98 7.11 0.4 0.24
FC Avg. SC per User MT Avg. SC per User FT
Number LBC-PSO IMBR-PSO LBC-PSO IMBR-PSO
10 10 9 5 5
20 4 5 5 5
30 3 4 5 4
40 3 3 4 4
FC Cluster Size Mean Cluster Size Std. Dev.
Number LBC-PSO IMBR-PSO LBC-PSO IMBR-PSO
10 1.42 1.42 0.53 0.53
20 1.33 1.17 0.48 0.39
30 1.76 1.30 0.83 0.47
40 1.73 1.37 0.75 0.49
PSO based macrocell resource allocation model aims at the fair subcarriers distribution among
the allocated users, the average number of allocated subcarrier per user is indeed reduced as
the number of macro users increases. In order to avoid the reduction of average number of
subcarrier allocated per user in macrocell, PSO based RA algorithm should be changed to
consider that the average number of allocated subcarriers per user in macro tier should be at
least equal to the average number of subcarriers allocated per user in femto tier. In such a case,
the blocking ratio of macro users will increase. However, this is out of the scope of the paper.
It is also worth noticing that LBC-PSO model has higher cluster size mean than IMBR-PSO
model, which means that the femto tier will obtain more resources from the macrocell because
more public users can be connected to the FC clusters. For the LBC-PSO model, the standard
deviations values indicate that there are clusters with size between 1 and 3 while for the IBMR-
PSO model, the clusters might have a maximum of 2 femtocells.
5.6.4 Complexity and Running Time
The complexity of the PSO based resource allocation model depends on the number of subcar-
riers, the number of users, FC number and the number of cluster in the network. However, the
running time is limited by the maximum number of iterations, kmax, which can be assumed to
be increasing function of the number of users in the network or a fixed value. In our case, PSO
algorithm requires between 5 and 10 sec to converge to a solution for the resource allocation
problem with given cluster configuration and BS selection per users as we determine after the
convergence analysis presented in Section 5.4.3.
However, it is the clustering scheme that requires high running time as FC number increases
under worst case scenario, which is high density of public users (i.e. FC fulfilled capacity).
This running time is given in Table 5.7 for different FC number and public user number. It can
be noticed that our model requires higher running time in comparison with LBC-WWF model,
which can be reduced using other PSO variants. This can be addressed in a future research
work.
Table 5.7 Running time
FC PU Time (sec)
Number Number LBC-PSO LBC-WWF
10 30 8 1
20 60 42 3
30 90 103 8
40 120 189 43
50 150 305 89
Once the clusters are established, this procedure is performed taking into account the stand
alone FC that can be merged with current clusters if the resources are exhausted for every
cluster or it is not possible to allocate public users to the any cluster without depriving FC
subscriber transmissions. Therefore, the two-tier network should keep low number of stand
alone FCs so the running time of the clustering mechanism can be reduced since there will be
less probability to form new cluster configurations.
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5.7 Conclusion
A novel resource allocation model is introduced. The model consists of a Particle Swarm
Optimization based resource allocation algorithm and a load balance clustering scheme. The
proposed model is able to determine the best serving BS and the bandwidth and power alloca-
tion for each user taking into account its demand, location, FC proximity and current cluster
configuration. Our solution was tested under the incremental public user number scenario and
compared with a benchmark model that employs WWF for resource allocation and an inter-
ference mitigation and bandwidth reduction based clustering scheme. We have demonstrated
that the proposed approach indeed improves the overall network throughput without depriving
subscribers satisfaction by means of rewarding FCs with extra resources for their own trans-
mission. Moreover, in the tested scenarios, MC power consumption is reduced by 3 dB since
FCs grant access to public users. By means of FC power control, the proposed solution reduces
the inter-cluster interference and allows the efficient bandwidth usage. The main disadvantage
of the benchmark model is the lack of FC power control which increases the inter-cluster in-
terference level and therefore degrades the QoS of FC subscribers transmissions. The main
disadvantage of the LBC-PSO model is the high complexity and therefore the large running
time. In a future work, we will investigate the PSO variants that allows to improve the required
time to find a near-to-optimal solution and the cluster formation mechanism and its stability to
convert our LBC-PSO model into a distributed model, which can reduce even more the running
time.
GENERAL CONCLUSION
Femtocells are effective solutions to quickly improve the indoor coverage and the capacity of
the current cellular networks. Nevertheless, to become a viable solution, the resource manager
entity should take into account several parameters such as user locations, femtocell proxim-
ity, access control policy, channel allocation mechanism and clustering technique in order to
enhance the network throughput. Due to the limited wireless resources and other limiting-
capacity factors, current access control policies are not powerful enough to guarantee the QoS
of subscribers transmissions. This has lead to the introduction of the hybrid access policy,
which imposes new technical challenges for macro-femtocell networks due to the contrasting
factors that affect the overall system performance. Consequently, the objective of this thesis
was the resource optimization of the macro-femtocell network while guaranteeing the QoS of
subscribers. To achieve this, several resource allocation algorithms were presented:
• base station selection together with bandwidth and power assignment using orthogonal
channel allocation for non-dense deployment;
• joint BS selection, subcarrier, power allocation enabling full subcarrier reuse for non-dense
deployment;
• low-complexity resource allocation model that jointly determines serving BS, subcarrier
and power allocation and enables full subcarrier reuse per OFDMA zone, and subcarrier
reuse among inner MC zones and femtocell located in outer zones;
• heuristic resource allocation model that consists of: BS selection procedure, a cluster based
resource allocation model, and a cluster formation technique.
The resource allocation model presented in Chapter 2 overcomes the limitations of the prior
work that assumes fixed transmitted power in both tiers and those performing FC power control
giving priority to macro users. The BSS-RAM model is able to determine optimal serving base
station together with the optimal amount of bandwidth and power for each user taking into
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account the user demands and locations. Linear Programming theory was applied to formulate
the optimization problem and several mathematical approximations were used to convert the
real convex-problem to a LP model. A performance comparison with a modified version of
Weighted Water Filling algorithm was presented. Simulation results showed that WWF model
requires between 5% and 16% more power than BSS-RAM model to achieve the same user
satisfaction and is less tolerant to the noise changes than BSS-RAM model. Thus, it is demon-
strated that the BSS-RAM model can effectively enhance the network throughput and the power
distribution among active DL transmissions in each BS, and makes the macro-femtocell net-
work more tolerant to environmental noise changes. In addition, the mean square error caused
due to the mathematical approximations and the formula for required MC transmitted power
were derived. It was shown that the theoretical transmitted power values are close to the results
obtained in the simulations and the mean square error is around 0.13% of the throughput gain.
Therefore, one can conclude that bandwidth allocation together with adaptive power per user
and BS selection enable the BSS-RAM model to enhance the network throughput, to enhance
power distribution over the active DL communications and to reduce the impact of noise.
In Chapter 3, the resource allocation model takes into account subcarrier granularity and en-
ables full subcarrier reuse among the two tiers and neighboring femtocells. The subcarrier reuse
is allowed if the received interference is less than a given threshold, which was calculated under
the consideration of fixed transmitted power in macrocell and femtocells to guarantee the target
SINR in their respective downlink transmissions. Linear Programming theory was applied to
formulate the optimization problem which should determine the BS selection, subcarrier al-
location and transmitted power per mobile user. For comparison purposes, three benchmark
models were used. The first model is the underlay spectrum sharing, which assumes the same
value of transmitted power per subcarrier in each BS (including the macro BS). The second one
is the controlled-underlay spectrum sharing that performs adaptive power control per subcar-
rier at femto tier. The third benchmark model is the BSS-RAM model presented in Chapter 2.
Simulations results showed that the Controlled-SC model outperforms BSS-RAM model hav-
ing lower blocking ratio, higher throughput and higher user satisfaction. The Controlled-SC
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model allows to use a 100% of bandwidth at the macro tier and 48% of bandwidth is reused at
the femto tier whereas BSS-RAM model only allows to use 50% of the bandwidth in each tier.
In addition, the Controlled-SC model presented the best results in comparison with the other
two benchmark models. Therefore, it is demonstrated that the power adaptation per subcarrier
in all BSs allows to increase the number of connected users to FCs while improving the overall
user satisfaction under scenarios with incremental traffic load and variable FC user density.
However, this improvement is limited by FC capacity and the interference threshold.
It was shown that the computational complexity of the previous models increases exponentially
with the FC number, subcarrier number and the FC user density. To reduce this complexity,
the following techniques were applied: the division of the problem into subproblems related
to each OFDMA macrocell zone and the cluster configuration. The first technique was applied
to the low complexity resource allocation model presented in Chapter 4 for a given cluster
configuration. First, the MC resource are allocated to the OFDMA zones taking into account
the user distribution. Then, the set of users and femtocells is divided into disjoint subsets per
zone. Thus, each zone runs the resource allocation algorithm that determines the BS selection,
subcarrier allocation and transmitted power per user while enabling the subcarrier reuse among
MC inner zone and FC located in MC outer zones and also between macro users and femtocell
within the same MC zone. The proposed solution was compared to other two schemes which
are spectrum partitioning among macro users and femtocell in each zone (i.e. BSS-RAM is ap-
plied in each zone), and spectrum partitioning with partial subcarrier reuse inside femtocells. A
performance analysis was included when Random walk is incorporated as the mobility model.
Low mobility users were located within the FC neighborhood. Simulation results showed that
the proposed SS-FSR model reaches 75% of throughput gain, serves around 32% more users
and reduces the handover ratio and call dropping ratio by up to 3% and 2%, respectively, when
compared to spectrum partitioning approach. In fact, one can conclude that the spectrum shar-
ing with full subcarrier reuse model provides better throughput for different arrival rates and
variable FC user densities and requires less number of handovers compared to the benchmark
models.
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Finally, a heuristic cluster based resource allocation model is presented in Chapter 5 with the
integration of a novel cluster formation technique for hybrid access femtocells and the band-
width adaptation per tier. The main objective of the clustering technique is to balance the
traffic load from public users and femtocells among established clusters and to motivate FC to
become a cluster member through the allocation of extra resources for own subscribers trans-
missions. Particle Swarm Optimization was used as an alternative optimization tool to solve the
resource optimization problem. For performance comparison purpose, a decentralized bench-
mark model was used. The benchmark model is based on Weighted Water Filling Algorithm
and a clustering technique that takes into account the interference level and bandwidth reduc-
tion per cluster member. Both models were tested under the incremental public user number
scenario and variable FC density. Simulation results showed that the proposed model presents
several advantages when compared to the benchmark model. This advantages are: MC power
consumption is reduced by 3 dB, the subscriber satisfaction is increased by around 35% and an
efficient bandwidth usage is achieved having similar values of inter-cluster interference as the
benchmark model. Therefore, one can conclude that this approach indeed improves the overall
network throughput while guaranteeing the QoS of subscribers transmissions by means of the
proposed clustering technique for hybrid access femtocells.
Future Work
This research work addressed the resource allocation problem in OFDMA macro-femtocell
network taking into account the hybrid access policy for different scenarios. Some perspectives
for the continuation of this thesis are listed below:
• set of weights related to the service plan that mobile users are paying for should be inves-
tigated. This might provide preferential treatment to user paying more over other users;
• dynamic changes on MC zones can be analyzed and the impact of cluster formation tech-
niques on the performance of the resource allocation model;
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• new pricing mechanism for hybrid access femtocells that encourage the FC owner to open
their access to public users;
• performance comparison among several alternative optimization tools applied to the re-
source optimization problem for dense deployment;
• performance evaluation of the intra-handover among OFDMA zones for the resource allo-
cation proposed in Chapter 4;
• for the cluster formation technique, an analysis of its stability and the fair distribution of the
extra subcarriers among the FC members as well as the appropriate cluster head selection
for the distributed cluster formation regarding hybrid access femtocells;
• alternative mechanisms to mitigate inter-cluster interference should be investigated for dis-
tributed cluster formation scheme;
• performance evaluation of the model presented in Chapter 4 using different clustering tech-
niques.

APPENDIX I
MILP BS SELECTION AND RESOURCE ALLOCATION MODEL
For the spectrum partitioning scenario, the set of Equations from (5.11) to (2.22) are replaced
by (A I-1) to (A I-13), including the constraints of the upper and lower bound of SNR in both
tiers.
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Pmi ≤ Pmaxz xmi ; i ∈ N, (A I-12)
Pfi ≤ Pmaxf x fi ; i ∈ N, f ∈ F. (A I-13)
APPENDIX II
PWS LINEAR APPROXIMATION
The log2 term function in (3.28) can be approximated to a sum of linear segments using the
algorithm in (Imamoto and Tang, 2008). To do so, we first evaluate the received power levels
plus noise and interference in zone Z3 using typical values of transmitted power for commercial
macro BS (i.e. 25dBm W or 35dBm (Dufková et al., 2011)). We verified that their values vary
from 6.11x10−14 to 1.63x10−13. For femtocells, we perform a similar analysis for these values
using the transmitted power in femto BS between -10 dBm and 10dBm (3GPP-TR-36.921,
2011). These values are in the range of: (1) 5.63x10−14 to 1.47x10−13 for QPSK modulation,
(2) 3.75x10−13 to 1.23x10−12 for 16-QAM and (3) 6.3x10−12 to 1x10−10 for 64-QAM.
Table-A II-1 shows two different PWS linear approximations using the minimum value equal to
the noise, N0, and the maximum value equal to the maximum received power level of 64-QAM,
i.e. 1x10−10.
Table-A II-1 PWS Linear Approximation
3-PWS Linear Approximation
Segment ml al LSminl LS
max
l εl
1 2.15x1013 -46.41 3.11−14 2.2x10−13 0.8251
2 9.96x1011 -41.87 2.2 10−13 3.66x10−12 0.9037
3 4.6x1010 -37.76 3.66x10−12 10−10 0.6799
4-PWS Linear Approximation
1 1.43x1013 -45.31 3.11−14 2.3x10−13 0.5212
2 1.89x1012 -42.4 2.3 10−13 1.77x10−12 0.6134
3 2.52x1011 -39.49 1.77x10−12 1.33−11 0.5097
4 3.4x1010 -36.57 1.33x10−11 10−10 0.4790
From Table-A II-1, we can see that the 3-PWS linear approximation simplifies the representa-
tion of the log term for these values obtained by means of the use of one segment per modula-
tion technique. Thus, the received power plus noise and interference values can be evaluated
in segment 1 for QPSK, segment 2 for 16-QAM and segment 3 for 64-QAM.
Using the 4-PWS linear approximation, the received power for 64-QAM can be evaluated in
two segments. Therefore, it can be represented by the sum of two power variables: one for the
third segment and one for the fourth segment, but only one can be greater than zero for a given
solution.
In general, the received power can be represented as the sum of several power variables corre-
sponding to each segment of a PWS linear approximation, which increases the complexity of
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the proposed model. This can be addressed as future research work, but we only consider the
3-PWS linear approximation since the proposed solution is complex enough due to amount of
variables related to bandwidth, power and BS selection.
APPENDIX III
MSE THROUGHPUT ERROR DUE TO THE PWS LINEAR APPROXIMATION
An error is introduced in the network throughput as we are using a linear approximation. Then,
the mean square error (MSE) of the throughput can be estimated as follows:
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[
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]2
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where εl and ε1 are the difference between log2 function and the evaluation of PWS linear
segment, gl given in section II. εl at any given instant t are given by
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respectively. Since bs, ji are constant, (A III-1) is reduced to:
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The average error for each segment is presented in Table-A II-1. Obviously, MSE throughput
error depends on the number of subcarrier assigned to each BS and modulation technique (i.e.
MSE error due to linear approximation).

APPENDIX IV
COMPARISON BETWEEN PSO AND ILP BASED RESOURCE ALLOCATION
MODELS
In this appendix, the performance comparison among the PSO based resource allocation model
and the optimal ILP model described in Chapter 3 is presented. Fig.-A IV-1 shows the network
throughput, user satisfaction, bandwidth usage and power consumption for both models under
the incremental traffic scenario with a cluster of 5 femtocell with low FC user density. Both
models present similar throughput values however the power consumption in PSO model is 1
dB higher than the ILP model. This can be attributed to the discrete steps of power increase
assumed in the PSO based approach. From Fig.-A IV-1b, it can be seen that ILP model presents
higher user satisfaction compared to PSO model. This means that excess of a particular user
data rate in PSO model increases the overall throughput while reduces the satisfaction of the
remaining users.
(a) Throughput (b) User Satisfaction
(c) Bandwidth Usage (d) Power Consumption
Figure-A IV-1 Performance Analysis of PSO and ILP models
The complexity of the ILP model depends on the number of subcarriers that comprise the
licensed spectrum, mobile user density within FC coverage area, the number of femtocells
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in the cluster and the total transmitted power in MC (Estrada et al., 2013a). The complexity
of the PSO based model depends on the number of iterations used to find a near-to-optimal
solution. We define the maximum iterations value equal to 500 since we observed that the
number of iterations required for the convergence varies from 100 to 500 depending on the
number of users in the network. Table-A IV-1 presents the required time to find an optimal or
near-to-optimal solution for both models.
Table-A IV-1 Running Time
MS ILP PSO
10 0.08 0.05
20 0.2 0.12
30 2.17 1.12
40 79.95 14.15
50 302.54 26.13
As we expected, the running time of PSO model is indeed lower than the ILP model but it
still increases exponentially. This is owing to the fact that the number of iterations required to
converge depends on the number of the users in the network and number of femtocell in the
cluster. In this particular scenario, only 5 femtocells were deployed within a cluster. One can
expect that if the number of FC in the cluster increases, the required time to find a near-to-
optimal solution also increases.
In summary, we have demonstrated that PSO based resource allocation approach finds a near-
to-optimal solution.
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